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The analytic model program calculates the Shuttle avionics surviv­
ability for the ALT configuration. The user supplies the necessary baseline
 
parameter data to the program as well as information on parameter variation.
 
If time isspecified as the independent variable, then survivability as a func­
tion of time is generated for each parameter variation. If time isnot specified
 
as the independent variable, then survivability as a function of parameter is
 
generated for each parameter that is specified to be varied. The only restriction
 
on the number and type of parameters to be varied in any one run isthat they
 
must be in the same device.
 
The program consists of a driver routine and six subroutines. The
 
structure of the driver program is given on the opposite page. The routine
 
accepts the input data and checks its validity. Next, the number of time
 
points is set up and baseline survivabilities are calculated and printed.
 
Following this, the varying partition is identified and its survivability is
 
set to 1. System survivability with this partition excluded may be calculated
 
for future use. Next, the parameters are varied and the survivabilities
 
computed and printed. A separate path is required if time is the independent
 
variable because of differing output formats.
 
The actual computation is accomplished by a subroutine. There is the
 
GPC model computed by SURVT, the MCDS model computed by MCDSC, and the flight
 
critical bus model computed by FLTCR. The appropriate subroutine is called
 
for the survivability calculation for each partition. The parameters associated
 
with that partition are included in the argument list.
 
The printing of results is accomplished by subroutine. There are
 
three distinct printout formats. The baseline results are printed by SVTPRT,
 
the parameter variation results with time as the independent variable are
 
printed by VATPRT and the parameter variation results with the parameter as the
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A.2. UTILIZATION PROCEDURE 
A.2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Parameters are input to the program using the NAMELIST statement. 
This allows a relatively format free input specification and adds an identi­
fication of the parameter on the punched card. There are five namelist
 
groups to be entered. The variables to be entered are listed in Table A.2-1,
 
along with their group name and purpose. The variables that span several
 
devices have an index I,while variables that apply to redundancy levels
 
have an index K,eg. V2 is detectability when 2 fault free units remain.
 








THE ABOVE TWO INDICES REFER TO LAMDA AND TAU ONLY.
 
FOR U,V,W, AND LEAKGE USE INDEX 2 WITH K=l
 














































24 FF MDM 4
 
25 FA MDM 4
 
This index system assigns the input parameters and program control
 
























































Maximum value of time
 
Device number to vary parameters
 
ITER 2 allows another run to follow
 
Indicates time is the independent variable
 
Indicates U(K,VARPAR) is to be varied
 
Indicates V(K,VARPAR) is to be varied
 
Indicates W(K,VARPAR) is to be varied
 
Indicates LEAKGE(K,VARPAR) is to be varied
 
Indicates LAMDA(VARPAR) is to be varied
 














Maximum value of U(K,VARPAR)
 
Maximum value of V(K,VARPAR)
 
Maximum value of W(K,VARPAR)
 
Maximum value of LEAKGE(K,VARPAR)
 
Maximum value of LAMDA(VARPAR)
 
Maximum value of TAU(VARPAR)
 




A.2.2 INPUT DECK SETUP
 
Within the program, some parameters are assigned default values.
 
That is, if a parameter is not input, it is assigned a preset value. All
 
Us are assigned .999. All Vs and Ws are assigned 1 except V(2,I) is assigned
 
a value of .95. LAMDAs and TAUs are 100 (per 106 hours). All FLAGS are
 
.FALSE. Leakages are zero.
 
A sample input deck set-up isshown in Figure A.2-1. The namelist
 
groups are to come in the following order: PARAMS, MSNT, FLAGS, DELS, MAXS.
 
The initial card for each group must begin with a dollar sign ($)in column
 
2 immediately followed by the group name with no imbedded blanks. Succeeding
 
data items are read until a $ is encountered. Each data item is separated by
 
commas and may be in any of two forms:
 
1. A variable equals a constant
 
2. An array with or without subscript followed by a list
 
of constants, separated by commas.
 
In (2), the subscript indicates the beginning location for the assign­
ment. No subscript implies a 1. A variable may be omitted or may have more
 
than one assignment. A value of ITER greater than 2 allows another input
 















sPARAMS LAtDA(a)=221.,1.78,oo.,230., 2 50 .,llo., 2 8 6.,looo., 








C EACH UNIT OF TIlE ALT OP SYSTEM IS REPRESENTED BY AN INDEX. 
5 C THIS IS ALIST OF THESE REPReSENTATIONS. 
C 
C 
C TNnFX UNIT REPRESENTED 
r 
10 C I HCnS OEU*OU 
2, HODS KEYOARO 
C ABOVE TWO REFER TO LAHDA AND TAU ONLY. 
C FOR UtVvWAND LEAKGE USE INDEX 2 41TH POSITIONS 
C 1, AND 3 REFERRING TO ODUIDU A140 4,5 REFERRING 
15 TO THE KEYBOARD 
a 3 GPO 
a 4 FLIGHT FORWARD "H 
, 6 ACCELEROHETER 
20 . 7 IHI 
C a TACAN 
c 9 HSOLS 
C 10 RHO 
25 
C 11 RPTA 
C 1 SSlTC 
n 
C 13 FLIGHT AFT HO r 
C 14 SFRVO AHP 
o 15 RATE GYRO 
30 
C 16 (nU 




0 19 HSI 
. 20 AnT 
C 21 PCH "ASTER 
35 C 22 OF Ho 
o ?3 OA MON 
C 24 FF HN 4 
C 25 FA MON' 40 
c VARIABLE DICTIONARY 
r AnrFLG ABORT FLAG, A LOGICAL VARIABLE 
45 
C ALPHAIt4K, COEFFICIENTS OF SURVIVABILITY EQUATION 
c o(i) LOGICAL VARIABLE USED IN INPUT VALIOITY 01F01 
G COVRGEIK) COVERAGE 
0 CELT TIME INCREHENT 
C ELTAEI) PERHANENT FAULT RATE PLUS LEAKY TRANSIENT RATE 
C LAMOA PERNANENT FAULT RATE IN FAULTS PER HOUR 
. 
a 
50 C LAtMFLG -FLAG iN(TCATINGITF TRUE$ DESIRE TO VARY LAHDA 
C LAHMAX MAXIMUM VALUE OF LANDA 
C LEAKGE(K) PERCENTAGE OF TRANSIENTS MISTAKEN FOR PERMANENT 
C LKGFLGIK) FLAG INOICATINGIIF TRUE) DESIRE TO VARY LKGFLGIKI 
r LKGNAX HAXIMUM VALUE OF LEAKAGE 
55 C H LOOP INDEX IN SURVIVABILITY CALCULATION 
NC 
PROGRAM A CO 66G0 FIl V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/7V 1t.25.2O. pAGE -'z 
i NIlNunER OF COMPUTERS IN SY9TfI 
C ORGVAL 414 ARRAY USED TO STnRE IHE INITIAL VALUES OF U,VH, 
c LEAKGELAMOA AND TAU 
C SIGMA (K SUM OF PERMANENT FAULT RATE AND LEAKAGE/TRAISIENT FAULT 
60 C RATE PQODOUT. 
C STGHAT SUN OF THE PEPMANENT AND TRANSIENT FAULT RATES. EXPRESSED 
C IN FAULTS PER HOUR 
C SUN TFIPORARY VARIAIILE FOR ALPHA COEFFICIENT CALCULATION 






TRANSIENT FAULT RATE IN FAULTS PER HOUR 
C TAUFLG FLAG INDICATING(IF TRUE) DESIRE TO VARY TAU 
C TAIJIAX MAXIIJIH VALUE OF TAU 





TEMPORARY VARIABLE IN TMAX/DELT VALIDITY CHFCK 
FLAG INOICATINGIIF TRUEI TIME AS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
C THAX MAXIMUM TIHF FOR WHICH SURVIVABILITY IS CALCULATED 
C TVAL TiE VALUE OF TIME FOR HICHON COMPJTATIONS HILL BE HADE 








FLAG INOICATINGIIF TRUE) DESIRE TO VARY UIKI 






FLAG INOICATINGIIF TRUE) DESIRE TO VARY VIKI 
80 C VHAX MAXIMUM VALUE OF DIAGNOSAILITY 
C I1K) RECOVERABILITY 
C HFLGIKI FLAG INDICATING(IF TRUE) DESIRE TO VARY HCK) 











INTEGER tHEADER 6),NRI 25)VARPARUNITN(281 
NAHELIST/PARAMS/LAHODATAULEAKGEUtVoHo /HSNT/DELTTIIAXtVARPAR 





DATA UIITN/6HODSDUGHHCDOSKQtlGPC 16tIFF HMBt,6HAOTA 
6HIHO ,6HIACAN ,6HHSBLS *)HRHC ,6HRPTA 
,611ACCEL 
t6HSBTC I 
6NFA MDMHASA ;6MRGYRO ,6100ti ,SIIAVVI T 
6HAIHI *6HHSI ,6IADI ,6IIPCmMU 611OF nOH,61OA HlOH 
V 6HAFr FC,6HS CRIT,6HH CRTT,61WT DIS,6HFWD FC/ 
105 * ,HEAPER/6H ONE 96H TWO *GI1THREE ,6t FOUR ,6H1 FIVE 9111 / 
* ,LAHDATAU/50O100/LEAKGEIZ5'O/,U,V,W 1125*.999,2501,/ 
,TVAL, DELTTiAXUHAX.VMAXWMAXDELUDEL4DOELV*OELLADELTAU, 
f LAMMAX,TAUHAX/3?*1.O/ 
DO 5 I=1,25 
110 5 V(2,II = .95 
PPOGRAH CMu 6604 FIN V3.0-P3CS nPT=1 0410176 17,26.02. PAGE 3 
VARPAP=O 
*HER =I 
DATA UFLG.VFLG,)FLG LKGFLGpLAHFLGTAUFLG,11E/23f*FALSE,/ 
115 TIIE.F4LSE. 
ONrtN ? 6HhCOaSk 
o0 8 1 R1,25 
LAHOAtrI = LANOA(1I/ I.E-
TAUIII TAUIII I I.E-6 
128 4 CONTINUF 
DELLA" DELLAH I t.E-6 
DELTAU DELTAU I jE-6 
LAtHAX LAHAX II.F-6 
TAUMA( TAUHAX /I .E-6 





130 O0 10 11.25 
LANA(I ; LANDAfITI $.E-6 
TAUA) = TAV4 f hE"6 
tO CONTINUE 
DFLLAH = DELLAM * IE-6 
135 OELTAU = DELTAU 0 J.E-6 
LAtiJAX T LAWIAX 9 1E-6 
TAUAAX = TAUHAX 4 I.E-6 
G 
144 C INPUT VARIRBLE VALIDITY CHECK 
C 
C SET QtI) FALSE AND CHECK INPUT VARIAftE$ 
AOTFCG=.FALSE, c 
145 DO 115 J=1,25 
DO too 1=1,25,1 
BfIIl=FALSE. $06 CONTINUE 
150 
00 10 1=1,5,1 
IF IU(I,J).GT,I.,OR,U(iT,J,LT.8,I 8(I TIWOg, 
IFIRhhI) IRITTE(616tOil IU I4 
101 FORMATI1Io 2"1eNuIIt n) = iFa9,); 
0. 
IF lVI.J).GT.1t.ORpVtIpJ).LT.0,3 i8f5);.TRUE, 
155 
IFIDhITS)) WRITE(06,102) ,IV(Tt4I 
tO2 FORHATIH ,IOX. ZH"VIIi, 4H ,F10.8 
IF (U(IJ).GT.1..OR.WII.J).LT.O.QI4tO=.TRV. t 
Iria(ectao, IRITEEQA,183) JNl!fJ) C 
160 
104 FORMATIMIOX 1X 7HWI,11, 4H) ,0Floa 
IF tLEAK6VIXJIGT,±.,OR.LEAKGEITJ)LT0?I UIittSls,%RUE. 
IFIflhItt5)I WRITE(06,1O) ILEAKGEIJ) 
104 FORMATIIH .tOX, TILEAKGEiIt, 4it = *F1,8)
110 CONTINUF 
TEMPI = THWIOELT 
165 
IF(lTHAX/DELTI.GT.20.) E21)=.TRUE, 
IFIRI?11 URTFifr,.lltt TFMPI 
PPOGPA A Co. 6600 FIN V3.8-P355 OPI l 0 06/i76 11.25,02. PAGE 4 
C 
IIIt ORIATIItI .I2flMfMAX/)fLT - Fo.C61 
c IF ANY OF Til r LOGICAL VARIAALirS ri'IEAcINiti AOOvC HAVE MIEN SET. 
M1IH ABORT THF RUN. 
120 
PA 120 I1125,1
If IAI IIIIVF INIth ARlTFL'.L - T|RUE. 
I3S CONI IE!Wr 
lls IFIAOTFLGI GO To q99 
C 
C 
C FfI0 NITI 
IF It.iO.T1K13 GO tO %111 




IF INI.EQ.I) rELT-TVAL 
00) 116 t*IhNTOn II=I, 1-194 
lI IIOELT 
116 CONT I IU" 
C 
C CALCUOL ATE BASELINE SURVIVAILI IES 
193 C 
no 114 I-l,Z 
U (3*I.IIzU 1121 
V 131 i,1IV
4-#lo ,l q 114 
I1121 
#121 
195 LLAKGE 1*I3t|I.LEAKGEII.Z1 
II CONT INIE 
CALL MCSCILAHOATAUoUV,W.LEAKGETSURVIVI$ZlNTI 
00 II I,,23 
CALL SLWVILAOII).TAUITI ,UIIIIVIII£ E II.tIKGEIIP 
00 * ,TSURVIVIIt'9,NRIIN14T3) 
it? CONITINUE 
C VSURVIVI.43l, NTNR141.L ANOAIZtI.,LAHOA4ZS)) 
0 tie 11,20 
?05 SURVIVlITZS3ol 
SUiRVKV II'o63 .I 
Its COIINIEUE 
C COMPUiTE SYSIE SURVIVAOILITTES 
210 C 
00 119 J41NT 
00 121 I'?,3 
IZI 
SUR4TV |I ZS I.SURVIVIJ,ZSIURVIV(J.lI
C('l IIUF 
25 SURVIVIJ,25I-SURVIViJZ S) StIRVVIJ1t4 
00 1210I1.Za 
SIIRV!V (J.253 SURVIVIJ.?5I'SURVIVIJ,II 
tall ChI l NUF. 
00 122 lEl2?1 
2?O Su;tvIVIJ,261uSUQVIVIJ'26SURVIVIJII 
RGP aCjif h-ad Ff114 V3.0-'i55 npIl' 001/~1 6 1..0.PAGE 5 
t22 railI I Nu 
S1 LURV IV I.I, ?61 .SU'tV ta li rebTI IV IJ.?61 I S'iRVIV tJ52 
2Z5 C 
C 
PRInT qtStLIwN QfSULtS 
CALL SVIPRIIHIL&MOATAIUU,VN,T.SURVIV.tiR,L(AKGFUNIIIID 
730 
c. PP'(EPVF ORIG14AL VALUES 
If IVPRAR.LE.61 GO 
ft0 134 oe 
0 9196 
?3S 
ORGVALIKI * U(IVIRPARI 
OAC.VALI15I VII,VARPAR) 




ORGVALI $2 x LANDA IVARPARI 
ORGVAL4223 - TAU IVARPARI 
00 111 |.1, 
11.21 * UII10 
VII,Zl ' gl,t1 
WAIcG(Iz2wlt)h&IJ 
?50 
ze's 131 COIIIIUV 
NJ a NRIVARPARp 
J VARPAR 
IF IVARPAR.LEz) NJ-s 
JS * VARPAR 




REIOV( VARVING PARTITION FROM $I1) FOR Sy$II 
a JS 
Z55 IF IJS 
If IJS 
IF IJ$ 
.GE. 4 .101. JS .LE. 91 JF a 2* 
.G(. to *ANO. J IL E, IZ Jf v ti 
.G1, 13 ANiiO.J$ *L. tSP iF v 21 
260 
SUVIVI,26 8 SURVIV(I1,?) / SURVIVIIJFI 
IF IVARPAR .LE, Zl SURVIVII.251 V $URVIVIJ.251 
223 COH|T|tUr / SURVIVIIJfl 




vOn TO I0e$ 
ELSE 
Go 10 2000 
C SELIrTION OF VARIAOLE FOR WBIICH FAMILY Of OATA IS To 
C BE COMPUTED 
C cH()Sfl 
1001 OB ?01 I.I.NJ 
IF 6.IOT.UFLGII)I GO TO 20 
211 COnrINUr 
IF IVARPIR.LE.Z) GO 10 581 
CALL SUPVTILAMO&IJ T*UIJhUI,nijVgIt.J.WI.JItLAKGEIIJI 
*TsURVIVIIJIIIRIJIHhl 
rRaGAi A CflC 66u0 Fiji V3.6-p3SS OPI..I 04148/16 tl.25.02, 
PAGE 
IF 53?50 GO 




fIC9IL*.4404431 AU441 0U41 *NI,V(jI,wjI@40.L(AKGFIt,%1s 
1,yUV11,% 1 h INR141IIA40A124,1LAfnAIZSI I 
Go In !5C? 




aisiy'AAPAR) a UtI,VARPAAI * D(RUMI 
IF (UII,VARPAQI ,L(.UNAXII))GO T0 
U4IVARPAQI - oPGVALIII1 
t11 
290 urLGIII - *fAtSF. 
?01 CONINUEL 
00 202 IJtsNJ 
IF 4.?iOi.VILG(II Cola 202 
2IZ COtIIINUF 
?95 If IVAIWAR.LE,2I GO T0 Sit 
CALL SURVIILAIIOAEJI.IAUIJI,UII j*JSVIIJI *Nt)JIL(AKCVIIJI 
9 *1',SURVTVI.1JI NRIJ)*4T1 
jF IVARpAR.GE.4.AN0.VARPhR.LE,Z01 60 T0 SI) 
GO 10 512 
300 513 Color IiW: 
GO TO 51t 
505 
sit COWNnlUC 
CALL ,COSCILAIrIOA. ,***LEKG., SRI I,1.$,lli1 
siz COI4TINLWFrz 
sIC 
CALL. VATPRIINRIJI *LAHDAIJIfAIiIJI,UII,J).V41,J)tMIIJI,I%: 
*SURVIV,SU$RWVVI,25$,SURVIV(I,ZM*,NIIWIINI4$ ,LEAKG(14,Jl,45,JPI 
v(I,VARPIRI - VfIIVARPARB f DELVIhI 
If aVg I,V*QPAR$ *LE.VhAX4III Go T0 212 
VII,VAAP&RI - OqGVALEI#5I 
VIGI1D a *FALSE. 
202 CONINIUE 
00 203 1,I.NJ0 
-
31S IF I.NOI.WFLGII)) GOTO to0 
IF (VARPAq.LE.tI GO TO S21 




IF IVARPAR.GE.ha.AtI0.VARPAQ.LE.23I GO TO $23 
n~o to 52? 
523 C0h1tIHLW 
CALL FLICRtLANbA(1d.TAuI~I.UII~hI.VIIg%,IU(I,,LE£KGCIt,I 
32S no TO 52? 
521 CnTIH1UF 
CALL NCOSCILAMOA,TAU#,J.YW.LLAKGL,1,SURVIVII.ZI .1411 
5,2? CONTINI&F 
rILE. VATPRTIN9RIJI *LAMOAIJI ,YAtiIJIeuII,JI ,VIt,JI ,WII,l, 
330 *SUPVIv.SURVIVII.ZSI,SURVIVII.261,PTUITNIJILAKGEIIJhvSJSP 




wtloV&RPAQI WtIoVAAPARI * OELWII)
 














IF IVARPAR.LE.ZI GO TO S31 
A U I J I o J | j | ° | | I j ) ,L C A K G CI | e J I
 



















































IF $.NOTILAMFLG) GO TO 265 
215 CONTINUE 




















* I'SURVIV(I1.41,NTNRMtiLA OA14ILANoAIZsII 
GO TO 54Z
 













LAPOAIVAQPARI - LANIAIVARPAR) * 















* 	 , U,SURVIVI%,JlNRIJINI)
 











































TAUIVARPARI =tAUIVARPAR) + OELTAU
 






GO T0 998 
CCsO0SE2 
2000 00 301 $s1.NJ 
































U(T,VARPAR2 Ufl,VARPAR# t DELUMn
 
























* 	 ,SURVIVI1,J)*NR (JpNTI
















































RESULT IM! SIJtVIV(tiJSI 
FOBUSIHI ; SURVIVII.JFI 
VMt.VARPAR = VII#VARPARl f IELVIT)
 


































* 	 TiSURVIVIIi4tNTNtRI4ILAHOAI24),LAHOA20 I 
GO ro 526 
525 CONTINUE 








WItVARPARI m WIT.VARPAR) * DELMJIP 









































PPOGRA" A COG 660 FFN V3.0-P355 OPT1j OlSOtf76 17,25.09i PAGE I 
CALL MCOSC(AiMBATkUtUV.HLEAKGfTSURVIV(1i2)hNTI 
536 CONTTNUF 
PARAHI|) = LEAKGE4IJ) 
RFSULTiH) = SURVIV(IJSI 
500 FCBUSIH) = SURVIVItIJFI 
LEAKGFIIYRPARI z LEAKGEIT.VARPARI + DELLKGII) 
IF (LEAXGE 1IVARPARMLF .LKGMAXIIS) GO TO M14 
LEAKGE(JVARPAR) = 
LKGFLG|i) = .ALSE. 
ORGVAL|IIIS) 
505 CALL VAPPRT(P49AgnRES4L1,rT(il.tVNITNEJI.SURVIV(IteSISURVIV4t?$
f ,HEAOER IT6H LEA,6HKAGE .2H ,FGUSJF) 
304 CONTINUF 
IF (.NOI,LAIFLG) GO TO 
H0= 
305 
5t0 315 CONTZNU. 
H = H i I 




sts IF (VARPAR,GE,4.ANO.VARPAR.LE.2OQ 
GO TO 546 
GO TO 547 
547 CONTINUE 
CALL FLTCA(LANOA(45ITAU(4 ItUlo4Vlt4|4H(*1,4LEAKG|fq~h 
0 TSURVIV(1.4),NTNR(41,LA$0A1241.LAHA(?5$ 
520 GO TO 546 
54S GIONTINUF 







FGBUSII) S RVIV(itJFI 
LAHOAIVARPARI v LAHONAVARPARI t DELLAH 
IF ELAHOAIVARPAR).LELAIAX) GO TO 
LAHOAIARPARI a ORGVAL(ZIl 
315 
530 CALL VAPPRTIPARAHRt$ULTTw,.HtqrNITN(J),SuRVTV(;,e5;,AUeVIV$;,26)
tlEAOER(PGff LAtG|itIOA ,e4 FVCBU§,JF4 
LAKFLG = FALSE4 
305 If IPNI.1AUF.G) GO TO 
H = a 
99h 
535 316 COtTIHUE 
H = " f t 




540 IF VARPAR.GE.dANOVARPAR,LE.?Q) Go 




9 T,SURVIVI,4bNT.NR(41,LAHOA(a4ILANOAfW5 I 









PROGRAM CDC 66uO FTH V3.i-P355 OPT=t 
04/n0/76 17125.02. PAGE 11 
FCOUS(H) = SUPVTVII,JFI 
TAUIVAPPARI TAUIVARPARI t OELTAU 
IF ITAUIVARPARI.LETAUMAXI GO TO 316 
TAUIVARPAR) = OPGVALI221 
555 CALL VAPPRTiPARAHRFSULTTttl)HUNITNJlSIIRVTV41,25ISURVIV|IIZ26 
# ,HEADERIBI.6H T,6HAU ,2H IFCBIJSJFI 
TAUFLG = FALSEo 
998 ITER z ITER - I 
IF (ITEP.GE.I) GO TO I 
560 STOP 
999 WRITEO6,t$131 
113 FORMAT(tHO4SHRUN ABORTED BECAUSE OF VARIABLES OUT OF RANGf 
STOP 
END 







0C SIGNAl CALCULATION 
10 C 
a 














DELTAIK) a iiK)'SIGHAIK) * 
CONTINUE 
4I.-U(KIPIST6tAT 
o COVERAGE AIGIULATION 
25 
4p 
00 30 KIlN. 
CQVRGEIKI 
GQNTINUE 




ALPHA COEFFICIENT CALCULTbO" 
35 
ALPHIIAtl q 1, 
IF (HJLEti q0 ro 
00 40 J=2,Ht
= J-1 








0 SU 0.0O00 60 Ir=tsLt " 
k5 
SUN = SUN * ALPHAIJT) 
60 CONTINUE 








00 80 1:1.NT 
TEP=Oq
00 ?0 14ti 






































15 C CALCULATE SIGMAS 
C
 
SGOT = LAHDA41 t TAU$I)
 
SIGKT 7 LAHDA(21 t TAUl2)
 
S1G03 = LAHDAIu) t LEAKGEEI3ITAUI1)
 
20 Sf002 = LAHDA(l) t LEAKGFE2I'IAUISI
 
SIGOI = LAHOA(If f LEAKG£ftlITAU(l
 
SIGK2 = LANDAu?) t LEAKGEISIVTAU(2I
 




25 C CALCULATE DFLTAS
 C
 
nLTO3 ST603 * U43) * (1-U~fl'* SIG0
 
OLT02 = 5602 0 U12i t ti-Uga2)? SIGHT
 
OLTDI'= SIGOt V 041) + (1-Ult)) SIGnT
 
30 	 OLTKZ S1GK2 * U451 * 11-04511f SGK 

















40 DKK = 2*DLTK2-OLTK1 






















COEFO = Nf 3NK0/IOKZO21DK2l 31)
0 3/00 3012
COEFO = 13-NKD/OK?021)14
55 TEMP = I0N03wNK?vfl2/4Dlvi*K2l2tj 
Co- 6600 FIN V3.0-pssr OPI'l wae/16 15.15.59. Ph" SU OR ou I I Hk PICI)SC 
cnEFF x rr,4p/nx7,nli
 






60 	 rOEFT a Tr"P/011102 










































































5 01IJ) = UIJ)V(IJ)'WIJ)









I NRIJ) - 2
 
















DO 30 I= 1#4
 














If J.NE.10,ANDoJ.HE13) G9 TQ 05
 





































































no 40 1=14 17
 





































































12 FORIAT (IHO ,1X25HCONFIGURATIO PARTICULARS) 
WPITE 46,13) 
f3 FORf AIJHQif16yXfi.UNITe19XgHPfRfANENT22X,9HTRANSIENTI 
WRITE (6,141 
15 14 FORNATEIN ,t6XSHNAKE ,19X,4HRATEqXH4IRATE) 
WRITE 16#,7) 
DO 16 =1-,23 
WRITE (6,15)'UNIIN(I),LAHOA(TlTAUEII 
45 FORIAI(tU ,t5XvA6vO9Xi 0#,1IXEO,7) 






25 1 4"OIAGfNOSA)ILITVSX, 14RECOVERAOfLZTYV,8*IffgAKAf I 
WRITE (6,173 
no 20 J=z,23 
K = NREJI 
00 20 I=?,K 
30 RITEI&t9) UNITN(J),IUIlJ)IV|IJgH4IJ$9 LEAKGgtj,4 
19 FORHATIIH ,5XA6,0OXII5X F9.TI 
20 CONTINUE 
IJNITNI21 = 6HGnS 





37 FORAT4IIIO2ZXt*SHISSION TIME IS t f14,796" HOURe| 
WRITF (6,2±3 
2S FORMATiN0,23X 4HUNIIT,24X,BHNASELINE,24X 7FA$LUREI 
40 WRITE (6.22) 
22 FORMAT(LW ,23X,6HNAME t9xti3iISURVIVABTLITY,40XIiHP0OuAITITY 
WRITE 16,17) 
00 31 1=2,28 
FT = 1-SURVIV(IT) 









WRITE 46,511 UNITNIJ) 
51 FORMATIIO,15XIBHSIIRVIVAOILITY FOR ,A61 
WRITE (6,511 
55 53 FORMT 41",t1Xt711HSSION,ttSXI3"CONF14URATIO"? qTHylrllp| 
uJ'fovrff *VtpPt CA. 660) ffth V3.0-r3iS nipi-a Ok/sn6MT is.ts.59, paIc z 
M*ITE
,F(RAIl 6,%1111 .1 ?X, IHftf(rII(OUR$I,1, 1 JHSURVIV4ARILfITY,IZX, 
66 
65 
ItIPWOAI it I y I 
Wol1ff 69.1?) 
nn 60 1.-1N 
FT -a - SutRVVI IJI 
WmIlE U152?I r(1IsUPYvIIIJ, 
60 COTIftfuc 




SUROUTTINF VATPRT Con 66d0 FfN V3.-P35S 
fPT=1 04/02/76 16.51,40. PAGE 
SUnROUTINE VATPRTINLAA.TAU#UVtHtSURVIVSAFFTYHTSSOflINT 
* VARPAR,LEAKGJSJFl 
RFAL U(), VSi W1651 -AHOAq TAU, T120), SURVIVI2O,281 




C PRINT ROUTIN FOR PARAOETER VARIATION 
c HtTII YTE AS THE IHQEPEHO-ET AlIUABLE 
13 0 HRTWEnsvill 
1I FORHAT(IHl 
HRITEIOB.12) VARPAR 
12 FORMATI1HD,19X,3fhiONFIGURAflOt PARTICULARS FOR ,A6) 
15 WRITE 16,23) 
HRIIE(Q6,t41 LAHNA 
14 FORtATIH vt4X*?OHPERKANENT fAULI RATEEE0,71 
I WRITEIO6,15 TA3 
20 
15 FORMAT(IN ,14X,2OHTRANU1ENT FAULT RATE#EZO.1? 
HRITEI06.16 iUI)tXsNI 
$6 FORATttIN ,. ,t4IaHOETECTABIEIIY15FIh.7 
HRIrE16,t?) (V4II.IwlIH 
17 FORhiATIAH ,14XI4HTAGOSAILITYssft4qIORITE106#18|1 IlH 
25 10 FORMATIItH .14XI4IREGOVERAOILITYtSF15f 7 
nRIrE 16,27) kE4AKG&EI),T=IN) 
27 FORMATIIH .t4X,7NLEIKAGETXSFIt,7T 
RIEl06,tI 
19 FORHAT(IHOIlgX,7NHISSIONtISXul ICONFIGURATIOU"$SEIfl|FAL q RF 1 
30 MRITE(06.2II 




35 00 60 T~iNT 
FT = I- SURVIVIJJS) 
WRITE 16, 521 VIll, SURVIVIIJS1, FT 
60 coqrIulEi 











00 T Iji*NT 
TENP = SIRVIV(It, JF) I SAFETYtTI 
50 FT = I - TEMP 















VATPRT 	 CD0 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/02/76 16.57.40. PAGE 













TEMP = SURVIVEI, JF * mISSONHI)
 
























DO 82 1= 1, NT
 
FT = 1.0 - SURVIV(IJF)
 






SUBROUTINE VAPPRT COC 5600 FIN VI.O-P355 fpy=t f 1/0217 16.5?.40, PAGE 
S(ROt(TINF VAPPRTIT,SURVZVIVALf"sVARPAR SAFETYfHISSOH. 
v HEADER ,HFAAHEAIHEADCFCBUSJF) 
5 G 
REAL 71201, SURVIVI20), IVAL, SAFETY, ISSOI4 
INTEGER N.H.fEA)ERHEADA.NEAOB.HEAf)GVARPAR 
FT, TEIP, FOOLIS|gO) 
C PRINT ROUTIN FOR PARAETER VARIATION 





12 FGR.AT(IH0.t2Xi6IIV&RY jIG UNIT IS ,A61 
WRITE 406,23)
WRITE(06,20) TVAL 





20 21 FORHATIIH ,20XA6.tSXI31iSURVIVADILITYlfIX$l1IPROBAB4 ITY) 
HRITE 106,23 
23 FORHAT (IHOI 
00 25 i~1.I1 
FT = 1- SURVIVIE) 
25 25 WRIrEO6.2a YlI),SURVIV(IlFT 










00 "O I=*," 
TEHP = SURVIV(I)vSIFETY 
IF IJF .GE. 24W 
FT - 1 -TEMP 
TEMP t FOBUS|I) f SAFETY 
WRITE (6#2. T1i11 TEIP,FT 





FORfAT(lHO.15X30NISSION CRJTTCA SURVIVAOIPTY 9 
45 WRITE(O6,231 
"RITEEO61t9I .EAoAHgADBVhEAoc 
WPITEf 6,213 HEADER 
HRITEI06,231 
0O 40 I=ttH 
50 TEnP = 
IF (4J 
SURVIV(IM)#ISSON 
.GE. 243 TEMP FCnUSII) f 3I$SO1 
FT mI -TEHP 
WRIrE (6v241 T1, TEJIPFT 
40 CONTINUE 
5-9- - - IF IJF .LT. 24W.RETURN 
SUBROUTIHF VAPPRr COC 6600 FTi V3.0-P356 OPr= 04/02/76 $6.57.4. PAGE 
69 
65 
WRItE 16, 23$ 
WRIrE 16, 231 
WRITE 46, 811 
81 FORMAT IIHOISXI3IIOVFRALL PARTITION SURVIVABILITY$ 
WRITE 16, 233 
WRITE 46, 19) HEADA, HIEADA, HFAOC 
WRITE (6, 211 HEADER 
nO 82 1 1, 4 
FT = 1.0 - ECDOS(I) 
82 WRITE 16, 24) Ttll, FCOUSI), FT 
RFTURN 
FNOn 
THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
 
B.1 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
 
SIMULATOR INPUT DECK SETUP
 
The input deck setup is dependent upon the system configuration. Since
 
it is sometimes necssary to simulate the GPC partition without the FCB partition
 
or vice versa, the simulator allows the combined simulation of both partitions
 
and the separate simulation of either partition. The simulator input deck setup
 
is dependent upon the partitions being simulated.
 
The first card of the simulator input deck specifies the type of simu­
lation run being made and the seed for the random number generator. SIMTYP
 
specifies the type of simulation. If SIMTYP=I, then the deck setup in Figure
 
B.1-1 is used. The deck setup in Figure B.l-2 is used if SIMTYP=2. SIMTYP is
 
specified in column 10 of the input card. SEED, the random number seed is speci­
fied in columns 11-20 of the card. It specifies the initial generative value
 
for the random number generator. Multiple configurations can be simulated in
 
one run. The input deck for each configuration is set up as described below.
 
These input decks are combined into one large deck. A card with -1 in columns
 




The input deck consists of several major groups of cards. Group 1
 
specifies the configuration of the GPC partition, group 2 specified the fault
 
environment for the GPC partition, group 3 specifies the configuration of the
 
FCB partition, and group 4 specifies the failure rates for the FCB partition.
 
Group 2 is specified once for the CPU, once for the lOP, and once for the memory.
 
Group 4 is specified once for permanent faults and once for transient faults.
 
The detailed deck setup for each of these groups of cards are described in
 
Sections B.l.1 through B.l.4.
 
Figure B.1-I and Figure B.1-2 show the two possible input deck setups,
 
which are dependent on the parameter SIMTYP. For the simulation that includes
 
the GPC partition (SIMTYP=I), Group 3 and Group 4 will not be included if NMODU,
 
which isspecified on card of Group 1, is less than four. The FCB only simula­
tion (SIMTYP=2) has several cards identified by "simulation descriptors." This
 
card specifies the number of missions in columns 1-10 and the number of faults
 
for mission in columns 11-20. As many of these cards can be used as desired,
 
and then the deck is terminated by a card with a -1 in column 9-10.
 
The deck setup for the baseline configuration is listed in Section B.I.5.
 
It consists of a total of 116 cards. Note that some of the cards are blank.
 





HEADER Specifies SIMTYP=l and sets initial random seed 
GROUP 1 GPC configuration description 
GROUP 3 FCB Configuration description (only if NMODU=4) 
GROUP 2 Failure rates for CPU 
GROUP 2 Failure rates for 1OP 
GROUP 2 Failure rates for memory 
GROUP 4 FCB component permanent fault rates (only 'f NMODU=4) 
GROUP 4 FCB component transient fault rates (only if NMODU=4) 
FIGURE B.1-1 DECK SETUP OF SIMTYP=l 
IDENTIFICATION DESCRIPTION 
HEADER Specifies SIMTYP=2 and sets initial random seed 
GROUP 3 FCB configuration description 
GROUP 4 FCB component permanent fault rates 
GROUP 4 FCB component transient fault rates 
Simulation 




Mission time and number of faults/mission 
End of simulation descriptors 
FIGURE B.1-2 DECK SETUP FOR SIMTYP=2 
REPRODUCIBILTY OF TO 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
B-2
 




CARD 1 COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE
 
1-10 NMISI Number of missions to be simulated INTEGER
 
10-20 IDEBUG Debugging specification INTEGER
 
NMISI 	 If this number is negative, it indicates an end of file to
 
the program and the simulation is aborted. It is better
 
however to use SIMTYP as the end of file indicator. Thus
 
several simulations can be run at once.
 
IDEBUG 	 The debugging option was created to deal with specific
 
difficulties met during the programming phase. Currently,
 
if IDEBUG=l, the cause and time of each system failure is
 
printed and the cause and time of the first 50 state transi­
tions is printed. IDEBUG=O specifies that no debugging is
 
to take place. The user by modifying the program may speci­




1-10 NBOUC Repetition period INTEGER
 
11-20 RMISTH Mission duration (Hours) REAL
 
NBOUC Faults (permanent and transients) are generated prior to
 
simulation and listed sequentially in a fault table
 
(TABLE(300,4)). However, because hundreds of thousands of
 
faults are simulated, it is not feasible to generate all
 
faults at once. On the other hand, it would be quite in­
efficient to generate them for each mission. NBOUC repre­
sents the number of missions for which faults are generated
 
at one time. It should be chosen so that TABLE is effi­
ciently utilized. TABLE contains at most 150 permanents and
 
150 transients. Thus if the whole system has a transient
 
failure rate of 2400 per million hours, a permanent rate of
 
2000 per million hours and if the mission is 10 hours long,
 
an average of 120 transients and 100 permanents are gener­
ated every 5000 missions. Thus NBOUC might be chosen as
 
5000. If NBOUC is too large, faults are generated which
 
cannot be stored. A diagnostic is output and the simula­
'tion aborts.
 




1-10 NMODU Number of modules INTEGER
 





COLUMN NAME - PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE 
NMODU Faults are generated for modules one thru NMODU. 
MODULE 1 is the Central Processing Unit (CPU). 
MODULE 2 is the Input/Output Processor (lOP). 
MODULE 3 is the memory. 
MODULE 4 is the Flight Critical Bus Partition (FCB). 
Thus if NMODU is 3, faults are generated for only the 
CPU, lOP, and memory; the FCB would be ignored. If 
NMODU=4, the whole system is simulated. 
MODSIM MODSIM indicates the total number of computers. It must 
be less than or equal to 5 and greater than zero. 
CARD 4 
1-10 NSPA Number of spare computers INTEGER 
11-20 CONDIT Space conditioning time REAL 
NSPA Number of spare computers (should be'O if MODSIM <3). The 
lOPs should be nondedicated to the computers. For the 
Shuttle simulation NSPA should be set to zero. 
CONDIT CONDIT represents the time in milliseconds it takes to con­
dition a spare computer. If NSPA is zero, CONDIT is 
ignored. 
CARD 5 
1-10 NONDED Dedicated/Nondedicated IOPs INTEGER 
11-20 NIO Number of lOPs INTEGER 
NONDED 1: Dedicated lOPs 
2: Nondedicated lOPs 
For the Shuttle simulation, NONDED is 1. 
NIO Number of lOPs. This parameter is significant only if NONDED 
is equal to 2. 
CARD 6 
1-10 PCOM Impact of EEM fault on computer only REAL 
11-20 PBU Impact of EEM fault on bus only REAL 
PCOM 
PBU These two numbers represent the probability that an 1OP 
fault impacts the computer or the-bus but not both. If 
the lOPs are dedicated (e.g. the Shuttle DPS), the program 
computers PBUCO (the probability that a fault disables both 




COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE
 
faults disable the associated computer. PCOM and PBU
 
are set to zero by the program if the lOPs are nondedi­










Rollahead recovery duration 
Rollahead recurrence interval 
REAL 
REAL 
31-40 RACPU Rollahead effectiveness REAL 
IROLLA 1: Rollahead is the recovery procedure in multiplex opera­
tion 
0: No rollahead. 
RECOV 	 RECOV represents the time in milliseconds required to complete
 
state vector transfer and continue normal operation.
 
MININT 	 Specifies a time interval in milliseconds. If a fault occurs
 
after a rollahead and before this time interval has elapsed
 
it is in the same location as the previous fault. It is
 
assumed to be a reoccurrence of the previous fault. The
 




Probability that a transient fault, which does not cause pro­
gram memory damage, is recovered from because of a rollahead,
 
without any degradation. RACPU is normally unity assuming
 





1-10 IDLYRC Delay reconfiguration INTEGER
 
11-20 RCDUR Recovery duration REAL
 
21-30 RCCINT Recurrence interval REAL
 
31-40 DLYCPU Effectiveness 	 REAL
 




0: This recovery technique is not used.
 
The recovery action is delayed until the second detection of
 
a fault. Thus transients, that do not result in any perma­
nent damage to data or programs, do not cause system degrada­
tion.
 
RCDUR 	 RCDUR is the time inmilliseconds required for this recovery
 
procedure. It thus represents the overhead caused by the
 






COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE
 
RCCINT 	 RCCINT is the duration inmilliseconds for which another 
detection of a fault in a computer will cause a system 
degradation. For example, if it is known that most 
­
transient faults should become inactive within two minor 
cycles and the minor cycle duration is 40 milliseconds, 
RCCINT would be 80 milliseconds. 
DLYCPU 	 The probability that a transient fault which does not
 





1-10 IROLLB Rollback indicator INTEGER 
11-20 MAXRLB Maximum number of consecutive roll- INTEGER 
backs 
21-30 RBCPU Rollback effectiveness REAL 
IROLLB 0: No rollback. 
1: Rollback. Rollback is a transient recovery procedure 
inwhich the occurrence of a fault causes the program seg­
ment in which it occurred to be re-executed. Suppose a 
transient fault occurs during the execution of a program
 
and corrupts a calculation which is detected at a compari­
son point. The computer would then "rollback" to the pre­
vious comparison point, using the old data, and re-execute
 
the program segment inwhich the fault occurred. If the
 
fault was a transient and has disappeared then the program
 
segment will execute properly and system operation will con­
tinue without degradation. Inorder to keep sync, all
 
computers must "rollback", even the ones inwhich no fault
 
occurred. The rollback duration is assumed to be equal to
 
the inter-comparison time. If rollahead is specified,
 
rollback is used only in duplex and simplex. If IDLYRC is
 
one, rollahead and rollback are not used.
 
MAXRLB 	 MAXRLB specifies the maximum allowed number of consecutive
 
rollbacks. Thus 	if the first rollback does not succeed
 
the computer rollbacks again if MAXRLB is greater than one.
 
RBCPU 	 RBCPU is the probability that because of a rollback, a
 




1-10 IDESCR Memory copy indicator INTEGER
 
11-20 DURMC Memory copy duration REAL
 
21-30 RMC Memory copy recurrence interval REAL
 





COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE 
IDESCR 0: No memory copy 
1: Memory copy 
Memory copy is used as a secondary transient recovery 
procedure in multiplex computer operation if the primary 
recovery procedure fails. The memory of the working 
computer is transferred to that of the "faulty" computer. 
Ideally this would be done on a low-priority cycle-stealing 
basis by ROM BCE-programs residing in the IOPs and would 
not significantly affect computer performance. Upon 
completion of the memory copy, the state vector of a 
working computer would be DMA-burst transferred to the 
faulty computers, and all computers would continue in step. 
Memory transients usually result inmemory damage because 
the memory is core destructive-read-out. Thus if a tran­
sient in a memory sense-amp results in faulty data, this 
faulty data iswritten back into memory on the write-cycle. 
Usually this type of fault is not corrected by other recovery 
procedures, but is corrected by memory copy. 
DURMC DURMC is the time in milliseconds between memory copy initia­
tion and memory copy completion. For example, if on the 
average one word is transferred per millisecond, then DURMC 
would be 65536 milliseconds for a 64K memory (slightly more 
than one minute). DURMC is specified in milliseconds. 
RMC RMC is the memory copy recurrence interval in milliseconds. 
If a fault occurs within RMC milliseconds in a computer after 
recovery by memory copy in the previously faulty computer, it 
is assumed to be a re-detection of an earlier fault and system 
degradation occurs. 
PSMC PSMC is the probability that a memory copy succeeds in cor­
recting a transient fault, so the fault doesn't result in 
system degradation. 
CARD 11 
1-10 ISTART System restart indicator INTEGER 
11-20 DURRES Duration of system restart REAL 
ISTART 0: No system restart. 
1: System restart. 
System restart is invoked upon the occurrence of faults in 
all computers, or in all computers except one. Inthis case, 
the system is re-initialized and the program memories are 
verified before normal operation continues. If the system 
restart lasts too long, the system fails. 
DURRES DURRES represents the duration in milliseconds of a system 
restart. 
B-7 REPRODUCB3LITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
PARAMETER DATA 
CARD 12 COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE 
1-10 DELAY Delay before transient recovery REAL 
11-20 TC Time between REAL 
DELAY 	 In order that transient faults may become inactive before
 
transient recovery takes place, it is sometimes adviseable
 
to delay the recovery several milliseconds. DELAY isthe
 
-time inmilliseconds transient recovery isdelayed after
 
detection of a fault.
 






1-10 DIAGN Average self-test duration REAL
 
11-20 DETMAX Self-test efficacy REAL
 
21-30 TW2 Isolation duration REAL
 
DIAGN 	 The self test program is a software routine that is run to
 
determine ifthe computer is faulty. The time required to
 
diagnose a computer as faulty varies depending on the loca­
tion of the fault. IDAGN represents the average time (in
 
milliseconds) required to detect the fault.
 




TW2 	 TW2 is the time inmilliseconds required for isolating a
 






1-10 PDET CPU fault detection probability REAL
 
11-20 PDM- Memory fault detection probability REAL
 
21-30 PDETIO lOP fault detection probability REAL
 
PDET, PDM These parameters represent the probability of detecting












Minor cycle duration REAL
 







COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE 
RTI RTI is the iteration period in milliseconds for the control 
loop calculations. 
MINCY MINCY is the minor cycle duration inmilliseconds. For 
example, for the Shuttle, MINCY is 40 milliseconds. 
MACY MACY is the number of minor cycles per major cycle. 
DOWMAX DOWMAX is the maximum allowable down time inmilliseconds 
before a safety-critical failure occurs. 
CARD 16 
1-10 PROMM Relative size of minor cycle program REAL 
11-20 PSUC Program survivability REAL 
PROMM PROMM is the quotient size of minor cycle program over the 
total number of memory words. It is used for estimating 
the time required for detection of a fault. 
PSUC PSUC represents the probability that the program survives 




ISYNC Synchronous/asynchronous executive INTEGER 
RATINT Interrupt rate REAL 
ISYNC 0: Asynchronous scheduling 
1: Synchronous scheduling 








NOT F1IMRAPRECEDING PAGE 	BLANK 
B.1.2 INPUT PARAMETERS - GROUP 2
 
PARAMETER DATA 





Permanent distribution type 
Transient distribution type 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
3 DOUR Duration distribution type INTEGER 
DPER(I) 	 "l" Specifies that permanent faults have an exponential
 
interarrival time. (No other distributions are implemented).
 




"2"Specifies that transient faults have a BURST distribu­
tion.
 








1-10 RLAMDP(I) Permanent failure 	 REAL
 










RMUP(I) 	 This parameter specifies the dormant failure rate per hour
 
of a spare computer. This card must be excluded from the
 










If- - I-10 RLAMB(I) Burst rate REAL 
DTRA(I) 11-20 DURA(I) Average duration of a burst REAL 
=2 21-30 BURST(I) Transient fault rate during burst REAL 
The format of this card is dependent upon the value of DTRA(I).
 
If DTRA(I)=I, then RLAMBDT is specified. If DTRA(I)=2, then
 





COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE 
RLAMDT(I) The transient failure occurrence rate in faults per million 
hours. 
RLAMB(1) The transient burst rate in burst/million hours. 
DURA(I) The average duration of a transient burst in seconds. 
BURST(I) The transient fault rate during a burst. This is specified 
in faults/second. 
CARD 4 
If 1-10 RMINI(I) Minimum transient duration REAL 
DDUR(I)
=1 
11-20 RMAXI(I) Minimum transient duration REAL 
If 1-10 AVDUR(I) Average transient duration REAL 
DDUR(I) 
=2 
RMINI(I) RMINI(I) and RMAXI(I) are specified if the transient 
duration is modeled as being uniformally distributed. 
They represent the minimum-and maximum durations in milli­
seconds of transient faults. 
AVDUR(I) AVDUR(I) is specified only if the transient duration is 
modeled as being exponentially distributed. In this case 








CARD 1 COLUMN, NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE
 
1-10 NBTU Number of bus terminal units 	 INTEGER
 
NBTU 	 This parameter specifies the number of devices interfaced
 
directly with the flight critical buses. For the current
 




I=1-8 	 1-2 FCB(I,l) Interface between bus -I and DDU-l INTEGER
 
3-4 FCB(I,2) Interface between bus -I and DDU-2 INTEGER
 
5-6 FCB(I,3) Interface between bus -I and MDM FF-I INTEGER
 
7-8 FCB(I,4) Interface between bus -I and MDM FF-2 INTEGER
 
9-10 FCB(I,5) Interface between bus -I and MDM FF-3 INTEGER
 
11-12 FCB(I,6) Interface between bus -I and MDM FF-4 INTEGER
 
13-14 FCB(I,7) Interface between bus -I and MDM FA-l INTEGER
 
15-16 FCB(I,8) Interface between bus -I and MDM FA-2 INTEGER
 
17-18 FCB(I,9) Interface between bus -Iand MDM FA-3 INTEGER
 
19-20 FCB(I,lO) Interface between bus -I and MDM FA-4 INTEGER
 
FCB 	 FCB is a matrix that describes the interface between the
 
flight critical buses ahd the bus terminal units (MDMs and
 
DDUs). A matrix element is defined by:
( 0 ifBUS-I is not interfaced with BTU-J 
FCB(I,J) 1 if BUS-I and BTU-J have an active interface 
2 if BUS-I and BTU-J have a "secondary" inter­
face 
An interface is considered to be active if the bus is connected
 
to the BTU's primary port. An interface is.secondary if the bus
 
is connected to the BTU's backup port. Eight cards are needed
 
to specify the FCB matrix. The interface for bus -I is de­




1-2 BTUTYP(1) BTU -1 identifier =1 INTEGER
 
3-4 BTUTYP(2) BTU -2 identifier =1 INTEGER
 
5-6 BTUTYP(3) BTU -3 identifier =2 INTEGER
 
7-8 BTUTYP(4) BTU -4 identifier =2 INTEGER
 
9-10 BTUTYP(5) BTU -5 identifier =2 INTEGER
 
11-12 BTUTYP(6) BTU -6 identifier =2 INTEGER
 
13-14 BTUTYP(7) BTU -7 identifier =3 INTEGER
 
15-16 BTUTYP(8) BTU -8 identifier =3 INTEGER
 
17-18 BTUTYP(9) BTU -9 identifier =3 INTEGER
 





NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION 
DATA 
TYPE 
BTUTYP BTUTYP is a vector that specifies whether a bus terminal 
unit is a DDU, a FF MDM, or a FA MOM. 
0 - BTU I is a DDU 
BTUTYP(I) 1 - BTU I is a FF-MDM 
2 - BTU I is a FA-MDM 
The nominal values of BTUTYP for the baseline configuration 
are listed along with each element description. 
CARD 11 
1-10 NDDUDV Number of DDU devices INTEGER 
NDDUDV NDDUDV is the number of devices interfaced to the GPCs by 










DDU -I device 1 interface 
DDU -I device 2 interface 
DDU -I device 3 interface 





DDUDV This matrix specifies which devices are connected to the 
dedicated display units. 
I 0 - DDU -I does not control device of type -JDDUDV(I,J)= 1 - DDU 
-I does control device of type 
-J 
Two cards are required to specify DDUDV. 
CARD 14 
1-10 NDFFDV Number of dedicated FF-MDM devices INTEGER 
NDFFDV This parameter indicates the number of distinct devices 









FF MOM I - dedicated device -1 inter-
face 
FF MOM I - dedicated device 2 inter-
face 








COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE
 
7-8 DFFDV(I,4) FF MDM I - dedicated device 4 inter- INTEGER+ 
face 
9-10 DFFDV(I,5) FF MDM I - dedicated device 5 inter- , INTEGER 
face 
11-12 DFFDV(I,6) FF MDM I - dedicated device 6 inter- INTEGER 
face 
DFFDV 	 This array specifies the devices that are dedicated to the
 
flight forward MDMs. Each element of the array can take on
 
a value of zero or one (see above description of DDUDV).
 
Four cards are required to specify DFFDV. The devices inter­




1-10 NNFADV Number of non-dedicated FF MOM devices INTEGER
 
NNFADV 	 This specifies the number of non-dedicated devices inter­
faced with the FF MDMs. A maximum value of 4 can be speci­




1-2 NFFDVS(l) Number of type 1 devices INTEGER
 
3-4 NFFDVS(2) Number of type 2 devices INTEGER
 
5-6 NFFDVS(3) Number of type 3 devices INTEGER
 
7-8 NFFDVS(4) Number of type 4 devices INTEGER
 
NFFADVS 	 The non-dedicated devices are assumed to be interfaced with
 
MDMs FFI - FF3. NFFDVS(I) indicates the number of redundant
 




1-10 NDFADV Number of FA MDM devices 	 INTEGER
 
NDFADV 	 NDFADV is the number of devices connected to each of the
 
flight aft MDMs. A maximum of three devices can be connected
 




1-2 DFADV(I,l) MDM FA-I, device 1 connection INTEGER
 
3-4 DFADV(I,2) MDM FA-I, device 2 connection INTEGER
 
5-6 DFADV(I,3) MDM FA-I, device 3 connection INTEGER
 
OF THREPRODUCIBILITY 
PAGE IS POOR B-i5~ORIGINAL 
PARAMETER DATA 
COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE 
DFADV DFADV specifies the interconnections and redundancy of 
the flight critical devices interfaced to the FA MDM 
equipment buses. Four cards are required to specify DFADV; 
the devices interfaced with MDM FA -Isequipment bus is 
specified on card 21+1. 
CARD 26 
1-10 BUSNM(1) "FC - BUS I" CHAR* 
11-20 BUSNM(2) "FC - BUS 2" CHAR 
21-30 BUSNM(3) "FC - BUS 3" CHAR 
31-40 BUSNM(4) "FC - BUS 4" CHAR 
41-50 BUSNM(5) "FC - BUS 5" CHAR 
51-60 BUSNM(6) "FC - BUS 6" CHAR 
61-70 BUSNM(7) "FC - BUS 7" CHAR 
71-80 BUSNM(8) "FC - BUS 8" CHAR 
BUSNM BUSNM is a vector of names which are listed on printouts to 
identify the main bus parameters and data. For the Shuttle 
simulator BUSNM should be set to the names listed in the 





MDDUNM(1) "DDU I" CHAR 
MDDUNM(2) "DDU 2" CHAR 
MDDUNM MDDUNM contains names for the first two BTUs. They are used 
to identify the DDUs on the output listing. 
CARD 28 
1-10 MFFNM(1) "MDM FF-1" CHAR 
11-20 MFFNM(2) "MDM FF-2" CHAR 
21-30 MFFNM(3) "MDM FF-3" CHAR 
31-40 MFFNM(4) "MDM FF-4" CHAR 
MFFNM MFFNM contains names for identifying the flight forward MDMs 




MFANM(I) "MDM FA-l" CHAR 
MFANM(2) "MDM FA-2" CHAR 
21-30 MFANM(3) "MDM FA-3" CHAR 
31-40 MFANM(4) "MDM FA-4" CHAR 





COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE 
NFANM This card specifies the names, to be printed on simulator 
listings, for the flight aft MDMs. 
CARD 30 
1-10 DDUNM(1) "AVVI" CHAR 
11-20 DDUNM(2) "AMI" CHAR 
21-30 DDUNM(3) "HSI" CHAR 
31-40 DDUNM(4) "ADI" CHAR 
DDUNM DDUNM is a vector of 10 character names used to identify the 
devices interfaced with the DDUs on simulator output listings. 





DFFNM(1) "ADTA" CHAR 
DFFNM(2) "ACCEL" CHAR 
21-30 DFFNM(3) "IMU" CHAR 
31-40 DFFNM(4) "TACAN" CHAR 
41-50 DFFNM(5) "MSBLS" CHAR 
51-60 DFFNM(6) "RALT" CHAR 
DFFNM DFFNM contains the identification names for the FF-MDM dedi­
cated devices. They are used for simulator listings. 
CARD 32 
1-10 NFFNM(1) "MTU" CHAR 
11-20 NFFNM(2) "RHC" CHAR 
21-30 NFFNM(3) "RPTA" CHAR 
31-40 NFFNM(4) "SBTC" CHAR 
NFFNM NFFNM contains the identifications for the non-dedicated FF-
MDM devices. 
CARD 33 
1-10 DFANM(1) "ASA" CHAR 
11-20 DFANM(2) "RGYRO" CHAR 
DFANM This card specifies names for identifying the devices connected 




CARD 34 COLUMN NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TYPE
 
1-10 BUSTFL Bus transient fault leakage REAL
 
11-20 BUSCOV Bus coverage REAL
 
BUSTFL 	 The bus transient fault leakage represents the probability
 




BUSCOV 	 The bus coverage is the probability that a bus fault will not
 




1-10 BTUTFL(J,1) Transient leakage for BTU port REAL
 
11-20 BTUTFL(J,2) Transient leakage for BTU REAL
 
21-30 BTUCOV(J,I) Coverage of BTU port fault REAL
 
31-40 BTUCOV(J,2) Coverage of fault in whole BTU REAL
 
BTUTFL 	 BTUTFL is a matrix of the transient fault leakages for the
 
DDUs and MDMs. BTUTFL(J,I) is the probability that a tran­
sient fault causes system degradation given that it occurs
 
in the redundant portion of BTU-J. BTUTFL(J,2) the transient
 
leakage for the non redundant portion of BTU-J.
 
BTUCOV 	 BTUCOV is a~matrix of fault coverages. The first column of
 
BTUCOV contains coverages for failures in the redundant part
 
of an MDM or DDU (i.e. the MIA, A/D, SCI, etc.). The second
 
column specifies the coverages for the non redundant part of
 
a BTU. Ten cards are required to specify the leakages and
 




1-10 DDUTFL(1) Transient fault leakage for AVVl REAL
 
11-20 DDUTFL(2) Transient fault leakage for AMI REAL
 
21-30 DDUTFL(3) Transient fault leakage for HSI REAL
 
31-40 DDUTFL(4) Transient fault leakage for ADI REAL
 
DDUTFL(I) 	 This parameter specifies the transient fault leakage for
 






1-10 DDUCOV(l) Coverage for fault in AVVI REAL
 
11-20 DDUCOV(2) Coverage for fault in AMI REAL
 
21-30 DDUCOV(3) Coverage for fault in HSI REAL
 
31-40 DDUCOV(4) Coverage for fault inADI REAL
 
DDUCOV 	 DDUCOV(I) is the coverage for faults occurring in DDU device
 
-I. The coverage represents the probability that if a fault
 
occurs in a DDU device and its redundant counterpart ifworking,
 










1-l0 DDUTFD(I,l) AVVI transient fault detectability REAL
 
11-20 DDUTFD(I,2) AMI transient fault detectability REAL
 
21-30 DDUTFD(I,3) HSI transient fault detectability REAL
 
31-40 DDUTFD(I,4) ADI transient fault detectability REAL
 
DDUTFD 	 The transient fault detectability is defined as the probability
 
that a transient fault is detected given that it occurs. Two
 
cards are required. The first card specifies the transient
 
detectability of a DDU device not having a redundant counter­
part (i.e. its redundant counterpart has failed). The second
 
card specifies the transient fault detectability for a device
 




1-10 DFFTFL(1) ADTA transient fault leakage REAL
 
11-20 DFFTFL(2) ACCEL transient fault leakage REAL
 
21-30 DFFTFL(3) IMU transient fault leakage REAL
 
31-40 DFFTFL(4) TACAN transient fault leakage REAL
 
41-50 DFFTFL(5) MSBLS transient fault leakage REAL
 
51-60 DFFTFL(6) RALT transient fault leakage REAL
 
DFFTFL 	 This parameter specifies the transient fault leakages for
 




1-10 DFFCOV(I,J) ADTA fault coverage REAL
 
11-20 DFFCOV(2,J) ACCEL fault coverage REAL
 
21-30 DFFCOV(3,J) IMU fault coverage REAL
 
31-40 DFFCOV(4,J) TACAN fault coverage REAL
 
41-50 DFFCOV(5,J) MSBLS fault coverage REAL
 
51-60 DFFCOV(6,J) RALT fault coverage REAL
 
DFFCOV 	 This parameter specifies the permanent fault coverages for
 
the dedicated FF-MDM devices at each of their possible

redundancy levels. Three cards are required to specify
 
DFFCOV. Card 50 lists the coverages for a fault occurring
 
when there are two devices; Card 51 lists the coverages
 
when there are three redundant devices; and Card 52 lists
 
the coverages when there are four redundant devices.
 
REPRODUCIBMITy OF THE 








1-l0 DFFTFD(l,J) ADTA transient fault detectability REAL
 
11-20 DFFTFD(2,J) ACCEL transient fault detectability REAL
 
21-30 DFFTFD(3,J) IMU transient fault detectability REAL
 
31-40 DFFTFD(4,J) TACAN transient fault detectability REAL
 
41-50 DFFTFD(5,J) MSBLS transient fault detectability REAL
 
51-60 DFFTFD(6,J) RALT transient fault detectability REAL
 
DFFTFD 	 This parameter lists the transient fault detection proba­
bilities for faults occurring in the dedicated devices.
 
Four cards are required to specify the DFFTFD array. Card
 
53 specifies the 	transient fault detectability for a device
 
having no redundant counterparts left. Card 54, Card 55 and
 
Card 56 specify the transient fault detectionwhen there are
 




1-10 NFFTFL(1,J) MTU transient fault leakage REAL 
11-20 NFFTFL(2,J) RMC transient fault leakage REAL 
21-30 NFFTFL(3,J) RPTA transient fault leakage REAL 
31-40 NFFTFL(4,J) SBTC transient fault leakage REAL 
NFFTFL 	 Card 57 specifies the transient fault leakages for a transient
 
fault affecting the whole unit. Card 58 specifies the tran­
sient fault leakages for transient faults affecting the re­




1-10 NFFTFD(1,J) Transient fault detection for MTU REAL 
11-20 NFFTFD(2,J) Transient fault detection for RMC REAL 
21-30 NFFTFD(3,J) Transient fault detection for RPTA REAL 
31-40 NFFTFD(4,J) Transient fault detection for SBTC REAL 
NFFTFD 	 Card 59 specifies the transient fault detection probability
 
for faults affecting the whole unit. Card 60 specifies the
 
transient fault detection probability for faults affecting
 




1-10 NFFPFD(1) Permanent fault detectability for MTU REAL 
11-20 NFFPFD(2) Permanent fault detectability for RMC REAL 
21-30 NFFPFD(3) Permanent fault detectability for RPTA REAL 
31-40 NFFPFD(4) Permanent fault detectability for SBTC REAL 
NFFPFD 	 This card specifies the permanent fault detection probability
 










MTU fault coverage 
RMC fault coverage 
REAL 
REAL 
21-30 NFFCOV(3) RPTA fault coverage REAL 
31-40 NFFCOV(4) SBTC fault coverage REAL 
NFFCOV This card specifies the permanent fault coverage for each 
of the non-dedicated devices interfaced with the FF-MDMs. 
CARD 63 
1-10 DFATFL(1) ASA transient fault leakage REAL 
11-20 DFATFL(2) RGYRO transient fault leakage REAL 
DFATFL This card specifies the transient fault leakages for the 
devices interfaced to the FA-MDMs. 
CARD 64 
1-10 DFATFD(1) ASA transient detectability REAL 
11-20 DFATFD(2) RGYRO transient detectability REAL 
DFATFD DFATFD(1) and DFATFD(2) are the transient fault ,detection 






ASA fault coverage 
RGYRO fault coverage 
REAL 
REAL 
DFACOV This card specifies the fault isolation-recovery coverages
for faults occurring in the devices linked to the flight. 
R-91
 




NOT FILMEIlPRECEDING PAGE BLANK 
B.l.4 INPUT PARAMETERS - GROUP 4
 
This section describes the input deck for the flight critical bus parti­
tion failure rates. The units for all failure rates in this section is faults
 
per million hours. All inputs are real FlO.O format. The same card set-up is
 
used for both permanent and transient failure rates.
 
CARD 1 COLUMN PARAMETER DESCRIPTION 
1-10 Flight critical bus -l failure rate 
11-20 
21-30 
Flight critical bus -2 failure rate 
Flight critical bus -3 failure rate 
31-40 
41-50 
Flight critical bus -4 failure rate 




Flight critical bus -6 failure rate 
Flight critical bus -7 failure rate 
Flight critical bus -8 failure rate 
CARD 2
 
1-10 DDU -1failure rate (whole unit)
 




1-10 DDU -1 failure rate (redundant portion)
 




1-10 MOM FF-1 failure rate (whole unit)
 
11-20 MOM FF-2 failure rate (whole unit)
 
21-30 MUM FF-3 failure rate (whole unit)
 




1-10 MOM FA-l failure rate (redundant portion)
 
11-20 MDM FA-2 failure rate (redundant portion)
 
21-30 MUM FA-3 failure rate (redundant portion)
 




1-10 MDM FA-I failure rate (whole unit)
 
11-20 MOM FA-2 failure rate (whole unit)
 
21-30 MOM FA-3 failure rate (whole unit)
 


































































MDM FA-1 failure rate (redundant portion)
 
MDM FA-2 failure rate (redundant portion)
 
MDM FA-3 failure rate (redundant portion)
 






















MTU failure rate (whole unit)
 
RMC failure rate (whole unit)
 
RPTA failure rate (whole unit)
 
SBTC failure rate (whole unit)
 
MTU failure rate (redundant portion)
 
RMC failure rate (redundant portion)
 
RPTA failure rate (redundant portion)
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The simulator is currently implemented as a set of fifty-eight Fortran
 
programs designed to be compiled and run on a CDC 6600 using the extended
 
Fortran IVcompiler. Figure B.2-1 gives a short description for each of the
 
programs. The source listings that follow this section represent the current
 
CDC 6600 implementation of the program and will require several modifications
 
for use in a UNIVAC 1108 computer environment.
 
The simulator source listings are in the same order as the subroutine
 
names in Figure B.2-1. Some of the programs are documented by corments that
 
describe the program, its arguments, and many of the variables that are used
 
for the simulation. All of the listings include a comprehensive cross refer­
ence for all variables, statement labels, and subroutines. These are included
 
in order that minor modifications to the programs can be readily made. The
 
subroutines will be documented more thoroughly when the simulator is implemented
 
on the UNIVAC 1108.
 
Several routines must be modified before the simulator can be run on
 
the UNIVAC 1108. These routines are identified with an "*" in Figure 8.2-1.
 
PACK and UNPACK must be modified since they require non standard intrinsic
 
functions. FCBIN, PFCBCF, and PIOSTS must be modified since they currently
 
use a 60 bit word to represent character data. Inaddition, two new functions
 
RAN4F and RANSET will be added for the. UNIVAC 1108 implementation. These
 
routines, which are used to generate random numbers unifonnily distributed
 


































































































































Generate pseudo faults in case of asynchronous executive
 
Simulates an IOP caused bus failure
 
Simulates a bus failure
 
Initializes a vector to zero
 




Copies a fault into the active fault table
 
Simulates faults occurring inthe AVVI, AMI, HSI, and ADI
 
Randomly determines the detection time of a fault
 
Simulates faults occurri.g inthe ASA and RGYRO
 




Randomly generates exponential duration for transient faults
 




Determines if a fault causes program memory damage
 
Generates faults for the simulaLion
 








Initializes a mission for FCB simulation
 
Initializes the FCB partition simulator variables
 
Controls simulation when SIMTYP=2 
Determines the fault location 
Compresses active fault table after removal of faults 
FCB failure rate input subrout;ne 
FCB failure rate input subroutine 
FCB failure rate input subroutine 
FCB failure rate input subroutine 
Randomly determines if a fault is not covered 
Copies one vector to another for initialization 
Routine for inputting a hand determined fault table 
Simulates faults occurring inthe lOPs when they are 
non-dedicated
 
Determines a random integer between 1 and X
 
Chooses random integer using probability distribution vector
 
Randomly determines if a fault is covered
 
Simulates the occurrence of a fault in an MDM or DDU
 
Simulates the removal of an MDM or DDU
 
Simulates the occurrence of missed iterations
 




Simulates faults occurring in the MTU, RHC, RPTA, or SBTC
 
Compresses a vector of five numbers into one number
 
Prints the FCB partition configuration definition
 




Prints the FCB interconnection matrices
 
Prints the FCB simulation results
 
Reads FCB partition failure rates
 
Sets a value into the FCB status vector
 
Simulates normal multiplex GPC operation
 




Simulates a system restart
 
Simulates normal duplex GPC operation
 
Simulates a memory copy in multiplex
 
Simulates rollback or delay-reconfiguration in duplex
 
Simulates fault isolation in duplex
 




Simulates GPC replacement by spare





Generates a uniformly distributed random number
 
Undoes what PACK does 
*These routines will be modified for the UNIVAC 1108 implementation.
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O THIS VERSIONS MARCH 1976
 
C ACFAU SEE STATEI
 
C BUNONO 0 DEDICATED ougsrs (TO COMPUTERS)
 
5 C it NON-DEDICATED BUSSFS
 
C COPLAS LAST TIME THERE HAS A MEMORY COPY FOR COMPUTER I
 
O DELAY DELAY BETWEEN DETECTION AND RECOVERY (HILLISECONDS)
 
o DOWMAX MAXIMUM TOLERABLE DOWNTIHF 
C DURHC DURATION OF A MEMORY-COPY (HILLISECONDS) 
















TIE AT WHICH THE CURRENT MISSION ENDS
 
EXTENT OF THE LAST FAULT 
FAULTY COMPUTER
 










INDICATES AN OVERFLOW OF TABLE WHFN EQUAL TO 1 
NO. OF TIMES IN SIMPLEX 






















30 	 C NOIAG 

































1O 	 C 

C LAST(I) LAST TIME THERE RAS A ROLLAHEAD FOR COMPUTER I (REAL)
 








TRANSIENTS MISTAKEN AS PERMANENTS
 




NUMBER OF DIAGNOSTICS 
NEXT STATE. 	1,1 NORMAL. 
2 RECOVERY ATTEMPT. 
3 9 SYSTEM RESTART. 
4 2 N-I UNIT SYSTEM. 
5 2 SYSTEM FAILURE. 






9 8 DIAGNOSTIC AND RECOVERY 

10 1 SIMPLEX 

it I ROLLBACK IN SIMPLEX
 
12I INTRODUCTION OF A SPARE
 
NO. SYSTEM FAILURES VIA 0 AND R 

NUMBER OF FAULTS DUE TO 10 FATLURFS
 












C NOON(51 NOON(T)=t MFANS COMPUTER I IS ON
 
C NWOION NUMBER OF WORKING EFM
 
C NWORK NUMBER OF WORKING COMPUTEPS
 
C NOUA NUMBER OF SWITCHES TO QUADRUPLEX
55 C NRL NUHBFR OF ROLLAHFADS 
PROGRAM DPIVER COC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/09/76 15.29.55. 
PAGE 2 




NUMBER OF SWITCHES TO TRIPLEX 
NO. OF TRANSIENTS RFCOVERFD FROM IN TRIPLEX 
NO. OF TRANSIENTS RECOVERED FROM IN DUPLEX 
SPOSAPR4 
SPOBAPR4 
60 C NUNOI NUMPER OF UNSUCCESSFUL DIAGNOSTICS 
c N2 
C PROMM 
NUHnER OF SWITCHES TO DUPLEX 
PROPORTION OF MEMORY ALLOCATED TO MINOR CYCLF PROGRAMMING 
C PSUC PROnAVILITY or SUCCESS OF ROLL AHEAD 
C PTR POINTER TO THE FAULT TABLE 
65 C REASON 
C 
C 
REASON OF THF SYSTEM FAILURE 
11 MORE THAN 10 FAULTS SHOULD GE STORED IN ACFAU, TO AVOID 
THIS, INCREASE THE S17F OF ACFAU AND SET IDIN TO THIS NEW 
C St7E 
o 21 FEM FAILURE 
70 C 32 BUS OR/AND EXTFRNAL DEVICE FAILURE 
C 42 DUPLEX FAILURE (NON ISOLATED FAULTS) 
C 52 SIMPLEX FAILURE 
C 61 FXCESSTVE DOWNTIME 
C RFCOV DURATION OF A ROLLAHEAO 
75 C RMC RECURRENCE INTERVAL FOR HEMORY COPY 
C RHISTH MISSION TIME (HOURS) 
C RMISTH MISSION TIME (MILLISECONOSJ 
C RTI ITERATION PFRIOD 
C TABLE SEE FAUGENE 
80 C TO TIME BETHFEN COMPARISONS (MILLISECONDS) 
C TIME TIME (MILLISECONDS) 
C TH2 ISOLATION DURATION 
C RULES OF THF GAMES AT THE END OF THE SIMULATION OF A STATE, WE HAVE$ sP~qAPR4 
C TIME = TIME OF THE TRANSITION 








































COMMON/11/E TF/Pr1E T,DETMAX* PON 












135 INTEGER SINTYP 
LOGICAL TOSIM 






145 tO CONTINUr 
READ 9802,SIHTYP.SEED 
IF(SIHTYP.LE.0 GOTO 20 
CALL RANSETISEEn) 
GOTO(1000,2000,000),SIMTYP 
150 1009 CONTINUF 
READ 9801,NMISi,IDEUO 
) 

















































































220 IF(TDLYPC.NE.i GO0 l0 
PRO(.PA4 nPlvFP COG 6603 FIN VS.O-P3S5 oPrtI 14/39/76 15.29.S5. PaGE 5 
of coy-pr.Oip 
4T HIPlitYRCCINI 






230 IFITROLtft.FO.t GOTO 802 
4AYYM 8=.1 
fUR Rn. 0.0 
GOTO A0S 
Ae? CONTTNU" 
235 IFITROLLA.EO.I) GOTO P85 
IPOLLA :7 
QECOVr IC 
QAC P1. QOCPAP 
240O P 5 
iHINT .RT 1'NMCy
CON T INUE 
w IF TiE EELIS ARE flCATfPAN C FAULT MAY HIT THE COMPUTER. IF PAU 
C TS 0, THEN4 A FAULT IN THE EM ALWAYS HIT THE COMPUTER IPCO~fPBUCOnI). 
C IF TH LENDS ARE N) AfnlICAIFnTIN M4(Y NEVER AFFECT A COMPUTER. PCOH 
C ANn PAUCO ARE 0. 
745 PRUCO=O 
IFINOiltn.FQ.1 I PUCO: .0o-PrO-PBU 
IF(9SPA.EO.0) PRINT qqgoIDIICONFII,MOOI t|1:1,Z| 
TIINSPA.FJ.0) PRINT 9qot.( HnCOiFItHoo$IT.1.2IlrSPA 
PPINT qqZ?,HiMTSt 
250 PRINT 99 3.RT $TNH 
PRINT 9')Z? 






9908.. N THY 
PIN 11 9905. R CPU 
tool COIITTINII 
IFIIRLLL AiNF.II GOtO 1002 




W7O0 CONTI NL~r 
9S05.q 4CvU 
?65 IFllnESr.NE.t GnTn 1063 
PP I pIt 910o 
PRINT 9 01.flU"C 
PPl.IeT q)o 4.,R W. 
PRINT 9q90,oS C 
?2 O t: '1 Cf4TINUF 
~IFItflL~Q.'(.l) GOT' to0. 
PRI e 9906 




e?5 1004 CO-ITTRiOF 









IF(NSPA.NE.0) PRINT 991?,CONDT 
285 PRINT 99iSRTI, INCY,MACYTC,DOHMAXPROHt 
IF(ISYNC.EQ.0I PRINT 9919,RATTNT 
IFtNONDED.EQ.1) PRINT 9020 
TF(NONOFO.EO.2) PRINT 9921,NIO 
PRINT 99?' 







o GENERATE FAULTS FOR NBOU MISSIONS 
30 CONTINUr 
CALL FAUGEN(NODSTM,TIGEN,300,NMODU) 
300 IF (NMTS4NSPA.NE.03 GO TO 56 
C COMPUTE DORMANT FAILURE RATE OF THE COMPUTER 
RHU=RHUP(1) 
IF (NMODU.GE.31 RHU=RMU4RHUP(3) 
56 CONTINUE 
305 3 CONTINUE 
C 
C OVrRFLOW TEST 
PTR=i 
IF tIFULL.EQ.0I GO TO 40 
310 PRINT 9601 
GO TO 10 
C 
o DETERMINE IN WHICH MISSION THE FAULT OCCURS AND THE END OF THE MISSION 
C DETERMINF IF NEW FAULT TAPLE IS NFEDED, 
3ts 40 CONTINUF 
K=INTCTtALE(PTR i)/RMISTH) 
IF (K.GE.NBOUC) GO TO 41 
ENDMIS=K*RHISTN+RMISTM 
NMIS=NMI;O+K 
320 IF CNMTS.GE.NHISI) GO TO 120 




325 IF (NMIS.GE.HMIS1 GO TO 120 
GO TO 30 
C 
C INITIALIZE MISSION 
43 CONTINUE 
330 TFLTCT=O 





335 DO 140 J=iIOIH 
CF IUJ3)O. 
140 CONTINUE 




IF (I.LE.HODI NOON(II= 
TSPARF (1=0 
IF (I.LE.NSPA) ISPARFII)=OOtI 
345 IF tNONDE0.NE.21 GO TO 285 
IOCUIInO 
IF (I.LE.NHOIO) IOCU(IP=t 
285 CONTINUE 
35O 0 
IF(IOSIM) CALL FCBII 
C BEGIN SIMULATION 
65 CONTINUE 
GO TO (241.9,66,66,66) HOD 
355 C 
66 CONTINUE 






IIDEOUG.NE.t) GO TO 103 
(PTR.GE.50I GO TO 103 
PPINT 962tPTRNEXTTIHE 
DO 112 1=1.I0tM 















GO TO 60 
C 
C SYSTEM RESTART SPIOAPR4 
60 CONTINUE 







PROGRAM DRIVER COG 6600 FIN V3,0-P355 OPT=i 04109/76 15.29.55. PAGE 
CALL STATES(NEXT) 
GO TO 60 
C 
C DUPLEX (NORMAL OPERATION) SPOSAPR4 
390 90 CONTINUE 
N2=N2+t 
91 CONTIttUF SPO3APR4 
CALL STATF4(NEXT? 
GO TO 60 
395 C 
O SYSTEM FAILURE SPO9APR4 
100 CONTINUF 
NEXT=6 
IF (IDEBUGNE.t1 GO TO 101 
1000 PRINT 880,PTR.REASON,TIME 
101 CONTINIJE 
NFAIL=NFAIL4t 
G SEE OEFINITION OF REASON 




GO TO 50 
160 CONTINUE 
410 NFIO=NFIO~t 





GO TO 50 
180 CONTINUE SPOfAPR4 
NFDANR = NFDANR + I SP0gAPR4 
GO TO 50 SPOSAPR4 
420 190 CONTINUE SPO9APR4 
NFSIN = NFSTM * I SPO9APR4 





IF (TA0LE(PTR,1I.GE.ENDMIS) GO TO 40 
PTR=PTR+1 




GO TO 40 
C 
435 C MEMORY COPY RECOVERY SPO9APR4 
210 CONTTNUr 
C THE NUMrER OF ROLLANEADS IS DECDEASED SINCE A MEMORY COPY IS ALWAYS 
r PPECEPEO BY A DUMMY RnLLAHEAB. 
NRL=NRL-1 
440 C IF NO MEMORY COPY IN THIS CONFEMGIRATION fON T 00 IT SPO9APR4 
PRCOGRAM nplvq Cr)C 6600 FIN V3.0-P$SS OPT.I O4/0a/76 I5.Z9.55. PAGE 9 
IF ln('CR.Etf.? COPLAS(FOCOI.TIM( 
NC.NKCGI 
CALL STTTy IEIXT I 
GO t0 60 
1.4,5 C 
C ROLLOICK RECOVERY SPaqAPRk 
220 CONtINUf 
IF INAXRtq.Gf .13)4QWlOA-l QOPA* 
CALL STATCS(NFXTI 
450 IF ItNXT.('l.IA) N2:N?-I 
GO t0 60 
C 
C DTAGNOSTICS ASK) QCOVFRY SPOQAPR4 
230 CONTINU 
455 NOIAG' It1AG* 
CALL STAT9(M FXTI SPOCAPRh 
GO To 60 SPS9APR4 
C 
r.SINPLFX STATE SPOSAP' 
460 240 CnNITINUF 
S1TH - TSTH * I SPOIAPR4 
4.1 C.)N TNur 
CALL STATEI(rXtI) SP3AAPR4 
GO TO 69 SP29APR4 
46s C 
C POLLRACK IN SIMPLFI 
250 CONTINJE 




Z75 COlI NlU 
CALL S;)ITfqtlfXTI 
IF (NEXT.EQ.13) I14iTS1H-1 
475 GO TO 60 
C 
C tNIfnUzE SPapr
?f ^  r.NT I UT 
N',. NS * I 
4A0 C.LL SIATFCt'(rXtI 
GO TO 60 
IZf CONI INIX 
PPNT 9421 
IIPQK. IVAIi..N 7' 
4q PQINT 9.05,I4Prqx,1I rAUNIgAfll
P ixt q. lr 
GnlTO(t 105.104. I103, ItO,'. 11011.*9On 
ZIC1 NPEQHzM4If, -MIIQF Il| 
490 11? -4rCFtMLCRNLI4-IIOF14.1 
PPTIT 41 ?,IIPFRlPITQF (4) .HF(43 
1103 PIPQRM fr( 31 -NIQR . 
PRINT 9411.'IIP-Mfi. (Jf13) NFIZ) 







1106 PRINT 9411iNFAILI(5),HISTKI(31,NOUTNT 
I10? PRINT 9412,NFAILI(4,HISTKI(2) ,NQUA 
1108 PRINT 9413tNFAILI(3),MISTKT(l),NTRI 
1109 NnUPFL=NFAILI(2)INFOAMR 
505 PRINT q414.NntPFLTTLKPN2 
t110 PRINT q',SNFSIHNTNRIISIH
PRINT 94?5 
IF(IDLYRC.NE.I) GOTO 11?0 
NOELAY=NROfA*NPL 
,10 PRINT 9426,NQELAY 
GOTO 1130 
1120 CONTINUF 












IF(NSPA.NC.0) PRINT 9431,NS 
ZCr=2. 
CALL CONFI(IZCNFAILNIMTSISFPSFPERR) 





530 PRINT 94,5SFPSFPERR 
PRINT 9450,XLEKXLEKI,OUPLKtDUPLKlSLEKSLEKi 
PRINT 9455,XCOVXCOVIOPCOVOPCOVI 
IF(IOSIMI CALL PIOSTS 
GOTO 10 





540 3000 CONTINUE 
CALL FCRPM2 
GOTO 10 
C **### .*.t,#.##4#SPO2APR4 
C F 0 R H A T S SPO2APR4 
545 C SPO2APR4 
q62 rORMATIGH OTR =,13,3X,6HNEXT =,TI3,3X,6TIME =,F19.3) 
985 FORHAT(IY,6FI.3S 
988 FORMAT(fH PTR =,1I1OH REASOR =,I TIME =Fi9.3) 
991 FORMAT(25H TOO MANY FAULTS, MISSION,163 
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9405 FOR4AT(/tX,?0HNUMnER OF PeRMANENTSSXIiO/iX,
 
1 20HNUMnEP OF TRANSIENT'SXIiO/tXt
 
2 22HTOTAL NUHBER OF FAULTSIXIio/IX,
 
3 25HNUMBEP OF SYSTEM FAILURESII0)
 




















94?5 FORMAT(/1hH GPO RECOVERY PROCEDURE STATISTICS 1
 
9426 FORMAT(3X,25HNUMBER OF OELAY-RECOVERYSt3X,IiO)
 
9427 FORMAT(3X,2ONNUMOER OF ROLLAHFADS,8XII0
 
9428 FORMAT(3X, 9HNUHBFR OF ROLLnACKS,9X,I1O)
 
9429 FORMAT13X,22HtNIJMER OF MEMORY COPYS,6XIi0)
 
9430 FORNAT(3X,25HUMBER OF SYSTEM RESTARTS,3XI1O)
 
9431 FORMAT(3X,21HNUMOER OF SPARES USEDt7XI10I
 
9435 FORAT(/3X,3IHPROPORTION OF HISSED ITERATIONS,?XEIO.3
 
I /3X,35HLONGEST SERTES OF HISSED ITERATIONS,3XIi0)
 
9445 FORMAT(/PSH MISSION FAILURE PROBABILITY,3XVFIO.8,H 4/- ,FiO.8)
 





P 5XTHSIMPLEX,4X.FiO.8,SH - FID.81
 
9455 FOPHATI/IOH COVERAGES/SX,9HMULTIPLEX,2XFIO.8,5H /- ,F1O.6/
 
I 5X,6HOUPLEXSXFIO.8,BH 4/- CF.8)
 




































































DRIVER CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/09/76 ±5.29.55. PAGE 12 
991l FORMATI//lXt2aHRECOVFRY PARAMETERS) 
tq 1 2 FORMAT(/5)X,21IPqOGRAM SURVIVAIILITYSXFIO.61 
99±3 FORMAT (/SX.38HPROBARILITY OF FAULT DETECTION BY BITE 
1 /BX,17HCFNTRAL PROCESSOR,6XF6.3 
2 /BX,6HMFMORY,iXF6.3 
3 /SX,13M1/O PPOCESSORIOX,F6.3) 
991. FORMATI/SXt4HSTP EFFICIFNCYt2XFO.6 
I /5X.IqHMEAN DIAGNOSIS TIME,7YFiO.2,13H MILLISECONDS) 
9915 FORMATCSXI21HOELAY BEFORE RFCOVFRYSX,FtO.2,13H MILLISECONDS) 
9916 FORMAT(SXi1HISOLAtION DURATIONEX,FIO.2,13H MILLISECONDS) 
991? FORMATII/SX,2311SPARE CONDITIONING TIHE,3X,FIO.2,13H MILLISECONDS) 
9918 FORMATC/tX,Z2HSOFTHARE PARAMETERS 
I /5X,Z6HITERATION PERIOD ,FO.2,i3H MILLISECONDS 
2 /5X,26HMINOR CYCLE DURATION ,FiO.2,13H MILLISECONDS 
3 /SX,26HMAJOR CYCLE DURATION I10,1iH ITERATIONS 
4 /5X,26HTIME BETWEEN COMPARISONS ,FiO.2,13H MILLISECONDS 
5 /5X,26HHAXIMtI DOWN TIME ,FiO.2,13H MILLISECONDS 
6 /SX,26HINOR CYCLE PROGRAM SIZE ,FIO.6) 
9919 FORMAT(5XS9HASYNCHRONOUS EXECUTIVE - INTERRUPT RATE*F8.i, 
1 j1H PER SECONO) 
9920 FORMAT I/IX,24IDFOICATED I/O PROCESSORS) 
9921 FORMAT(/tX,I2, tXBHNON-DEDICATED I/O PROCESSORS) 
9922 FORMAT(,IX,IRHMNUMRER OF MISSIONS,112) 
9923 FORMATtIXI6HMISSION DURATION,F14.4,IXSHHOURS) 
99P4 FORMATIiOHINOTATIONS 
I /SX,3HMODULE I - CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT 
2 /SX,24HMODULE 2 - I/n PROCFSSOR 
I/5X,17RMODULF 3 - MEMORY4 /SX,271IMOOULE 4 - EXTERNAL DFVICESI 
9925 FORMATI/IX,30HIHPACT OF i/O PROCESSOR FAULTS 
I /5XliHON COMPIITERiLXF1O.6 
2 /5X,6HON 9US~trXFLO,63 /SX,19OHN BUS AND COMPUTER,2XFiO.6) C) 
9926 FORMAT(//IX,36"fFSCRIPTION OF TIlE FAULT ENVIORNMENT) 
9927 FORMAT(//iX,2lTRANSIENT RECOVERY PROCEDURES) 
END 
1-diI~ 
PROGRAM nPIV FR COG 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=l 04109/76 15.29.55. PAGE 13 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCF MAP 
FNTRY POINIS DEF LINE REFEREficFS 
4050 DRIVER I 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 ACFAU REAL ARRAY CON3 REFS 90 363 364 DEFINED 336 
24 AVOUR RFAL ARRAY COt4 REFS 98 
0 CONDIT REAL Coss REFS 109 284 DEFINED I97 
0 COPLAS REAL ARRAY DON9 REFS 93 DEFINED 340 441 
2265 DELAY REAL cOmt REFS 86 282 372 DEFINED 205 
1 OEOR REAL C027 REFS t03 DEFINED 160 
1 DETMAX REAL BETE REFS 123 281 DEFINED 206 
0 DIAGN REAL 0 REFS 12l 281 DEFINED 206 
7031 OLYCPU REAL RFFS 223 224 DEFINED 201 
0 DOR REAL 0027 REFS i03 DEFINED 159 
6 DOWMAX REAL EXEC REFS 124 285 DEFINEO 208 
7064 DPCOV RFAL REFS 529 532 
7065 DPCOV1 REAL REFS 529 532 
7056 DUPLK REAL .RETS 526 531 
7057 DUPLKt REAL REFS 526 531 
6 OURMC REAL DON9 REFS 93 267 DEFINED 203 
1 DURRB REAL COtO REFS 94 DEFINED 219 225 232 
0 DURRES REAL C013 RFFS 97 277 DEFINED 204 
74 ENOHIS REAL CON3 REFS 90 427 DEFINED 318 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER cOMi REFS 88 134 
0 FOCO REAL come REFS 92 371 441 DEFINED 161 
0 F00O2 REAL FAIL02 REFS 125 DEFINED 162 
5 FRTI REAL 0027 REFS 103 
i FSHI REAL C040 REFS 114 
7036 T INTEGER REFS 247 248 339 340 341 2*342 343 
3*344 346 2*347 363 364 DEFINED 247 248 
338 362 
0 TCATAS INTEGER CO41 REFS 115 380 528 DEFINED 163 380 
0 IDEBUG INTEGER DEBUG REFS 122 359 399 DEFINED 151 
7033 IOESCR INTEGER REFS 21t 265 441 5i8 DEFINED 203 211 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER COm1 REFS B8' 
0 IDIM INTEGER COml REFS Be 335 362 DEFINED 144 
4 IDLE REAL EXEC REFS 124 139 DEFINED 218 
70?6 IDLYRC INTEGER REFS 220 252 - 508 DEFINED z01 
I IFAU INTEGER C012 REFS 96 484 485 DEFINED 164 
0 IFLTCT INTEGER FLTHS REFS 133 2*413 2*414 3*432 DEFINED 330 
1 IFULL INTEGER GO"? REFS 89 309 DEFINED 165 
I IFNE INTEGER COVER REFS 119 
0 TOCg INTEGER ARRAY 0038 REFS 112 DEFINED 346 347 
7004 IOF INTEGFR REFS 415 DEFINED 166 415 
7001 IOSTM LOGICAL RFFS 136 213 2t4 349 533 
DEFINED 212 
7006 IOi INTEGER nEFINED 170 
7025 IROLLA INTEGER REFS 235 Z59 371 513 515 
DEFINED 200 227 236, 
7032 TROLLB INTEGER REFS 230 27t 914 DEFINED 202 
7005 TSIH INTEGER REFS 461 474 506 2*529 DEFINED 167 461 
474 
14 PROGRAM DRIVFR COD 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/09/76 15.29.55. PAGE 

VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
3 ISPARE INTEGER ARRAY 0034 REFS 108 DEFINED 343 344 
7034 ISTAPT INTEGER REFS 379 59 DEFINED 204 
0 ISHI INTEGER 0040 REFS 114 
1 ISYNC INTEGER 0031 REFS 106 286 DEFINED 210 
o TTLKP INTEGER COVER REFS ±19 565 20526 DEFINED 168 

















0 LAST OEAL ARRAY PERN REFS 128 139 DEFINED 339 371 
0 LAUNI REAL CYC RErS 120 139 DEFINED 331 
1 MACY INTEGER Ni REFS 127 239 285 DEFINED 208 

































2 MIS17 INTEGER 0027 REFS 103 
7 MISITE INTFGER EVEC REFS 124 520 DEFINED 171 
0 HISTAK INTEGER colt REFS 95 2*525 DEFINED 172 
o NISTKI INTEGER ARRAY 0042 REFS 116 137 156 501 502 503 
7035 MOD INTEGER REFS 247 248 332 342 344 353 487 
500 DEFINED 216 














0 NOIAG INTEGER C016 REFS oo 455 DEFINED 173 455 
7046 NDUPFL INTEGFR PEFS 505 529 DEFINED 504 
7043 NEXT INTEGER REFS 357 361 367 374 386 393 443 
449 450 456 463 473 474 480 
DEFINED 381 398 469 
0 NF INTEGER ARRAY F0OUNT REFS 126 157 488 489 490 491 492 










DEFINED 174 402 
7066 NFAILI INTEGER ARRAY REFS 137 155 424 501. 502 503 504 




132 153 414 43Z DEFINED 414 432 
7010 NFDANR INTEGER PEFS 418 504 DEFINED 175 418 

















0 NMO INTEGER 0029 REFS 105 442 518 DEFINED 178 442 
7073 NHCONF INTEGER ARRAY REFS 138 247 248 DEFINED 14? 
o NHiS INTEGER COM REFS 89 300 320 323 325 407 








DEFINED 294 323 
7003 NNISI INTEGER REFS 152 249 320 325 520 524 




212 299 303 DEFINED 196 















493 495 497 
PROGRAM DRIVER CD 6600 FTN V3.O-P355 OPT=1 04/09/76 15.29.55. PAGE 1' 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 














7045 NOUINT INTEGER REFS 501 DEFINED 499 
7013 NRES INTEGER REFS 385 519 DEFINED 180 385 
7014 NRL INTEGER PErS 373 439 509 513 515 
DEFINED 181 373 439 
T015 NROBA INTrGER OEFS 448 509 515 516 DEFINED 182 44f 
515 
7016 NS INTEGER REFS 479 522 DEFINED 183 479 
7024 NSPA INTEGER REFS 215 216 247 2*248 284 300 33 









2 NSHION INTEGER 0040 REFS it4 
12 NSYSF INTEGER ARRAY FLTHIS REFS 132 154 413 DEFINED 413 
7017 NTL INTEGER REFS 425 DEFINED 184 425 
3 NTNRI INTEGER PHILM RPFFS 129 506 2t527 DEFINED 185 
0 NTR INTEGER C02 REFS 96 484 485 DEFINED 16 
5 NTRF INTEGER ARRAY FCOUNT REFS 126 158 488 489 490 491 49, 
493 494 495 496 497 



















0 NTR3 INTEGER PHILM3 REFS 129 525 DEFINED I90 
I NUNDI INTEGER 00M6 REFS 100 DEFINED 191 
6 NWOIO INTFGER 0036 REFS 112 347 DEFINED 333 
5 NORK INTEGER 0015 REFS 99 2*424 DEFINED 332 
7020 N2 INTEGER RrFS 391 450 505 2#528 DEFINED 192 391 
450 
1 P80 REAL C046 REFS 110 246 290 DEFINED i99 
2 PRUCO REAL 0046 REFS 118 290 DEFINED 245 246 























































































200 2?3 23E 
0 RBOPU RFAL RRAK PFFS 131 238 274 DEFINED 202 224 
7030 RCCINT REAL REFS 222 DEFINED 201 

























0 RLAMOP REAL ARRAY CO4 REFS 98 
5 PLAMOT REAL ARRAY 0014 REFS 98 
17 RMAXI REAL ARRAY C014 REFS 98 
r RHC REAL 00Mg RFFS 93 268 DEFINED 203 
12 RHINI REAL ARRAY 0014 QEFS 98 
PROGRAH DRIVFP CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/09/76 15.29.55. PAGE 16
 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
7022 RMISTH REAL REFS 250 292 DEFINED 195 
0 PHISTH REAL 0036 REFS 110 295 316 2*318 520 
DEFINED 292 
0 RNU REAL 0037 REFS 111 303 DEFINED 302 303 
0 PHUP RFAL ARPAY 0033 REFS 107 302 303 
1 RTI REAL EXEC PEFS 124 218 239 285 520 
DEFINED 208 
7002 SEED RFAL REFS 148 DEFINED 145 
5 SEQMAX INTEGER EXEC REFS 124 134 521 DEFINED 193 
7052 SFP REAL REFS 524 530 
70q3 SFPERR REAL REFS 524 530 
700! SIMTYP INTEGER OEFq 135 W47 149 DEFINED, 146 
7060 SLEK REAL REFS 527 531 
7061 SLEKI REAL REFS 527 531 
1 TABLE REAL ARRAY GONi , PErS 88 316 427 
76 TO REAL 00t13 REFS* 90 219 237 285 DEFINED 205 
25 TFRIO REAL FLTHIS REFS 132 
7040 TIGEN REAL REFS 299 DEFINED 295 
2?66 TIME REAL CO* PEFS 88 361 371 372 400 441 
DEFINED 372 
3 TISL REAL C027 REFS 103 
2 TODD REAL EXEC REFS 124 
0 TWZ REAL e0026 REFS 102 283 DEFINED 206 
7062 XCOV REAL REFS 528 532 
7063 XCOVI REAL REFS 528 532 
7054 XLEK REAL RFFS 525 531 
7055 XLEKI REAL REFS 525 531 
7051 Z REAL REFS 524 525 526 527 528 529 
DEFINED 523 
FILE NAMES MODE 



















20?2 OUTPUT FMT WRITES 247 248 249 250 251 253 254 255 
256 260 261 262 263 266 267 268 26q 
272 273 274 276 277 278 279 280 281 
282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 
291 310 361 364 4O 407 483 485 486 
489 491 493 495 497 498 501 502 5b3 
505 506 607 510 5±3 516 518 519 521 
522 530 531 532 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
CLFAP 2 1S3 154 155 156 157 158 
rONFID 5 521f 525 526 527 528 529 
FAUGEN 4 299 
FCBIN 0 213 
FCBINI 0 349 
FCBPI 0 214 
FCDPMI 0 518 
F01PM2 0 541 
PIOSTS 0 533 
RANSET I 148 
PROGRAM DRIVER CO 6600 FTN V3.O-P355 OPT=1 04/09/76 15.29.55. PAGE 17
 






















INLINF FUNCTIONS TYPE ARCS DEF LINE REFEPENCES
 
TNT INTEGER I INYRIN 316
 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES
 
4052 t 145 311 534 539 542
 
6030 20 535 147 15P
 
4775 30 ?98 326
 
V 33 INACTIVE 305
 
5020 40 315 309 427 433
 
5034 41 322 31?
 
5043 43 3?9 321
 
5320 45 431 367
 
5313 50 426 408 411 416 419 422 429
 
5010 56 304 300
 




5107 65 352 367
 
5120 66 354 3#353
 
5203 70 368 367
 
5216 80 378 367
 
5225 81 384 379
 
5310 84 423 404
 
5267 85 406 404
 
5231 go 390 367
 
5233 qj 3Q 353
 
5236 100 397 367
 
5253 101 401 399
 
0 102 365 362
 
5163 103 366 359 360 363
 
5405 120 482 320 325
 
0 140 337 335
 
5275 160 409 404
 
5277 170 412 404
 
9304 IO 417 404
 
5306 190 420 404 0 
-
5326 210 436 367 

5341 220 447 367 C 
5354 230 454 367 
5360 240 460 367 
5362 241 462 353 
5365 250 467 367 
5372 251 472 468 
5401 -260 47B 367
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STATEMENT LAOELS OFF LINE PEFERENCES 
510? 285 348 33a 345 
4414 801 2?9 220 
4421 802 234 230 
4432 965 240 228 233 235 
6142 962 FHT 546 361 
6J50 985 FHT 547 364 
6152 988 FHT 548 400 
6160 991 FHT 549 '07 
4074 1000 150 149 
4530 1001 258 252 
4q55 1002 264 257 259 
4602 1003 270 265 
462? 1004 ?75 ?71 
5441 1101 488 487 
5454 1102 490 48? 
5467 1103 492 487 
5502 1104 494 487 
5515 1105 496 487 
5545 1106 501 500 
5556 1107 502 500 
5567 1108 503 500 
5600 1±09 504 500 
5613 1±10 506 500 
5642 1120 512 508 
5666 1130 517 5t1 514 
6032 2000 537 149 
6035 3000 540 14q 
6165 9400 FHT 550 483 
6174 q405 FHT 551 485 
6213 9410 FHT 555 486 
6231 9411 FHT 558 489 501 
6236 9412 FHT 559 491 502 
6243 9413 FMT 560 493 503 
6250 q414 FMT 561 495 505 
6255 9415 FMT 962 497 506 
6?62 9420 FMT 563 4qo 
627? q425 FHT 565 507 
6277 9426 FHT 566 510 
6304 9427 FMT 5A7 513 
6311 9428 FHT 560 516 
6316 9429 FlT 569 518 
6323 9430 FMT 570 519 
6330 9431 FMT 571 52? 
6335 q435 FMT 572 521 
630 9445 FHT 574 530 
6357 9450 FMT 575 53± 
6374 9455 FHT 571 532 
6406 9601 FHT 580 310 
6414 9601 FHT r81 151 
6416 9802 FHT 582 146 195 197 204 
6421 9803 FHT 503 196 
6423 9604 FHT NO RFFS 584 
6426 9805 FHT 585 198 
6430 9806 FMT NO QEFS 586 
19 PROGRAM DRIVER 
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STATEMENT LABELS 





















































































9807 FMT 587 200
 
980a FMF 588 201
 
9809 FHT 589 202
 
q810 FHT 5Qo 203
 
9812 FMr 591 199 205 209
 
9811 FMT 5q2 206 207
 
98±4 FNT 5q3 208
 
9815 FH 594 210
 
9900 FHT 595 247
 
9901. FMT 596 248
 
9902 FMT 597 253
 
9903 FH? 598 254 261 267 
 ,277

9904 FMT 599 255 262 268
 
9905 FH 600 2q6 263 269 274
 
9906 FMT 601 260
 
9907 FM? 602 266
 
9908 FMT 603 272
 
9909 FMT 604 273
 
9910 FM? 605 276
 
9911 FMT 606 278
 
9912 FM? 607 279
 
9913 FMT 608 280
 
9914 FMT 612 281
 
9915 FMT 614 282
 
9916 FMH 615 283
 
9917 FMT 616 284
 
9918 FHT 617 295
 
9919 FMT 624 286
 
9920 FMT 626 287
 
9921 FMT 627 284
 
9922 FNI 6?8 249
 
9923 FMT 629 250
 
9924 FM? 630 289
 
9925 FlT 635 290
 
9926 FHr 639 291
 
9927 VHF 640 251
 
LABEL INDEX 
 FPOM-TO LENGTH PPOPERTIES
 
140 J 335 337 2T) TNSTtOK
 
285 v 1 338 348 220 
 OPT
 
102 * I 362 365 
 218 EXT REFS EXITS NOT INNER
 
* J 364 78 EXT REFS
 
BLOCKS LENGTH HEMOERS - RIAS NAIE(LFNGTH)

COMi 1207 0 toIN (11 
 1 TADLE (1200? 1201 PTR U1)

1202 FXTEN t) 1203 IDETEC (1) 1204 RECOV 11)

1205 OELAY I) 1206 TIME 41)

COM2 2 0 1H1is (t) 1 IFULL (if

COM3 63 0 ACFAU (60) 60 ENOmIS It) 61 HEMSIZ (1)
 
62 TO (1)
CON7 1 0 PEASON I1)

COH6 1 0 ronO I1|

COH9 7 0 COPLAS (5) 5 RHO l11 
 6 0URO (1)

C010 ? 0 MAXRLO It) I OURRB (1)
 
PROGRAM DRIVER COC 6600 FTN V3.f-P355 OpT=i fl4/0916 15.29.55. PAGE 20 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - 3IAS NAMEILENGTNI 
COlt 1 0 ISTmK (I) 
C012 2 0 HTR (t) I IFAU (tl 
C013 1 0 DIJRRFS (1) 
C014 25 0 QLAHOP (5) 5 RLAIOT 451 10 RHINT (51 
15 RHAXI (5) 20 AVOUR (5) 
C015 6 0 nOON (5) 5 NWORK (1) 
C016 2 0 NDIAG III i NUNDI (t 
0017 2 0 NTPI (1) 1 NQUA (is 
C026 1 0 rWZ (1 
C027 6 0 DOR t) I DEOR (1) 2 KISIT It) 
3 TISL (1) 4 MI (I) 5 FRTI (II 
C028 2 0 1100SIM (I) i NSPB (ii 
C029 1 0 NiC (1) 
C031 2 0 RATINT (i) J ISYNO Il 
C033 15 a PMUP (51 
C03. 5 0 IS0ARF (5) 









C038 7 0 IOCU (5) 5 NONDED Its 6 NWOIO t1) 
C039 1 0 POETIO (1) 





(1) 1 13 (1) 
0042 3 0 MISTKI (3) 
C045 1 0 PSNM (1) 
C046 3 0 PCOM (1) I PBU (1) 2 P8UCO (is 
rOVFR 2 0 TTLKP (1 1 IFHE Is) 
CYC 1 0 LAUNMI (1) 
D 1 0 DIAGN (1) 
DE9UG 1 0 IDfnUG (I) 
DFTE 1 C POF? 11 1 DETMAX (1) 2 POM II) 
EXEC m 0 IINCY (it I RT 11) 2 TODD (1) 
3 OLTIS II) 4 IDLE (1) 5 SEONAX (I) 
6 OO1H4X (to 7 HISITE 11) 
FAILD2 1 0 FOGO? (i) 
FCOUNT 10 0 1SF (53 5 NrRF (5) 
MH 2 0 PROHM (t I NACY 11) 
PFPM 7 0 LAST (51 5 MINTNT (it) 6 PStIC (1) 






R[ACK 1 0 BCPU (11 
FLTMIS 22 0 ?FCV (101 1o NSYSF tint 20 PFRIO 11) 
21 TFRIO (1) 
FLTHS 1 0 EFLTT (1) 
STATISTTCS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 3043 1571 
BUFFEP LENGTH 40440 20F14 
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SUBROUTINE ASYNCITIHEFINPRNEXTI
O THIS VERSIONS 29 AUGUST i197.
 
C ASYNO GENERATFS SEVFRAL FAULTS IN ACFAU DEPENDING ON THE NUHBER OF
 
C INTERRUPTS RECEIVED BETWEEN OCCURRENCE AND DETECTION OF THE FAULT
 
C IN CASE OF AN ASYNCHRONOUS EXECUTIVE, THIS SUBROUTINE CREATES PSEUDO-





C FIHPR LAST DETECTION (COHPUTEO BY DETTIHEP
 
C TINE OCCURRENCE TIME OF THE FAULT
 
0 NEXT SET TO 5 IF MORE FAULTS ARE GFNERATED THAN CAN BE ACCOMODATED
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SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
2 ASYNO 1 23 24 31 40 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RFLOCATION 
0 ACFAU REAL ARQ AY CO3 RFFS 15 35 DEFINED 43 44 45 46 
48 
2265 DELAY REAL 0011 REFS 14 
t06 OETEC REAL REFS 47 48 2'49 
6 DOWNMAX REAL EXEC REFS 18 
74 ENDHIS REAL COM3 REFS 15 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER 0011 REFS 14 19 
0 FINPR REAL F.P. REFS 31 49 DEFINED 1 49 
105 I INTEGER REFS 35 43 44 45 46 48 
DEFINED 34 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER 0OHl REFS t4 
a IOIN INTEGFR CaHi REFS if# 34 
4 IDLE REAL EXEC REFS 18 20 
1 ISYNG INTEGER C031 RErS 17 
7q HEMSIZ INTEGER COM3 REFS 15 
a MINCY REAL EXEC REFS 18 20 23 
7 HISITE INTEGER EXEC REFS 18 
0 NEXT INTEGER F.P. DEFINED 1 38 
3 OLTIS REAL EXEC REFS 18 
2262 PTR INTEGER Coi REFS 14 19 2 * 4 3 45 
0 RATINT REAL 0031 REFS 17 24 30 
0 REASON INTEGER CON7 REFS 16 19 DEFINED 39 
2264 RECOV REAL GONl REFS 14 
I RTI REAL EXEC REFS t8 23 
5 SEQMAX REAL EXEC REFS 18 
2266 T REAL CONH REFS 14 
1 TABLE REAL ARRAY cOmi REFS 14 2*43 45 
76 TO REAL OcOM3 REFS 15 
0 TIME REAL F.P. REFS 3i 47 DEFINED i 
2 TODD REAL EXEC REFS 18 
103 U REAL REFS 30 31 47 DEFINED 26 30 
t04 Y REAL REFS 29 30 DEFINED 28 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
ALOG REAL I LIBRARY 30 
DETTIM 3 47 
RANF REAL 1 23 28 
STATEMENT LABELS 0EV LINE REFERENCES 
17 10 27 29 50 
0 20 36 34 
51 30 42 35 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
41 20 1 34 36 413 INSTACK EXITS 
I 
SUBROUTINE ASYNC CDC 6600 FIN V3.O-P355 OPT=l 04/08/76 17.50o.49. PAGE 3 
'COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH. MEMBERS - BIAS NAHEILENGTHI 
COH1 1207 0 IDIM II) I TABLE (1200) i201 PTR (i 






1206 T (1) 






















2 TODD (I) 
5 SEQHAX It) 
6 DOWHAX III 7 HISIIE it) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH io7B 71 
COMMON LENGTH 24018 1281 




















'UDROUTINE BUSCHK CDr 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPTIl 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 2 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE HAP 
ENTRY POINTS 0EF LINE REFERENCES 


































































EXTERNALS TYPE ARCS REFERENCES 
BUSFLT 1 9 
IRAN INTEGER 2 8 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAHEILENGTH) 








0 FCBSF (1) 
0 STS (20) 
i FALFOD (50) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 34B" 28 









O THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE EFFECT OF A BUS FAULT ON THE FLIGHT
 




























































35 C ...INCREMENT FAULT COUNTERS 
IFAU = IFAU+I 
NTR = NTR.4i 
NBUSTFFl
 









































































IF( NL.EQ.O) OTO 450
 


























































SUBROUTINE BUSFLT CO 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 3 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENOFS 
2 nUSFLT 1 27 '40 57 97 
VARIABLFS SN TYPE RELOCATION 
173 0STS INTEGER REFS 23 27 DEFINED 26 
13 OTUCON INTEGER ARRAY FG82 REFS to 22 73 77 
61 RTUNO INTEGER ARRAY FC82 REFS to 21 
130 BTUSTS INTEGER ARRAY FCB1 REFS 9 2± 64 93 DEFINED 65 93 
I BTUTYP INTEGER ARRAY FCB2 REFS 10 22 68 
0 BUS INTEGER F.P. REFS 23 26 52 55 62 92 
DEFINED I 
i RUSCOV PEAL F683 REFS 11 70 
0 AUSSTS INTEGER ARRAY FCOi REFS 9 21 26 DEFINED 55 
0 BUSTFL REAL FOB3 REFS ii 40 
10 FOB INTEGER ARRAY F81 REFS 9 21 52 74 DEFINED 62 82 
q2 
0 FCOUCF INTEGER ARRAY FBUG REFS 16 20 96 
0 FLG LOGICAL ARRAY FLAGS REFS 17 t8 DEFINED 28 
0 FLTTYP INTEGER FAULT REFS 14 22 30 
200 1 INTEGER REFS 73 DEFINED 72 
201 THUS INTEGER REFS 74 82 DEFINED 73 
1 IFA INTEGER 0012 REFS 13 36 47 DEFINED 36 47 
17r ITYP INTEGER REFS 53 DEFINED 52 
174 J INTEGER REFS 52 61 92 2"93 DEFINED 51 
176 MD INTEGER REFS 62 6' 65 68 73 74 82 
87 DEFINED 61 
NOTU INTEGER FB2 REFS 10 22 51 
I NBUSPF INTEGER FCB4 REFS 12 48 DEFINED 48 
0 NIUSTF INTEGER F04 REFS 12 38 DEFINED 38 
2 NRUSTR INTEGER FCB4 REFS 12 41 DEFINED 41 
177 NL INTEGER REFS 65 66 DEFINED 64 
0 NTR INTEGER 0012 REFS 13 37 DEFINED 37 
0 STS INTEGER ARRAY STATUS REFS is 22 56 
FILE NAMES MODE 
OUTPUT FMT HRITFS 77 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
GREATR LOGICAL 1 19 40 70 
MDMPF 1 87 
PIOCNF 0 79 
SETSTS 1 56 96 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES LSA 
33 100 34 30 -
44 200 46 30 C 0 
47 205 50 30 42 
62 300 54 51 53 68 83 88 94 
74 400 60 53 
0 420 75 72 
133 425 82 74 
136 450 86 66 
SUOPOUTINE BUSFLT CG 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08176 17.50.49. PAGE 4 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFFPENCES 
tll1 500 91 53 
146 900 95 To 
164 1000 FT 78 77 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROH-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
50 300 ' J 51 54 158 ENTRIES EXITS 







MEMBERS - BIAS NAMECLENGTH) 
0 BUSSTS (8) 




















0 BUSTFL (1) 
0 NBUSTFAI) 
0 NTR (t) 
0 FLTTYP (1) 







2 NBUSTR (1 
FCAUC 6 0 FOUCF (6) 
FLAGS 5 0 FLG (5) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 2048 132 
COMMON LENGTH 3068 198 
I 

















ENTRY POINTS 0EF LINE REFERENCES 
2 CONFID ± 4 to 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
41 DENON REAL REFS a 9 DEFINED 7 
0 N INTEGER F.P. REFS' 4 5 9 DEFINED I 
t NS INTEGER F.P. REFS 6 DEFINED ± 
P REAL REFS 8 2*9 DEFINED 6 
0 PI REAL F.P. DEFINED 1 3 9 
0 PM REAL F.P. DEFINED 1 2 a 
37 XN REAL REFS 6 7 8 DEFINED 5 
O ZC REAL F.P. PEFS 7 8 209 DEFINED 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
SORT REAL I LIBRARY 9 
INLINF FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 0EF LINE REFERENCES 
FLOAT REAL ± INTRIN 5 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LFNGTI 42B 34 
I 









SUBIROUTINE CLEAR CO 6600 FTN V3.O-P355 OPT=i 04a08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 2 



















































PROGRAM LENGTH 308 24 
I 
5 




C THIS VERSIONt MARCH 1976
 
C IT COPIES THE NEW FAULT IN ACFAU. IF THERE IS TOO MANY FAULTS, REASON
 












IF (TABLEtPTR,23,LT.ENDHIS) NTR=NTRfi 
20 
IF (NWORKGE.3J I3=Is#i 
00 4 1=1,ID1H 











C THERE ARE WORE THAN 5 FAULTS. 






2 SUBROUTINE COPY 




ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
z COPY 1 30 36 
VARIABLES SO TYPE RELOCATION 
o ACFAU REAL ARPAY C13 RZFS B 21 DEFINED 23 24 26 27 





0 QETEC REAL F.P. REFS 29 DEFINED 1 














23 24 26 27 28 








































75 HEHSIZ INTEGER 003 REFS 8 
0 NEXT INTEGER F.P. DEFINED 1 35 
0 NF INTEGER ARRAY FCOUNT REFS 13 
0 NOON INTEGER ARRAY 0015 REFS 10 
0 NTR INTEGER 0012 REFS 9 18 DEFINED It 

































2266 T REAL 0011 REFS 7 
I TABLE REAL ARRAY C11 REFS 7 18 24 26 27 
76 TO REAL CO3 REFS 8 
0 TIME REAL F.P. REFS 23 24 DEFINED 1 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
47 4 33 20 21 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROH-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 







MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 
0 lOIN (I) 
1202 EXTEN (1) 
1205 DELAY (1)
0 ACFAU (60) 
I TABLE (1200) 
1203 IDETEC (1) 
1206 T (1)

















62 TO (1) 
0 NTR (1) 
0 NOON (5) 
0 ICArAS (1) 
0 LSTFLT (1) 




























C DETERMINES THE EFFECT OF A DOU DEVICE FAILURE ON THE DPS SUBSYSTEM
 
r 
5 	 C DOUNG THE DOU THAT CONTROLS THE DEVICE WHERE THE FAULT OCCURS
 











































































































0oG 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=l 04108/76 17.50.49. PAGE 3
SUBROUTINE DBUFLT 

SYNBOLIC REFEPENCE HAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
2 DDUFLT 1 ?4 35 48 52 57 


































33 45 DEFINED 46 
0 DOUNO INTEGER F.P. REFS 9 24 44 DEFINED I 














24 2 * 32  33 34 35 2W36 
2*41 44 45 46 48 56 
DEFINED I 
0 FOBUCF INTEGER ARRAY FCBUG REFS 16 19 si 
O FLG LOGICAL ARRAY FLAGS REFS 17 18 DEFINED 25 
0 FLTTYP INTEGER FAULT REFS 13 21 27 
1 IFAU INTEGER 0012 REFS 14 26 DEFINED 26 
0 NODUDV INTEGER FOB7 REFS 10 
4 NODUPF INTEGER ARRAY FC1 REFS 11 41 DEFINED 4t 
0 NDOUTF INTEGER ARRAY FBi1 REFS 11 32 DEFINED 32 
10 NODUTR INTEGER ARRAY FC11 REFS It 36 DEFINED 36 
101 NL INTEGER REFS 46 4? DEFINED 33 45 
0 NTR INTEGER 0012 REFS 14 31 DEFINED 31 
0 STS INTEGER ARRAY STATUS REFS 15 21 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
GREATR LOGICAL 1 20 34 35 
LESS LOGICAL 1 22 48 
SETSTS sSi 56 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
23 100 30 27 
44 200 40 27 
46 205 43 37 
62 240 49 34 





MEMBERS - BIAS NAHECLENGTH) 
o NoIUov (i) 
13 DOUDVN W4) 





0 HOOUTF (4) 
0 ODUGOV (4) 
4 NODUPF (4) 














I IFAU i1) 
FCBUG 6 0 FCBUCF WS) 
FLAGS 5 o rLG (5) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 1028 66 
COMMON LENGTH 1138 75 
I 




a THIS VERSIONS MARCH 1976
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETFRHINES THE DETECTION TIME OF THE FAULT DESCRIBED
 
o BY TINE AND PLACEI TIME IS THE PSFUDO-OCCURRFNCETIME, PLACE THE PSEUDO
 
5 	 C MODULE. THE TIME OF TIE COMPARISON FOLLOWING OCCURRENCE OF THE FAULT
 
C IS FIRST DETERMINED. MEMORY FAULT MAY BE DETECTED LATER.
 
C DETEC DETECTION TIME COMPUTED BY DEITIME
 
C TIME OCCURRENCE TIME OF THE #AULT
 





































































SUBROUTINE DETTyn CDC 66DO FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGF 2 


































































































































































































































MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 
0 ACFAtJ (60) 
6? TO (1)
0 RATINT ti) 
0 POET (11 
0 NINOY (1) 
6D ENDMIS (1) 
I ISYNC (1) 
1 OETMAX (1) 
1 RTI (il 
61 HENSIZ fit 
2 PDH (1) 
2 TODD (1) 





MEMBERS - BIAS NAHE(LENGTH) 
3 0LTIS (1) 
6 OO4HAX f1 
0 PRONH (1) 
4 IDLE (1) 
I HISITE (13 
1 MACY (1) 














O THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES THE EFFECT OF A FAULT IN ONE OF THE DEVICES
 




O MD1 IDENTIFIES THE FA-HON INTERFACED TO THE BAD OEVICE
 





























































40 c ...ITS A PERMANENT FAULT 
200 CONTINUE 
NDFAPF (DEV)=NDFAPF(DEV)*t 

















JUDROUTINE DFAFLT COD 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE
 














ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
2 OFAFLT 1 24 36 49 50 55 59 
VARIABLES SH TYPE RELOCATION 
'0 DEV INTEGER F.P. REFS 21 24 2*32 33 34 35 36 
2*37 2*42 45 46 47 50 54 































































































6 NDFATR INTEGER ARRAY FCB17 REFS 14 37 DEFINED 37 



















EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
GREATR LOGICAL 1 20 35 36 
LESS LOGICAL 1 22 50 
SEYSTS t 54 58 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCFS c 
23 100 30 27 
53 200 41 Z? 
55 205 44 38 
76 250 53 34 48 









MEMBERS - BIAS NANEILENGTH) 
0 FLTtYP (1) 
0 NTR It)9 STS 1201 1 IFAU Ii) 









0 NDFATF (3) 
0 OFATFn (3) 
0 FLG (5) 
0 FGOUCF (6) 
3 NDFAPF (31 
3 OFATFL 133 
6 NOFAVR (3) 
6 DFACOV (33 

























C HDHNO IDENTIFIES THE FF-HOH THAT IS INTERFACED KITH 
THE BAD DEVICE
 
































































c 	 ...A PERMANENT FAULT HAS OCCURED
 200 CONTINUC 
NOFFPF(OEVI=NDFFPF OEVIt 	 ­
45 	 IJL=DFFOVS(DEVC 





















SUBROUTTNE OFFFLT Co0 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=I U4/08/76 L7.50.49. PAGE 2 
RETURN 
C 
C ...THE FAULT HAS UNDETECTED 
80 CONTINUE 





SUBROUTINE DFFFLT 0D0 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS 0EF LINE REFERENCES 
? OFFFLT 1 25 38 52 56 61 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 DFV INTEGER F.P. REFS 21 25 2*33 35 36 38 2*39 
2*44 45 48 49 50 52 55 
DEFINED 1 
36 fFFCOV REAL ARRAY FC014 REFS 12 52 
7 OFFV INTEGER ARRAY FB8 REFS to 21 25 DEFINED 48 
37 OFFDVN INTEGER ARRAY FOU8 REFS 10 21 55 
1 DFFOVS INTEGER ARRAY FCBS REFS 10 21 35 45 49 
DEFINED 50 
g DFFTFD REAL ARRAY FCB14 REFS 12 36 
30 DFFTFL REAL ARRAY FOBt4 REFS 12 38 
0 FGUOF INTEGER ARRAY FBUC RErS 16 20 60 
0 FLG LOGICAL ARRAY FLAGS REFS t7 18 DEFINED 27 
B FLTTYP INTEGER FAULT REFS 13 21 28 
1 TFAU INTEGER C012 REFS 14 26 DEFINED 26 
0 MDMNO INTEGER F.P. REFS 25 48 DEFINED 1 
0 HOFFDV INTEGER FCBS REFS 16 
6 NDFFPF INTEGER ARRAY FB13 REFS 11 4f DEFINED 44 
0 NDFFTF INTEGER ARRAY FOOB3 REFS 1 33 DEFINED 33 
14 NOFFTR INTEGER ARRAY F013 REFS ti 39 DEFINED 39 
105 NL INTEGER REFS 36 50 51 52 DEFINED 35 45 
49 
o NTR INTEGER COta REFS 14 32 DEFINED 32 
a SIS INTEGER ARRAY STATUS REFS 15 21 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
GREATR LOGICAL 1 19 36 38 
LESS LOGICAL 1 22 52 
SETSTS 1 55 60 -
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
23 t0 31 28 
44 200 43 28 
50 205 47 40 
66 250 54 51 
74 800 59 36 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 







31 DVFOVN (6) 
0 NOFFTF (6) 
0 OFFTFO (24) 
0 FLTTYP (1) 
6 NDFFPF 16) 













I IFAU (I1 
FCBUC 6 0 FCOUCF (6) 
FLAGS 5 0 FLG (5) 












C THIS VERSTON Z5 FEBRUARY 19T4
 
C IT GENERATES N EXPONENTIAL DURATIONS
 
C FAU ARRAY WHERE DURATIONS ARE STORED
 
5 	 C N DIMENSION OF FAU
 
























SUBROUTINE EXOUR COG 6600 FTN V3.O-P355 OPI=i 04/06/76 17.50.49. PAGE 


























































































O THIS VERSIONI MARCH 1976
 
C IT GFNERATES N OR LESS POISSON ARRIVAL TIMES. GENERATION STOPS WHEN
 
G RTIME IS REACHED.
 
C FAU ARRAY OF ARRIVAL TIMES
 
C N DIMENSION OF FAU
 
C RTIHF UPPER LIMIT ON ARRIVAL TIKE
 
o NACTIVE NUHER OF UNITS RECEIVING FAULTS AT RATE RLAHOOA
 





















































SUBROUTINE EXPON GOD 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/08/76 17.5D.49. PAGE 2 






























































































































EXT REFS EXITS 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 1OB 65 
I 





a 	 THIS VERSIONS 18 JULY 1974
 




5 0 EXT FAULT EXTENTI 0 NO MEMORY QAKAGEIL MEMORY DAMAGE
 














15 	 IF (HOD.NE.3.)RETURN
 




SUBROUTINE EXTENT COC 6600 FTH V3.O-P35 OPT=± 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 2 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
2 EXTENT 1 15 t7 












10 DEFINED 1 14 16 
0 LAST INTEGER ARRAY PERM REFS 9 
5 MININT INTEGER PFRH PEFS 9 
0 HOD REAL F.P. REFS ti I5 DEFINED t 
6 PSUC REAL PERM REFS 9 16 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 





MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTHI 
0 LAST (5) 5 NININT tit 6 PSUC (U 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 24B 20 
CONON LENGTH 7B 7 
szijnout InE rAiir.rN CDC 4600 FTH4 V3.3-.P355 OPTnl 04/09/16 1S.08.Cs. PAG 
SUnqOUTINE FA!JGlI IlAC.RtT N.iFIUT.IIMOIUI 
C Tills VfQSIOC'I MARCH 1976 
5 
C F AUSEFCE G IPRATrS UP TO 300 FULtI t illST IS LESS THAN 30C) 
r. ItfEeF AREUP 10 5 OUPUIfrRSjufCflVr, JITH UP 70 5 NODULES 
C THF 5 COMPUTITS 4't( IO"ITiCA. rap rACH mOOUf. THE COMPUTER 
C RAiPf3ML OETC[lIfIrI. 4N MOR!" TM411 310 FAULTS PER MOOULE. 
lImOU). 
TS 
C Nin MOlRE THAI ISO (Qae4lmirl5 A.10 ISO T"ARSI(TNTS. 
C INiCASE OF quRs? O1 
C nor Ir flOoC rtNj J3 
TQIftclouTION-. 
FiULTr AT 
ONE ,tAS to DE CAqEFUL THAI THERE 
A'iV rIME [ilACFAU. IF THIS SHOUL 
WILL 
13 C HAPPFI. 
C AVnlUQ(I 
INCEIar F I1K1 AN0 TllF 




TPANzI.NT.S IfXPO1EUTAL DISIRIA.) 
C DURST 
C floUqi( FAULT PIATE OURTU. TIMF qU'S!I I U'1-1 OISTRIOUITTII FO OURAI1O 
C fnURIl Z2 I ExPO 'iIil4.OISTTOIIIOI rOR OURAII11 
IS C OP(RIII I I PO3SSOU DIS'InjTTOI FR? ARP'IVALS Of PERMANENTS 
C OCTRAI) * I I POISSOU 1!STRIQJ41TIOI FOR ARIiVALS OF TRAKSIFNTS 
C 11TRAIII 2  I fURST OISTRTOUTOl FOR ARRIVALS Of IRAP4SIENTS 
C OuCS DURA TION OF TH. RURST 
C "A "*fMI3r1Rq Or OnPI.TTPS 
23 C HFAU,I TOTAL KUMrR OF VAULTS 
C OLflfl * fllU4ST OCCUE!IEN(C RATE 
C RIIXllI * 'IAXIMFIUI IUPATIO OF THE TRAhIEN$TqS IUJIFORN OISTRIQUIIO1I1 
C PMIIIIIl T MINTwJn 
C HODU • NUMBER C.r 
AUqTIOH Or TIlf 
OJIFE R.'? UPIIS 
IRAISITVIS IUNIFORM OISIRIUTIOIII 
I1 A COMPUTER 
2z C All1[T rISSION TIntr 
C TAOLEII.IP v TCC*RqTfC( TIKE 
C tARLE I.?1 - DUJRATTION 1- QTIM IF P'PMAVNITI 
C fIATIFr.3I 40ODULF 
C TATTEIItb) * r0o6IPuTVQ 
C............................ 0s*0I...................ff... 
C CnK Y*2I/0".&tF1100.AI.PTRLXTINIOCTEC.RcCovoctay,ri t= 
rQlm~oNIcO'qztJS .Irtt -





40 IiiTE GvR oPrFRl+I,0TRq(5I.1DnIc3 






4.5 OIMCII%;I(i AAIl5,,)FLJI(5,),1itto 
C 14InS IS SIT TO IWi~ri MISS SO TiflIilE T1CINPUTTrST wofxs 
5~~, r,.11 1+ 
55C 'lt'CQ. 150fIT hu.ff I I HH .IS TIf ~fIPT T!M~ 
4711u-150 
r SIT NACTIVE TO Tilt iIj~..ft OF' flOIUL( OF Ft.Cn KIND 


































00 2020 J=iNPER 
FAULTP(JI)=FAULT(J) 
75 2020 CONTINUF 
CALL EXPONIFAULTNTRARTIMEITFRIO) 
IF(NTRA.LT.1OI OTO 2030 
IFULL=l 
RETURN 
- 80 2030 CONTINUr 




















IF (NNIS.NE.Il GO TO 1
 











GO TO (7,3i,9),K 
9 CONTINUE 
<=DOURIT) 
GO TO (10,30,2) ,K 
105 C 
C GENERATION OF THE PFPHANFNTS (POISSON) 
4 CONTINUE
 

















115 44 	CALL EXPONIFAULItNPERRTIMENAGTIVRLAHnP(l))
 




























130 	 PRINT 980,RLAMOTtIJ
 
77 	CALL EXPON(FAULTNTRARTIH. NACTIV.RLAMOT(III
 


































































165 IF (FAULT(K).GT.j) GO TO 35
 
-- 


























C GFNERATION OF THE TRIANSIENT DURATIONS (UNIFORM)
180 10 CONTINUE 





185 1610 CONTINUE 
C IF NO TRANSIENT GO TO 2 




















C IF NO TRANSTFNT GO TO 2
 




200 	 a 
C COPY DURATION 
tO1l CONTINUE








C SO AT HIS POTNT, SPCRTSFANS, ME HAVE CREATED TWO SEPERATE FAULT SPO3APR
 
C TABLrS, ONE FOR PERMANENTS AND ONE FOR TRANSIFNTS -- NOW IS THE EVER SPJ3APRA 
210 C PRESFNT TIME TO MAKI THINGS PERFECTLY CLEAR BY MERGING THE TWO TABLES SP03APR4 








2t5 71 	 CONTINUF 
no 29 J=,INFAUT 
RMINP=RTITE 
RMINT RTIHE 
C THE FOLLOWING LOOPS FINnS TH JTH FAULT 
220 fP 22 =I,NonU 
SUBROUTINE FAUGEN COO 6600 FTN V3.U-P355 OPT=I 0/09/76 i5.00.05. PAGE 5 
IMERGI=MERGI(II 
IF(FAULTPItiERGt,1I.GT.RMTNP) GO TO 23 
RMINP=FAULTP(IFRGt,I) 
MP=I 
225 Z3 CONTINUF 
IMERG2=MERG2(T) 
IF(FAUILTT(IMERG2,,1).GT.RHINT) GOTO 22 
RMINT=FAULTTfIKFPG2, It) 
MT=t 
230 2? CONTINUE 
TAULE(J,iI=AMINI(RMINPRHINT) 
C IF NO MORE FAULT RETUN 
IF (tTABLE(Jt).GE.RTIMEI.A140.IJ.LT.NFAUT)) RETURN 




IF (RHINP.GE.RHTNTIGO TO 25 
IFfKP.EO..) CALL PFTSO(IUNITI) 





245 GO TO 26 
25 CONTINUE 
IHERG2=HFRG2(HTI 







255 a SPO2APR4 
G F 0 R M A T S SPO2APR4 
O SPO2APR4 
3 FORMAT (311) 
19 FORMAl (2E0.31 
260 ,105 FORMAT (EO.3 
949 FORMAT(iXIOHTPANSIENT OURAIIONFX,E9.2, 
I 27H MILLISECONnS (EXPONENTIAL)) 
950 FORMATtOH AVrRA&F TRANSIFNT DURATION *F7.0# 
I ?3H HILLTSECONS (UNTFORM)) 
265 q80 FORMAT(17Xi4HTPANSIENT RATr,7XE9.2,qH PER HOUR) 
990 FORMAT(5X,6HMODULE,13,tT7 I PFRNANENT RATE,TX,E9.2.H PER HOUR) 
997 FORMATf17XI2HDlRNANT RATE,9X,E9.ZH PER HOUR) 
998 FORMATC17XtIHURST OCCURPENCF RATEE9.2,qH PER HOUR/ 
I tTXI4H9URST OURATION,3X,FR.1.Z2H SECONDS IEXPONENTIAL)/ 
270 2 ITX,I6HBURST FAULT RATF5X,E9.2,11ll PER SFCON0 
999 FORMAT(3E100 3) 
FNU 
6 SUnROUTINE FAUGEN CDC 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/09/76 15.00.05. PAGE 

SYMBOLIC REFERENCE NAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEE LINE REFERENCES 
2 FAUGFN 1 71 79 11 134 177 233 236 254 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION > 
24 AVDUR REAL ARPAY C014 REFS 35 195 199 DEFINED 194 
1056 AVER REAL REFS 184 DEFINED 183 
t1t5 BURST REAL ARRAY REFS 43 148 162 DEFINED 146 
1077 DOUR INTEGER ARRAY REFS 40 103 DEFINED 95 
114? DEBU REAL ARRAY REFS 44 t5. 154 2*160 166 I'd 
2265 DELAY REAL OH1 REFS 33 0 
1065 OPER INTEGER ARRAY REFS 40 97 DEFINED 95 0 
1072 OTRA INTEGER ARRAY REFS 40 100 DEFINED 95 
1130 DURA REAL ARRAY REFS 43 148 158 DEFINED 146 
2262 EXTEN REAL 0o0t REFS 33 
7506 FAULT REAL ARRAY REFS 45 68 74 76 82 86 115 
121 131 137 162 t65 166 188 199 
204 
6130 FAULTP REAL ARRAY REFS 45 222 223 DEFINED 74 121 
1616 FAULTT REAL ARRAY REFS 45 227 228 248 250 
DEFINED 82 86 88 89 13? 139 166 
167 173 204 
I FFFF REAL 0040 REFS 38 
1042 1 INTEGER REFS 54 74 82 86 88 89 93 
3*95 97 100 103 109 2*110 2'111 113 
1J4 1t5 121 128 2*129 130 131 137 
139 3*146 2#147 3*148 15t 158 162 1.66 
167 173 '2*182 2*183 2*188 194 195 199 
204 213 214 221 222 223 224 226 
227 228 229 DEFINED 50 212 ZZO 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER CO1 REFS 33 
0 1011 INTEGER 0OM1 REFS 33 
1 IFULL INTEGER COMp REFS 34 DEFINED 70 78 117 133 176 
235 
0 ITII INTEGER r04O REFS 38 
1061 IFERGI INTEGER REFS 222 ?23 DEFINED Z21 
1063 IHFRG2 INTEGER PEFS 227 228 248 250 DEFINED 226 247 
1047 IUNIT INTEGER PEFS 87 88 239 241 DEFINED 240 
1046 J INTEGER -FFS 2-74 2*86 88 89 2'121 2*137 139 
15k 2#160 166 2-204 231 2VZ33 234 24f 
242 243 248 249 250 DEFINED 73 85 
120 136 153 203 216 
1050 K INTEGER REFS 98 101 104 165 166 
DEFINEDI 97 100 103 164 
105E L INTEGER REFS 166 167 164 169 173 174 175 
DEFINED 152 168 
1055 4 INTEGER REFS 167 DEFINED 163 
1104 NERGi INTEGER ARRAY REFS 41 221 244 DEFINED 213 244 
i1il HERG2 INTEGER ARRAY REFS 41 226 247 251 DEFINED 214 251 
0 HIS INTEGER O2 PFFS 34 49 
0 1oosI0 INTEGER r028 REFS 36 
1062 MP INTEGER PEFS 239 2*240 243 2*244 DEFINFD 224 
1064 MT INTEGER PFFS 247 240 24q 250 2*251 
I 
SUBROUTINE FAUGEN CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=t 04/09/76 15.00605. PAGE 7 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
DEFINED 229 
1116 NA INTEGER ARRAY RErS 42 240 DEFINED 93 
0 NAG INTEGER F.P. REFS 56 DEFINED 1 
1045 NACTIV INTEGFR REFS 9115 131 139 151 163 
DEFINED 56 59 
0 NFAUT INTEGER F.P. RFrS 216 233 234 DEFINED I 
0 NFOV INTEGER ARRAY FLTIS RErs 39 
HID INTVGrR 040 REFS 38 59 
10141 tITS INTEGER RFFS 62 94 108 127 145 t81 193 
DEFINED 49 
0 NMODU INTEGER F.P. REFS 50 212 220 DEFINED I 
2 NNNN INTEGER 040 REFS 38 
!10 NPER INTEGER REFS 68 69 73 115 116 120 
DEFINED 51 
t NSPA INTEGER 0O8 REFS 36 112 
12 NSYSF INTEGER ARRAY FLTMIS REFS 39 
1044 NTRA INTEGER REFS 76 77 81 85 131 132 136 











DEFINED 52 174 
1051 HTRC INTEGER REFS 15t 153 DEFINED 150 
24 PFRIO REAL FLINTS REFS 39 63 65 68 DEFINED 65 
2261 PTR REAL CG(l REFS 33 
2264 PECOV REAL 0oM1 REFS 33 
1123 RLAMB REAL ARRAY REFS 43 147 148 151 DEFINEO 146 147 
0 PLAHDP REAL ARRAY C014 REFS 35 110 lt 115 DEFINED 109 110 
5 PLANOT REAL ARRAY 0014 REFS 35 129 130 131 DEFINED 128 129 
17 RHAXI REAL ARRAY C014 REFS 35 183 180 DEFINED 182 
12 RHINI REAL ARRAY 0014 REFS 35 183 188 DEFINED 182 
1057 RHINP REAL REFS 222 231 238 DEFINED 217 223 
1060 RHINT REAL REFS 227 231 238 DEFINED 218 228 
0 P1UP REAL ARRAY 0O33 REF3 37 114 DEFINED 113 
0 RTIME REAL F.P. RErS 68 76 115 131 151 t54 173 
217 218 233 DEFINED I 
I TABLE REAL ARRAY CON! REFS 33 233 DEFINED 231 241 242 243 
248 249 250 
2' TFRIO REAL FLTHIS REFS 39 63 66 76 DEFINED 66 
2266 TIME REAL 001 REFS 33 
1053 ( REAL REFS 157 158 160 162 165 
DEFINED t56 158 160 
VILF NAMES NODE 
INPUT FHT REA D; 5 109 113 128 146 t82 194 
OUTPUT - FHT WRITES 111 114 130 t48 184 195 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS RFFERFNCES 






68 76 115 131 151 162 
IRAN INTEGER 2 119 163 240 
PFCGCF 0 64 
PFISO 2 239 
RANF REAL I 156 
RDIOFR 2 63 













































































744 1(5 FlT 

7465 949 FHT 

756 950 FHT 

766 980 FHT 

773 9qo FT 

1002 997 FHT 

1007 990 FlT 
























. 4 186 
ARGS nEF LItrE PEFEPENCFS 
a INRIt 160 231 
DEF LINE REFFRENCES 
96 94 




q9 99 1?3 
1P6 101 
r, 54 








92 57 60 
259 18? 
21r 212 









171 153 165 
155 157 
170 164 
172 154 169 
1t log 112 
131 127 














SUBROUTINE FAUGEN COG 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/09/76 15.00.05. PAGE 9
 
STATEMENT LABELS OFF LINE REFEPENCES 
103 2035 84 i1 
0 2040 90 85 
50q 3030 196 193 
LOOPS LARFL INDEX FROM-TO LFNGTH PROPERTIES 
17 2 I 50 206 50611 EXT REFS EXITS NOT INNER 
64 2020 J 73 75 ?0 TNSTACK 
±04 2040 * J 05 90 15n EXT REFS 
?45 It J 120 122 28 INSTACK 
300 13 J ±36 140 148 EXT REPS 
351 35 J t53 171 538 EXT REFS EXITS NOT INNER 
409 37 K 164 i70 1411 OPT EXITS 
920 15 J 203 205 28 INSTOCK 
530 21 I 212 215 79 TNSTACK 
533 ?q * J 216 253 lio0 EXT REFS EXITS NOT INNER 
542 22 * 1 220 230 248 OPT 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAHE(LFNGTHI 
COHi 1207 0 10TH (1) I TABLE (1200) 1201 PTR (1) 
1202 EXTEN f1) 1203 IOETEC (1) 1204 RECOV (1) 
1205 DELAY 111 1206 TIME (1 
CO? 2 0 IS 11) 1 IFULL (13 
C014 25 0 RLAMOP (5) 5 RLAMOT (5) 10 RHINI (5) 
C028 2 
15 RHAXI (5) 





0033 6 0 PHUP IS) 
C040 4 0 lITI (1) 1 FYFF (1) 2 NNNN (1) 
3 NID (1) 
FLTNIS 22 0 NFCV (10) 10 NSYSF (10) 20 PFRIO It) 
21 TFRIO (ii 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 7757H 4079 
COMMON LENGTH 2363B 1267 
5 
SUBROUTINE FCIFLT COG 6600 FTN V3.O-P355 OPT=i 04/09/76 20.09.38. PAGE
 
SUBROUTTNV FCCFLT (TIMEPLACrDURIEXT) 
0 TIIS SUBROUTINF IS INVOKEn BY FTFAU UPON THE OCCURRENCE OF A FAULT 
0 IN THE FLIGHT CRITAL BUS PARTTrIOM, THE APPROPRIATE SUBROUTINE
 
0 IS INVOKED TO STHIJL4TE THr SYSTFHS RESPONSE TO THE FAULT. FCOFLT
 
C THEN CHrCX THE PESULTINr SYSTEM STATUS. IF A FLIGHT CRITAL FAILURE 
o OCCURRED, TIF APPPOPRIATE COlNrFR IS INCREHENTFO, AND NEXT IS SET TO 















25 IF(flIR.GF.RMITMI FLTTYP=2 
GOTO(1oZ,30,40,50,60).GROUP 
C .AUS FAULT 
10 CONTINUF 
CALL BUSFLT(PLACF(1)) 
30 COTO 209 




35 C .. .BU FAULT 
30 CONTINUE 
CALL )OIJFLTfPLAE(3) ,PLACF()3 
GOTO 200 
G ...nEDIArEO oFVICF FAILURF.,FF-MDt 
40 40 CONTTNUE 
CALL OFFFLT(PLAOE(11.PLACF(411 
COTO 200 











































FNVRY POINTS DEF LINE PEFERFNCFS 
? FCBFLT 1 54 61 
VARIAOLCS SN TYPE RELOCATION 
o OUR REAL F.P. REFS ?s DEFINED I 
i FALFC INTEGER ARRAY FCBCNT REFS 13 14 60 DEFINED 60 
0 FCOSF INTFGCR FCRNT REFS t3 14 57 DEFINED 57 
0 FLTTYP INTFGER FAULT REFS 12 is DEFINED 24 25 
t84 GROUP INTEGER REFS t2 26 DEFINF 23 
o IOceUG INTEGER DFlNG OEFS 16 
106 K INTEGER RFFS 2'60 DEFINED 59 
I", N INTFGFR REFS 59 DEFINED 58 
U NEXT INTEGER F.P. DEFINED 2 56 
0 PLACE INTEGER ARRAY FP.. REFS 1z 20 23 29 2*33 2'37 2*4i 
3*45 2*49 DEFINED I 














17 514 58 59 
0 TIME REAL *UNUSFO FP.. DEFINED I 
EXTERNALS TYPF 4RGS REFERENCES 
mUSFLT i 29 
DPUFLT 2 37 
nFAFLT 2 44 
OFFFLT 2 41 
MONFLT 2 33 
NFFFLT 3 45 
STATEMENT LABELS OFF LINF REFrPENCES 
34 10 23 ?6%­
37 20 32 26 
4230 1r, 26 
45 40 40 26 
5fn C30 44 2 f, c 
53 60 43 26 
55 230 53 30 34 38 42 46 50 
CONON nLOCKS LENGTH MEMERS - IIAS NANE(LENGTHI 
FCBCNT g1a rcnsr (it i FALFGB (50 ) t8 
FAULT ± 0 FLITYP (1, 
DOUG 1 0 IDEOIJG (1) 
STATUS ?0 0 STS (P0) 
COAT I U PEASON (1) 
C036 1 0 PHISTM (1) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 1250 8q 
COMMON LFNGTH t13 7q 


























25 00 10 T=1,8 
READ 2002,(FCO(IJ),J=INBTU) 
t CONTINUE 
READ 2002, ITUTYPII) ,Ii ,NDTU) 
00 20 I=INTYPS 
30 IONT(I)=O 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 50 J=INRTU 
ITYP=DTUTYPtJ) 
IF(ITYP.GT.NTYPS STOP 1021 
35 ICNT(ITYP:ICHT (ITYP) t 
BTUNO(J)=ICNT(ITYPI 
ISUH=O 
00 40 1=1,8 
IPRT=FCII(,JI 
40 IF(IPRT.EQ.OI GOTO 40 







IFI(NODUOV.LT.0).OR.tNODDUOV.GT.'II STOP 1023 
00 60 1=1,2 
50 READ 2002,(DOUOV(IJ),J=,NDDUDV) 
60 CONTINUE 
00 80 Jzt4oNfUDV 
ISUH=O 
DO 70 I=1,2 
55 IF(DDUDV(IJ).NE.0JISIm=ISUH4I 
I 





60 IFINOFFOV.LT.0.ORNDFFOVGT,61 STOP iOZ4 
00 90 1=1,4 
READ 20O2, (OFPV(IJ),J=IN0FFDU 
90 CONTINUE 
00 Ito J=tNnFFOV 
65 ISUN=6 




70 110 CONTINUE 
REAO 2001,NNFFDV 
IF(NNFFDV.LT..CR.INFFDV.GTo1 STOP 1025 
READ 2092,tIREO(IIhI-ttHNFFOV) 
DO 130 J=,NNFFDV 









NFFOVS(II J =t 





IrF(NOFAOV.LE.a .OttINDFAOVGT33STOP 1026 
90 DO 140 I=1,4 
READ 2002,(DFAOV(I,JJ=iNOFADV) 
140 CONTINUF 
00 150 J=INDFADV 
ISUM=o 














00 160 J=tNBTU 




































































SUBROUTINE FCOIN COO 6600 FT V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 4
 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE HAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
1 FCOIN 1 132 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
13 OTDCON INTEGER ARRAY F82 REFS 3 20 DEFINED 43 
0 BTUCOV REAL ARPAY FOB5 REFS 5 DEFINED 2*110 
63 STUNO INTEGER ARRAY FOB2 REFS 3 20 DEFINED 36 
130 OTISTS INTEGER ARRAY IFC01 REFS 2 20 DEFINED 45 
24 BTUTFL REAL ARRAY FOB5 REFS 5 DEFINED 2*110 
I ATUTYP INTEGER ARRAY FOB2 REFS 3 20 33 DEFINED 28 
± BUSCOV REAL FC03 REFS 4 DEFINED 108 
0 ?USNH INTEGER ARRAY FCBNMI REFS 15 16 DEFINED 1O 
0 BUSSTS INTEGER ARRAY IFOBR REFS 2 20 DEFINED 22 
o B(STFL RFAL FC3D REFS 4 DEFINED 108 
0 DOUCOV REAL ARRAY FCI REFS 10 DEFINED 113 
5 DOUDV INTEGER ARRAY IFCB7 REFS 6 21 55 DEFINED s0 
I DDUDVS INTEGER ARRAY IFCO? REFS 6 21 DEFINED 57 
0 DOUNM INTEGER ARRAY FCBNM REFS 14 18 DEFINED 104 
10 DOUTFO REAL ARRAY F012 REFS 10 DEFINED 114 115 
4 DDUTFL REAL ARRAY FCB12 REFS 10 DEFINED 112 
6 DFACOV REAL ARRAY F088 REFS 13 DEFINED 131 
4 DFAOV INTEGER ARRAY IFODIG REFS 9 21 96 DEFINED 91 
I DFAOVS INTEGER ARRAY IFB6IO REFS 9 21 DEFINED 98 
16 OFANK INTEGER ARRAY FCBNH REFS 14 Is DEFINED 107 
0 DFATFD REAL ARRAY FoBo8 REFS 13 DEFINED 130 
3 DFATFL REAL ARRAY FC1B8 REFS 13 DEFINED 129 
36 OFFCOV REAL ARRAY FB14 REFS 11 DEFINED 1±8 
7 DFFDV INTEGER ARRAY IFOBS REFS 7 21 67 DEFINED 62 
1 DFFDVS INTEGER ARRAY IFCH REFS 7 21 DEFINED 69 
4 DFFHM INTEGER ARRAY FOONK REFS 14 to DEFINED LOS 
0 DFFTFD REAL ARRAY F0B14 REFS 11 DEFINED 121 
30 DFFTFL REAL ARRAY F814 REFS 11 DEFINED 116 
to FCO INTEGER ARRAY IFCSI REFS 2 20 39 DEFINED 26 
572 1 INTEGER REFS 26 28 30 39 43 50 55 
62 67 73 63 85 91 96 100 
101 102 103 104 105 106 107 112 
113 114 115 116 t lie 121 12'3 124 
125 126 127 128 129 130 131 
' OEFINED 25 28 29 38 49 54 6f 
66 73 75 90 ,95 100 101 102 
103 104 105 106 lOT ilz 113 114 
115 116 118 121 123 124 125 t26 
121 128 129 130 131 
60z SCNT INTEGER ARRAY REFS 17 35 36 DEFINED 30 35 
576 IPRT INTEGER REFS 49 2*41 DEFINED 39 
605 IREC INTEGER ARRAY REFS 17 78 79 DEFINED 73 79 
575 ISUN INTEGER REFS 42 43 AS 55 57 67 69 
96 98 DEFINED 37 42 53 55 65 
67 94 96 
574 ITYP INTEGER REFS 34 2V35 36 DEFINED 33 
577 It INTEGER REFS 83 DEFINED 76 80 
600 I? INTEGER REFS 85 DEFINED 77 81 
SUBROUTINE FCRBTN CDC 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 5
 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
571 J INTEGER PEFS 26 33 36 39 43 45 50 
55 57 62 67 69 ?8 2*79 83 
85 91 96 98 4't10 118 121 
DEFINED 26 32 50 52 62 64 74 
91 93 109 117 120 
60t K INTEGFR REFS 85 DEFINED 84 
10 MDDUNM INTEGER ARRAY FBNMI REFS is DEFINED t01 
















28 32 109 
DEFINED 24 
0 NDOUV INTEGER IFCB? REFS 6 2'48 5 52 104 t12 13 
114 115 DEFINED 47 
0 NDFADV INTEGER IFCOBIG REFS 9 2*89 91 93 107 129 130 






2460 62 64 105 116 118 
121 DEFINED 59 
20 NFFCOV REAL ARRAY FOCB6 REFS 12 19 DEFINED 128 
11 NFFDV INTFGER ARRAY IFCB9 REFS 8 DEFINED 85 
I NFFDVS INTEGER ARRAY' rFC09 REFS a DEFINED 83 
t2 NFFNM INTEGER ARRAY FCBNH REFS 14 18 DEFINED 106 
24 NFFPFD REAL ARRAY FCB6 REFS 12 19 DEFINED 127 
0 NFFTFD REAL ARRAY FC816 REFS 12 19 DEFINED 125 126 
10 NFFTFL REAL ARRAY F016 REFS 12 19 DEFINED 123 124 
0 NNFFOV INTEGER IFC89 REFS a 2#?2 73 74 106 123 124 
125 126 12 128 DEFINED 71 
571 NTYPS INTEGER REFS 29 34 DEFINED 23 
FILE NAMES "ODE 
INPUT FMT READS 24 26 28 47 50 59 62 71 
73 88 91 t00 101 102 103 104 105 
106 10 iao Ila 11 113 114 115 116 
i18 121 t23 124 125 126 127 128 129 
130 131 
STATEMENT LABELS OEF LINE REFEPENCES 
0 t0 2? 25 
0 20 31 29 
72 40 44 38 40 
0 50 46 12 
O 60 51 49 c 
0 70 56 54 0 
O 80 58 52 
o too 68 66 
0 1i 10 64 
244 115 82 78 
O 120 86 75 84 
0 130 87 74 
0 140 92 90 
0 145 97 95 
0 ISO 99 93 
0 160 111 109 
0 iTO 119 117 
I 
SUBROUTINE FCBIN COG 6600 FT V3.O-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 6 
STATEMENT LABELS fEE LTINE REFERENCES 
o 180 t22 120 
56t 2001 FMT t33 24 47 59 71 88 
563 2002 FH? 134 26 28 50 62 73 91 
565 2003 FHT 135 Loa 110 t2 113 114 115 116 I18 121 
123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 
567 2004 FHT 136 to0 .101 102 103 104 105 t06 107 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROH-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
11 t0 0 t 25 27 15 EXT REFS NOT INNER 
14 * J 26 613 EXT REFS 
35 20 1 29 31 2) INSTACK 
40 50 A 3 32 '6 1i EXT REFS NOT INNER 
53 490 * I 38 44 229 EXT REFS 
114 60 * 1 49 51 158 EXT REFS NOT INNER 
117 * J 50 60 EXT REFS 
132 80 * J 52 58 149 NOT INNER 
136 T0 1 54 56 413 INSTACK 
161 
164 









177 110 * J 64 70 141 NOT INNER 
203 t00 1 66 68 40 INSTACK 
233 130 * J 74 87 270 NOT INNER 
234 120 * 1 75 86 23q NOT INNER 
253 121 K 84 f6 to INSTAGK 
276 140 * I 90 92 150 EXT REFS NOT INNER 
301 * J 91 68 EXT REFS 
314 150 * J 93 99 148 NOT INNER 
320 145 I 95 97 48 INSTAGK 
410 160 * J 109 111 160 EXT REFS 
460 170 * J iit 119 I1 EXT REFS 
472 180 f J 120 122 118 EXT REFS 











8 F0 180) 
1 ITUTYP 410) 
88 BTUSS (10) 





0 BUSTFL (t) 
0 ATUCOV (20) 
I BUSCOV (1) 
20 BTUTFL (20) 













0 NDFFOV (1) 
0 NNFFDV (1) 
0 NDFADV (1) 
0 ODUCOV (4) 
0 DFFTFD (24) 
0 NFFTFD 18)
20 NFFPFD (8) 
1 OFFDVS (6) 
1 NFFDVS 18) 
1 OFADVS 13) 
4 DDUTFL 14) 
24 DFFTFL (6) 













FCB18 9 0 DFATFD (3) 3 OFATFL 13) 6 DFACOV (3) 








A HDDIUNH f2) 10 MFFNMl (4) 




































































SUBROUTINE FCOINT COG 6600 FN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

SYMBOLIC REFERENCE HAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
I FCBTNI 1 23 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 FCBIA INTEGER ARRAY FCDl REFS 2 9 12 
O FCBI8 INTEGER ARRAY IFCBi REFS 2 9 ±2 
0 FCBIOA INTEGER ARRAY FOOIO REFS 6 10 16 
0 FOBIOB INTEGER ARRAY IFCBID REFS 6 10 16 
0 FCBTA INTEGEP ARRAY FOB7 FFS 3 9 13 
0 FCB7B INTEGER ARPAY IFCB? REFS 3 9 13 
0 FO88A INTEGER ARRAY FC08 REFS 4 9 i4 
0 FC88 INTEGER ARRAY IFCBR REFS 4 9 14 
0 FCBDA INTEGER ARRAY FCB9 REFS 5 10 15 
0 FC89B INTEGER ARRAY IFCB9 REFS 5 10 ±5 
6 IFLGI LOGICAL FLAGS REFS 7 11 ±2 DEFINED 17 
I IFLG2 LOGICAL FLAGS REFS 7 It 13 DEFINED 18 
2 IFLG3 LOGICAL FLAGS REFS 7 iI 14 DEFINED ±9 
3 TFLG4 LOGICAL FLAGS REFS 7 it 15 DEFINED 20 
4 IFLG5 LOGICAL FLAGS REFS 7 It 16 DEFINED 2± 
0 STS REAL ARRAY STATUS REFS a DEFINED 22 
FXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
INCOPY 3 12 13 14 is 16 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAHE(LENGrH) 
FGB 98 0 FDBIA (98) 
IFOBi 98 0 FC8IB (98) 
FC87 17 0 FCDB7 (17) 
IFC17 13 0 FCB7B 113) 
FO88 37 0 FCBAA (37) 
IFCB 31 0 FO0BB (31) c> 
FC89 37 0 FCBA (37) 












It) i IFLG2 (13 2 IFLG3 (1) 
3 IFLG4 (1) 4 IFLGS (1) 
STATUS 20 0 STS (20) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 5GB 46 N 
COMMON LENGTH 6508 424 -) 










10 LOGICAL IFLG 













2 04/0r/76 17.50.49. PAGF




ENTRY POINTS OFF LINE REFERENCES 
I FOBPI 1 22 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
64 I INTEGER REFS 12 DEFINED 11 
o ICNTIi INTEGER ARRAY FCBlt REFS 4 17 
0 ICNTI3 INTEGER ARRAY FCBi3 REFS 5 le 
0 ICNT15 INTEGER ARRAY FCBtS REFS 6 19 
0 ICNT17 INTEGER ARRAY FCBl? REFS 7 20 
0, ICNT4 INTEGER ARPAY FOB' REFS 2 15 
0 ICNT6 INTFGER ARRAY FC06 REFS 3 16 
0 IFOBCN INTEGER ARRAY FCBCNT REFS 6 21 
0 IFLG LOGICAL ARRAY FLAGS REFS 9 10 DEFINED 12 
EXTFRNALS, TYPE ARCS REFERENCES 
'CLEAR 2 i5 16 17 18 19 20 21 
FCBINI 0 14 
STATEMENT LABELS 0EF LINE REFERENCES 
0 10 13 11 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
4 10 1 ii 13 2B INSTACK 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 
FCD4 3 0 ITNT4 131 
FCB6 60 0 ICNTb (60) 
FCBIl 12 0 ICNII 112) 
FCB13 1e 0 INT13 (18) 
FC15 24 
FoB17 9 
0 ICNT15 (24) 
0 ICNTIT 19) OW 
FGBGNT 51 
FLAGS 5 
0 IFCBON 451) 
0 IFLG (5) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 65B 53 
COMMON LENGTH 2668 182 
t5 
SUBROUTINE FCBPMI COG 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 0408/76 i7.50.49. PAGE 
SUBROUTINE FCDPMI 
















DATA NAHEF/1ONTRANSIFNT ,iBHPERMANENT / 
DATA FCBUCF/11 2,3,'nSt6/ 
CALL FCOBIN 





25 CALL FCBPI 








00 50 J=iNOFLT 




IF(NEXT.EQ.5l GOTO 60 
40 50 CONTINUE 




45 GALL PTOSTS 
COTO 5 
2000 FORHAT(1HIIOXIOHHISSION ­ IJ/IIXt,12.------------ /I 
2001 FORMAT 1XFIO.293H... AtO,4X,4I3/) 




2 SUBROUTINE FCBPHI COO 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04108/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
I FOBPH1 1 ?4 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
5 DDUOV REAL ARRAY FD? REFS 2 
15 DDUDVN REAL ARRAY FC7 R*EFS 2 DEFINED 16 
1 DDUDVS REAL ARRAY FOOT REFS 2 
4 OFADV REAL ARRAY FCBI0 REFS 5 
20 DFADVN REAL ARRAY FGIO REFS 5 DEFINED ±3 
I OFADVS REAL ARRAY FBIO REFS 5 
7 OFFOV REAL ARRAY F088 REFS 3 
37 DFFOVN REAL ARRAY FCB8 REFS 3 DEFINED 15 
1 DFFDVS REAL ARRAY FCB8 qEFS 3 
137 OUR REAL REFS 37 DEFINED 32 
O FCBUCF RFAL ARRAY F08u0 REFS 6 DEFINED 18 
134 1 INTEGER REFS 27 28 DEFINED 26 
133 IDEBUG * INTEGER DEFINED 23 
141 IP INTEGER REFS 35 36 
144 IPLACE INTEGER ARRAY REFS 10 36 37 
140 J INTEGER REFS 2W38 243 DEFINED 34 
135 K 0 INTEGER DEFINED 30 
142 NAMEF INTEGER ARRAY REFS 9 DEFINED 17 
0 NODUOV INTEGER FCB7 REFS 2 
0 NDFADV INTEGER FCBIO REFS 5 
o NDFFDV INTEGER FCB8 REFS 3 
±36 NEXT INTEGER REFS 37 39 DEFINED 31 














4 DEFINED 14 OW 
± NFFOVS INTEGER ARRAY FB9 REFS 4 
0 NNFFDV INTEGFR FCB9 REFS 4 
132 NOFLT INTEGER REFS 34 DEFINED 23 
131 NOHIS INTEGER REFS 24 30 DEFINED 23 
12 NSYSF INTEGER ARRAY FLIMIS REFS B 43 DEFINED 28 43 
24 PFRIO REAL FLTHIS REFS 8 20 
0 RMISTM REAL 0036 REFS 7 32 DEFINED 12 
25 TFRIO REAL FLTMIS REFS 8 20' 
103 TIME REAL REFS 37 'DEFINED Ii 
FILE NAMES MODE 
INPUT FPT READS 23 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARS REFERENCES C 
FCBFLT 4 3? 
FGPIN 0 19 " 
FPBINI 0 33 
FPOPI 0 25 
PFCOCF 0 21 
PFISO 2 35 
PIOSTS 0 45 
RDIOFR 2 20 
UNPACK 2 36 
3 COO 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE
SUBROUTINE FCAPHI 

STATEMENT LABELS BEE LINE REFERENCES
 
10 5 22 46 
0 10 29 ?6 
0 50 40 34 
56 60 42 39 
60 100 44 30 '1 
104 2000 FMT NO REFS 47 
t12 2001 FMT NO REFS 48 
116 2002 FMT NO REFS 49 
122 3000 EHT NO REFS 50 
125 3001 FIT 51 23 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FRO"-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
30 10 I 26 29 2F INSTACK 
33 100 * K 30 44 301 EXT REFS NOT INNER 







MEMBERS - BIAS NAHE(LENGTH) 
0 NDOUOV (I 
13 DDUOVN (4) 
0 NOFFOV t1) 
± ODOUOVS 44) 






31 OFFVN (6) 
0 NNFFDV It) i NFFDVS (8) 9 NFFOV (24) 
FC810 i9 
33 NFFDVN (4) 
0 NDFAOV (1) 
16 OFADVN (33 
1 DFAOVS (3) 4 DFADV (12) 





0 RHISTM (il 
0 NFOV (103
21 TFRIO (1D 
10 NSYSF (10) 20 PFRIO 41) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 1518 105 

















C 	 THIS VERSTONi MARCH 1976
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE LOOKS 
IF A 	FAULT IS IN THE ON-UNITS
 
c IN 02 THE FAULT IS TAKEN CARE OF BY FIFAU.(UNIT NOT ON OR BUS)





















































































SUBROUTINE FIFAU CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGF 
CALL OUSDHK(NEXTNUNIT) 
IF(NEXT.EQo.5) GOTO 2050 
2119 CONTINUE 
IF(U.LT.PUUI GOTO 2050 
















 COG 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 3
 
SYMBOLIG REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
2 FIFAU j 34 44 51 66 T3 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 ACFAU REAL ARPAY CO3 REFS 1 
173 OUNOND INTEGER UNDEF REFS 16 
2265 DELAY REAL CONt REFS 8 























78 DEFINED 25 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER COmI REFS 8 



























































































































69 DEFINED 27 



























17 24 25 26 27 33 










DEFINED 33 42 50 ( 
T 
2264 REOOV REAL 0O1 REFS 8 
















37 38 41 70 
DEFINED 24 
201 U REAL REFS 54 59 DEFINED 53 
175 XKOO REAL REFS 28 36 3? DEFINED 26 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
ASYNC 3 41 
DUSCHK 2 56 
COPY 4 38 
SUBROUTINE FIFAU CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/16 17.50.49. PAGF 4 
EXTFRNALS TYPE ARCS REFERENCES 
DETTIM 3 37 
EXTENT 3 36 
FCBFLT 4 70 
To 1 64 
RANF REAL 1 53 
UNPACK 2 69 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFEPENCES 
24 1000 30 3*29 
33 1500 35 31 62 
62 2000 45 29 
70 2050 48 57 59 
74 2100 52 47 
110 2110 58 54 
112 2200 60 55 
115 2500 63 46 





MEMBERS - BIAS NAHE(LFNGTH) 
0 IN" U1) 
1202 EXTEN (11 
± TABLE (12001 





±205 DELAY (11 1206 TIME It) 























1 PER) (1) 







0 IFLTCT (41 
COM7 1 0 REASON (I) 
FCOUNT 10 0 NF (5) 5 "TRF (5S 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 2076 135 
COMMON LENGTH 2425B 1301 
I 
SUBROUTINE GATHER CDC 6600 FrN V3.V-P355 OPT=i 04/0/76 17.50.49. PAGE 
SUBROUTINE GATHER 
C THIS VERSIONs 1O APRIL 19?4 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GATHERS ALL FAULTS ON TOP OF ACFAU 
C HE KEEP ALL FAULTS ON TOP OF ACFAU 
5 C REALLY A DELETE AND SQUEEZE THE LIVE/ACTIVE FAULT RECORDS TO THE TOP SPOBAPR4 
C OF THE ACFAU TABLE. SPOBAPR4 
o lDIH IS THE MAXIHUM NUMER OF LURKING FAULTS SPO8APR4 
C 




Is DO iio J=1,DIH 
C FIND ONE THArS NOT ZERO SPOBAPR4 
IF IACFAU(J,3).NE.O. )GO TO 110 
0 IF ITS AT THE END OF THE TABLE YOU VE DONE YOUR BEST ANYWAY SPOSAPR4 
IF (J.EQ.IOIt) RETURN 
20 K=J t 
C 
00 120 L=K,1 It 
C 
IF (ACFAU(L,3).EQO..) GO TO 120 
SO YOU VE GOT A LIVE ONE SPORAPR4 
25 Do t30 1=1.6 




30 C BLANK OUT THE ONE YOU TRANSFERED UP SPO8APR4 
ACFAU(L,31=O. 
GO TO Bi 
120 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
35 110 CONTINUE 
END 
I 




ENTRY POINTS OEF LINE REFERENCFS 
1 GATHER 1 19 34 36 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
o ACFAU REAL ARPAY COH3 REFS 11 17 23 27 DEFINED 2? 31 
2265 DELAY REAL COa1 REFS 10 
74 ENDMIS REAL COH3 REFS 11 
2262 EXTEN REAL COml RErS 10 
40 I INTEGER REFS 2v27 DEFINED 25 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER C011 REFS to 
o IIN INTEGER 0o01 REFS 10 15 19 22 
35 J INTEGER REFS 17 19 20 27 DEFINED 15 
36 K INTEGER REFS 22 DEFINED 20 
37 L INTEGER PEFS 23 27 31 DEFINED 22 
75 MENSIZ INTEGER COm3 REFS i1 
2261 PTR REAL C00t REFS 10 
2264 RECOV REAL 0BHI REFS 10 
I TABLE REAL ARRAY C01 REFS to 
76 TO REAL OH3 REFS it 
2266 TIME REAL C014 REFS tO 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
z 81 14 72 
32 t0 35 i5 17 
27 120 33 22 23 
o 130 28 25 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
3 1tO J 15 35 320 EXITS NOT INNER 
15 120 v L 22 33 150 EXITS NOT INNER 
23 130 I Z5 20 ZB INSTAGK 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 
COt 1207 0 IDI (1) I TABLE (1200) 1201 PTR (1) 
1202 EXTEN III 1203 IDETEG I1l 1204 RECOV Ill 
1205 DELAY (1t 1206 TIRE (13 
CO3 63 0 ACFAU (60) 60 ENONIS (±) 61 HEMSIZ Wl) 
62 To (1) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 41S 33 
COMMON LENGTH 2366B 1270 










to IFITOTAL.EQ.O) RETURN 




15 1000 FORJAT(SFiO.5) 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE GIORFi COG 6600 FIN V3.O-P355 OPT=i 04108/76 17.50.49. PAGE 2 



















































































PROGRAM LENGTH 7on 56 
SUBROUTINE GIORF2 CDC 6600 FTU V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 
SUOROUTINE GIORFZ(TOTAL,VECXMISTSBTUFR 
DINENSION VECCIOI ,ISTS(103,XH(iO,41,BTU(IO),BTULtjO) 
DIMENSION BTUFRIt0,23 
READ 1000,(BTU(ITI=1,2) 





t0 00 50 1=1,tO 









20 00 40 J=,NO 
XNlIJ)=X(I(,Jl/VECII) 
40 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE o 












2 CDC 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04OB/76 17.50.49. PAGE
SUBROUTINE GIORF2 




































































































































































































PROGRAM LENGTH 2IoF 136 











V E (I)=xN 
IFIXN.EQOIGOTO 30 




















SUBROUTINE GIORF3 COG 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 i7.50.49. PAGF 2
 














































































































































































































































































SUBROUTINE GTOqFV COO 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=I a4Oh/76 17.50.49. PAGE 










































































































































































































PROGRAM LENGTH 220B 144 










FUNCTION GREATR COG 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/OBf76 17.50.49. PAGE 2 




























PROGRAM LENGTH 15a 13 
5 



















SUBROUTINE INCOPY CDC 6600 FTH V3.0-P35 OPT=1 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 2 




























































PROGRAM LENGTH 343 28 






































SUAROOTINE INFLTR COO 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 1?.50O.49. PAGE 








































































































53 2000 FMT 













"ENDERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTHI 








SUBROUTINE To CDC 6600 FTN V3.O-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 
SUBROUTINE IO(NEXTI
C THIS VERSIONt 12 JULY 1974 
















20 C COUNTING 
IFAU=IFAU4I 





C LOOK IF HE CAN ISOLATE FAULT. 
2 CONTINUE 
30 
IF (RANF(O.).GTPOETxO) GO To 4 
3 CONTINUE L1580TO 






SUBROUTINE 10 CO 6600 FYN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 2 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS OEF LINE REFERENCFS 
2 O 1 26 1 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 A REAL ARRAY 0o3 REFS 7 
2265 BELAY REAL 0OM1 REFS 6 
74 ENOMIS REAL cam3 REFS 7 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER cot REFS 6 15 
1 FSWI REAL 0040 REFS 14 
43 I INTEGER REFS 33 DEFINED 18 
2263 IOETEG INTEGER cOnt rEFS 6 
0 TIN INTEGER GOBI REFS 6 
1 IFAU INTEGER C012 REFS 9 21 DEFINED 21 
O IOCU INTEGER ARRAY C038 REFS 12 DEFINED 33 
0 ISWI INTEGER 0040 REFS 14 
75 H INTEGER 0O3 REFS 7 
0 NOIAG INTEGER 0016 REFS 10 
O NEXT INTEGER F.P. DEFINED 1 25 
3 NI0 INTEGER 0040 REFS 14 
5 NONOED INTEGER 0030 REFS 12 
2 NSION INTEGER COf0 REFS 14 
0 NTR INTEGER c012 REFS 9 
1 NUNDI INTEGER C016 REFS 10 
6 HOIO INTEGER C038 REFS 12 22 32 DEFINED 32 
0 POETIO REAL C039 REFS 13 29 
2261 PTR INTEGER 60I REFS 6 15 18 19 31 
DEFINED 19 
0 REASON INTEGER CO7 REFS 8 15 DEFINED 24 
2264 RECOV REAL G0nt REFS 6 
0 RNISTN REAL 0036 REFS 11 
I TABLE REAL ARRAY CON1 REVS 6 18 31 
76 TC REAL COM3 REFS 7 31 
2266 TIME REAL COMI REFS 6 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
RANF REAL 1 29 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
36 1 34 31 
25 2 28 22 
31 3 30 3'22 
21 4 23 22 29 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 
co1 1207 0 lin (1) 1 TABLE (U208) 1201 PTR (1) 
1202 EXTEN (1$ 1203 IDETEC (1) 1204 RECOV (1) 
12q BELAY (1) 1206 TIME (1) 
COM3 63 0 A (60) 60 ENOHIS (1) 61 H (1I 
62 7C (1I 
CO? 1 0 REASON I13 
CO2 2 0 NTR (1) 1 IFAU 11) 
C016 2 0 NOIAG (1) 1 UNDI (1 











MEMBERS - 9IAS NAMEILNGTH) 
0 RHISTH (i) 
0 TOcu (5) 
0 POETTO (1) 
a ISHI (1) 
3 NIO it) 
5 NONDED I1) 
I FSHI (1i 
6 NHOIO (1) 












THIS VERSIONI Z5 FEBRUARY 1974 















































BEF LINE REFERENCES 
6 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 2QB 16 




no 1 J1IN 







FUNCTION TSTEPO COG 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 2 























































































C THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A UNIFORM PANOON NUMBER BETWEEN ZERO AND ONE, 
C AND THEN DETERMINES IF IT IS LESS THAN A GIVEN VALUE. IF IT IS, 
9 .TRUE. IS RETURNEO ELSE .FAL;E. IS RETURNED. THIS FUNCTION IS USED 
C TO DETERMINE THE SUCCESS OF FAULT RECOVERY 
C 










FUNCTION LESS CoC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=t 04/ofi76 17.50.49. PAGE 2 




































PROGRAM LENGTH 17B 15 
I 
SUBROUTINE HONFLT COO 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 
SUBROUTINE HDMFLT(ONDPRT) 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE IS INVOKED WHEN A FAULT OCCURS IN A BUaS TERMINAL UNIT 
C (AN MON OR DOUP. IT DETERMINFS THE EFFECT OF THIS FAULT ON THE 
5. C FLIGHT CRITICAL BUS EQUIPMENT GPOUP. 
C 
C HON IDENTIFIES THE FAULTY MOj 
















25 INTEGER PRT 
C 
IFCBTUSTS(HDH| EQ.) RETURN 
FLGii)=.TRUE. 
BTYP = BTUTYP(MON) 
30 IFIPRT.EQ.OI GOTO 500 PC 
o .,.THE FAULT OCCURED IN ONE OF THE BTU PORTSBUS=BTUCON(H(OMPRTI 
IF(BUS.EQ.O)STOP 1002 
35 ITYP=FCO(OUSHOKI 
IF(ITYP.EQ.O) RETURN Ca 
C ,..INCREMENT FAULT COUNTER AND JUMP ON FAULT TYPE 
IFAU = IFAUtI 
GOTO(I0 , 200),FLTTYP 0 
40 C 
C ..,ITS A TRANSIENT 
100 CONtINUE 
NTR = NTRtI 
NBTUTFCOTYP.)=NBTUTF(BTYPt)4I 






C ...ITS A PERMANENT 
200 CONTINUE 
NBTUPF(BTYP,1) = N8TUPF(BTYP,1l + I 
C ...ENTER---LEAKY TRANSIENT 
55 205 CONTINUE 




















































































NBTUTF(BTYP,2) = NBTUTF(BTYPZ)#i 




















110 IFtGREATR(BTUCOV(HOM,2))) OTO 900
 
CDC 6600 FTN V3.O-P355 OPT=l 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 3
SUBROUTINE MfMFLT 





































4 SUBROUTINE MONFLT COG 66CO FYN V3.0-P355 QpT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

SYNOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCFS 
2 MDMFLT 1 27 16 46 47 64 77 83 89 101 123 
128 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
13 ITUCON INTEGER ARRAY FB2 REFS 12 24 33 68 72 113 
0 BTUCOV REAL ARRAY FCDS REFS t3 66 110 
63 STUNO INTEGER ARRAY FB82 REFS t2 24 
130 BTUSTS INTEGER ARRAY FOBI REFS 11 19 27 6t 88 
DEFINED 62 88 120 
24 BTUTFL REAL ARRAY FODS REFS 13 47 101 
I BTUTYP INTEGER ARRAY F02 REFS 12 24 29 64 82 122 
276 BTYP INTEGER REFS 19 244 2*48 253 2z99 2i102 2*107 
DEFINED 29 
277 PUS INTEGER REFS 19 34 35 60 8? 
DEFINED 33 
0 OUSSTS INTEGER ARRAY FCOi REFS 11 19 
10 FOB INTEGER ARRAY Fcal RFFS 11 19 35 69 DEFINED 60 76 
87 115 
0 FGBUCF INTEGER ARRAY FCRUC REFS 18 22 127 
0 FLG LOGICAL ARRAY FLAGS REFS 20 21 DEFINED 28 
O FLTTYP INTEGER FAULT REFS 17 24 39 94 
302 I INTEGER REFS 68 113 DEFINED 67 112 
303 TOUS INTEGER RErs 69 76 1t4 It5 DEFINED 68 113 
1 IFAU INTEGER 0o2 REFS 15 38 93 DEFINED 38 93 
300 ITYP INTEGER REFS 36 46 56 DEFINED 35 
0 MOM INTEGER F.P. REFS 27 29 33 35 47 60 61 
62 64 66 68 69 76 81 82 
87 2*68 10 i1 113 1t5 120 121 
122 DEFINED I 
o NBTU INTEGER FC02 REFS 12 
24 NBTUPF INTEGER ARRAY FB6 REFS 14 53 107 DEFINED 53 107 
0 NDTUTF INTEGER ARRAY FCB6 REFS 14 44 99 DEFINED 44 99 
50 NBTUTR INTEGER ARRAY C006 REFS 14 48 102 DEFINED 48 102 
301 NL INTEGER REFS 62 63 DEFINED 61 
0 NTR INTEGER Cn12 REFS I5 43 98 DEFINED 43 98 
0 PRT INTEGER FP. REFS 25 30 33 DEFINED I 
0 STS INTEGER ARRAY STATUS REFS 16 24 82 122 
FILE NAMES MODE 
OUTPUT FMT WRITES 72 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
GREATR LOGICAL- 1 23 47 66 lot 110 0 
MDHPF I 81 t21 
PIOCNF a 74. 
SETSTS I A2 ±22 127 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCFS 
55 t00 42 39 
74 200 52 39 
76 205 55 49 




 DEF LINE REFERENCES
 
104 300 59 56 
O 330 70 67 
145 335 76 6q 
151 350 80 63 
165 400 86 56 









217 705 109 103 
0 710 ±16 112 
237 750 119 114 
254 900 126 66 110 
270 1000 FIT 73 72 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
130 330 I 67 70 60 INSTACK EXITS 







MEMBERS L BIAS NAHEtLENGTIt) 
0 BUSSTS (8 
0 NBTU (1) 
8 FOB (80) 
1 BTUTYP (10) 
68 BTUSTS (10) 















20 BTUTFL (2O) 
20 NOTUPF 4203 
1 IFAU (I) 
40 NBTUTR (20) 
STATUS 20 0 STS (20) 
FAULT 1 0 FLTTYP (1) 
FCBUC 6 0 FCBUOF (6) 
FLAGS 5 0 FLG ('3 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 313B 203 
COMMON LENGTH 4458 293 
t, 
SUBROUTINE MHOPF CG 6600 FTH V3.O-P355 OPT=l 0408/76 17.50.49. PAGE I 
SUBROUTINE HOMPFIINION) 
C 
G THIS ROUTINF DETERNINS THE EFFECT OF THE LOSS OF AN HOM OR ODU 
C FAULT ON THE FLIGT CRITICAL DEVICES. IT IS INVOKED BY BUSFLT 
5 C OR OMFLT. 
C 
C HoC IDENTIFIES 
THE FAULTY MOM OR CCU. 
10 C0HHON/FCR2/NBTURTUTYP(1OlBOTUCON(IC 4) BTUNO(IO) 










o ...IS THE BTU A DOD, AN FF MOM, OR A FA DH. 
DNOTYP = BTUTYP(NON) 
GOTO(00,2Oj,3I3OIHOHTYP 
25 C 
C ...A 00U HAS FAILED 
100 CONTINUF 
FLG(2)=.TRUE. 
ODUNO = BTUNOIHDN) 
30 00 120 I=1,NODUDV 






G ...A FUNCTION IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE 
CALL SETSTS(ODUDVNII)) 
±20 CONTINUE 
C ...THE CORRESPONDING PILOT CONTROLS ARE ALSO DISABLED 
40 FLGt4)=.TRUE. 
DO 130 I=ZNNFFDV 
IFINFFDVSIDDUNO,t.EQ.O) GOTO 130 
NFFDVS IOUNODI)=0 
IF(NFFDVS(3-DOUNO,I),.NF.O, GOTO 130 
, 









55 DO 220 I=i.NDFFV 











60 	 IF(NL.NE.0) GOTO 220 






C ,,.CHECK THE NON-DEOICATED DEVICES 
65 IF(NHO.GE.4t RETURN 
00 250 T=1,2 
D 230 J=:,NNFFVV
 














S*.,.CHECK TO SEE THAT THE CORRESPONOING DEVICE IS OK 














85 0 320 1I1,NOFADV 







90 	 IF(NL.GT.i) GOTO 320 
IF((NL.NEO).AND.(T.NE.J1) GOTO 320 










SUBROUTINE HOMPF COG 6600 FN V3.8-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.4q. PAGE 
 3
 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE NAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE RFFERENCES 
2 MOMPF 1 46 65 79 q5 
















18 29 54 84 
1 BTUTYP INTEGER ARRAY FOB2 REFS t0 t8 23 
5 OUIDV INTEGER ARRAY FOR? REFS It tB 31 DEFINED 32 
15 ODUDVN INTEGER ARRAY FCB7 REFS i1 18 37 
I DDUDVS INTEGER ARRAY FCR7 REFS ±1 ±8 33 DEFINED 34 
221 BRUNO INTEGER REFS 19 31 32 42 43 44 
OEFINED 29 
4 DFADV INTEGER ARRAY FCBlQ REFS 14 19 86 DEFINED 87 
20 DFADVN INTEGER ARRAY FCI0 REFS 14 19 93 
1 DFADVS INTEGER ARRAY FBi REFS 14 19 88 DEFINED 89 92 
7 DFFOV INTEGER ARRAY FCB8 REFS ±2 ±9 56 DEFINED 57 
3? OFFOVN INTEGER ARRAY FOBO REFS 12 19 62 
1 OFFDVS INTEGER ARRAY FCB8 REFS 12 19 58 DEFINED 59 
0 FLG LOGICAL ARRAY FLAGS REFS 16 17 DEFINED 28 40 52 53 
83 
224 I INTEGER REFS 31 32 33 34 37 42 43 
44 46 56 57 58 59 62 68 
69 70 71 72 75 86 87 88 
89 91 92 93 DEFINED 38 41 55 
66 85 
O IXHON INTEGER F.P. REFS 20 DEFINED 1 
226 J INTEGER REFS 68 69 70 71 72 75 76 
DEFINED 67 
222 MON INTEGER REFS 23 29 54 56 57 65 69 









DEFINED 20 54 84 
O NBT!; INTEGER FCB2 REFS 10 
0 NODUDV INTEGER FOB7 REFS 11 30 
0 NDFADV INTEGER F08I REFS 14 85 
0 NUFFDV INTFGER FOB8 REVS 12 55 
It NFFDV INTEGER ARRAY F089 REFS 13 69 DEFINED 70 
41 NFFDVN INTEGFP ARRAY rCBq REFS 13 46 76 
1 NFFDVS INTEGER ARRAY FCB9 REFS 13 42 44 68 71. 75 0 
DEFINED 43 72 
225 NL INTEGER REFS 34 35 59 60 72 73 89 
90 91 DEFINED 33 58 71 88 
0 NNFFDV INTEGEP FCB9 REFS 13 41 67 
0 STS INTEGER ARRAY STATUS REFS 15 ±9 --1 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
SETSTS ± 37 46 62 76 93 








30 31 35 
o 
62 130 47 41 42 44 0 
66 200 5± 24 















69 73 75 





























































HEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 
0 NBTU () 
51 BTUNO (±0) 
0 NOUOV (1) 
13 ODUDVN (4) 
0 NOFFOV (i) 
31 OFFOVH (6) 
a NNFFOV (1) 
i UTUTYP 410) 
i BOUOVS (4) 
1 OFFOVS (63 










33 NFFDVN 41) 
0 NOADV (I1 
16 DFADVH (3) 
1 OFAOVS 433 4 DFABV 1121 
STATUS 20 0 STS (203 























STiIS VERSIONI 3 JULY 1974
 
C THE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO DETERMINE IF A MINOR
 
C CYCLE IS HISSED BECAUSE OF A RECOVERY PROCEDURE.
 
0 BEG BEGINNING OF THE RECOVERY PROCEDURE
 
C END END OF RECOVERY PROCEDURE
 
C NEXT 5 IF THE RECOVERY IS TOO LONG
 
























































































C DETERMINE WHAT IS LEFT TO BE DONE IN THIS MINOR CYCLE
 
I 
COO 	6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 il.50b49. PAGE 2
SUBROUTINE HISCYC 









60 C DETERMINE IF RECOVERY LASTS AFTER NEW RTI tNOt GO TO 60)
 



































C IN CASE OF MINOR DETERMINE IF RECOVERY LASTS OVER TIME SLOT
 
80 IF (MIoEO.i) RETURN
 
























IF (BOR.EO.DOR) GO TO 210
 
C WAS THERE AN INTERRUPT SINCE LAST RECOVERY
 
95 	 Y OEOR+RTI*2.RANF(O.)
 








IF (Y.GTEOR) GO TO 240 
TSITE=HISITE+1 
HISIT=HISITti 









1t0 	 DOR=BOR 







SUBROUTINE ISCYC CO 6600 FTH V3.0-P355 DPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

SYMBOLIC REFERENCE hAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
2 MISCYC 1 80 09 lit 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 BEG REAL F.P REFS 24 57 58 DEFINED 1 
257 SOR REAL REFS 29 34 38 39 40 43 48 
93 96 97 110 DEFINED 24 30 
1 DEOR REAL 0027 REFS 12 29 95 DEFINED 53 109 
0 DOR REAL C027 REFS 12 30 34 93 DEFINED 38 Ito 
6 DOWNAX REAL EXEC REFS Is 67 88 t08 
0 END REAL F.P. REFS 25 57 58 DEFINED I 
260 EOR REAL REFS 53 61 62 2*63 66 73 74 
102 109 DEFINED 2s 
5 FRTI REAL C027 REFS 12 61 62 2*63 DEFINED 42 
261 IA INTEGER REFS 68 69 70 DEFINED 67 
4 IDLE REAL EXEC PEFS 15 t8 48 57 75 
i ISYNC INTEGER 0031 REFS 13 26 
256 LASUHI REAL REFS 20 66 DEFINED 45 51 
0 LAUNHI REAL CYC REFS 14 19 45 51 DEFINED 76 
4 HI INTEGER 0027 REFS 12 56 80 DEFINED 44 49 
0 MINCY REAL EXEC REFS is is 43 48 50 2*51 
2 MISIT INTEGER 0027 REFS 12 31 35 63 64 66 104 
2*10 t08' DEFINED 54 62 63 83 98 
104 
7 MISITE INTEGER EXEC REFS 15 31 35 64 69 oz 103 
DEFINED 31 35 64 69 82 103 
0 NEXT INTEGER F.P,. DEFINED 1 88 108 
3 OLTIS REAL EXEC REFS 15 48 57 58 2*74 76 
DEFINED 73 74 86 
0 RATINT REAL 0031 REFS 13 
1 RTI REAL EXEC REFS Is 2'39 40 42 2*45 62 2*63 
2'66 67 2'73 74 88 95 100 10 
255 SEQ INTEGER PEFS t6 68 69 2*72 B8 
DEFINED 28 66 70 
5 SEQMAX INTEGER EXEC REFS 15 IT 72 107 DEFINED 72 107 
3 TISL REAL C027 REFS 12 2*40 42 43 2*5 2*48 50 
2'51 57 58 86 DEFINED 39 40 s0 
2 TODD REAL EXEC REFS 15 48 58 81 DEFINED 5? 58 
75 
262 Y REAL REVS 96 1oo 102 DEFINED 95 97 t0 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARCS RFFERENCES 
RANF REAL 1 95 100 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS OEF LINE REFERENCES 0 
AINT REAL I INTRIN 39 63 73 
TNT INTEGER I INTRIN 62 66 67 t08 
MAXO INTEGER 0 INTRIN 66 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE PEFERFNCES 
21 5 33 29 
26 6 37 14 
SUBROUTINE HISCYC CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/06/76 17.50.49. PAGE 5 
STATEMENT LABELS nEF LINE REFERENCES 
43 10 44 2143 48 
52 20 47 43 
0 50 INACTIVE 51 
70 60 52 32 36 46 
144 70 7i 68 
111 75 59 56 
162 an 78 61 
174 95 85 81 
126 ±09 65 84 
176 11 87 77 
205 200 92 26 
221 209 99 105 
226 210 lot 93 96 
233 240 In6 102 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTMD 
C027 6 0 DOR (1) 1 DEOR (1) 2 HISIT (it 
3 TISL (1) 4 MI I1) 5 FRTI (it 
C031 2 0 RATINT (1) 1 ISYNC it) 
CYC 1 0 LAUNHI (I) 
EXEC 8 0 HINCY (1) I RTI (1) 2 TODD (1) 
3 OLTIS 41) 4 IDLE (1) 5 SEGMAX (1) 
6 DOW"AX I) 7 4ISITE (1) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 2638 179 
COMMON LENGTH 21B 17 
FUNCTION HSTEPO CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 













FUNCTION HSTEPD CDC 6600 FTN V3.I-P355 OPT=i 04/0R/76 17.50.49. 
PAGE 






















































































PROGRAM LENGTH 67B 55 






C THIS ROUTINE fETER$INCS THE EFFECT OF A NONDEDICATEO DEVICE FAILURE 
C UPON THE FLIGHT 	CRITICAL BUS EQUIPMENT GROUP
 
5 0 
o HOHNO IDENTIFIES 1DM
 
C STANO IDENTIFIES THE PILOT STATION
 















































C ...IS THE FAULT DETECTED AND RECOVERED FROM
 






40 	 GOTO 205
 
G 






45 IFCGREATR(NFFPFDEGEV,1)3I GOTO ROD
 












C ,..THE DEVICES INTFRFACE TO ONE OF THE HDHS FAILS 















































IF(NL.EQ.i) GOTO 205 
IF(NL.GE.31 RETURN 
IF(GREATRINFFCOV(DEVI)) GOTO 800 
RETURN 











SUBROUTINE NFFFLT COG 6609 FIN V3.D-P355 DPT=i 04/08/176 17.50.49. PAGE 3
 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS 0EF LINE REFERENCES 
2 NFFFLT 1 26 38 49 52 56 65 76 78 83 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION -
0 0EV INTEGER F.P. REFS 22 25 2*35 37 38 t*39 2#44 
45 48 49 51 56 2S63 64 65 
2 66 2T'1 73 74 77 DEFINED I 
0 FCBUCF INTEGER ARRAY FCOUC REFS 17 20 82 
0 FLG LOGICAL ARRAY .FLAGS REFS 18 19 DEFINED 27 
O FLTTYP INTEGER FAULT REFS it 22 30 58 
i IFAU INTEGER C012 REFS 12 29 S? DEFINED 29 57 
0 HDMNO INTEGER F.P. REFS 28 56 73 DEFINED I 
20 NFFCOV INTEGER ARRAY FOBiG REFS 16 77 
11 NFFDV INTEGER ARRAY FB9 REFS 14 56 DEFINED 73 
41 NFFDVN INTEGER ARRAY FC09 REFS 14 51 
1 NFFDVS INTEGER ARRAY FC09 RtFS 14 25 49 DEFINED 48 14 
24 NFFPFD REAL ARRAY FC016 REFS 16 23 45 
0 NFFTFD REAL ARRAY FCBI6 REFS 16 23 37 64 
10 NFFIFL REAL ARRAY FC16 REFS 16 23 38 65 
172 HL INTEGER REFS 26 64 74 75 76 
DEFINED 25 
0 NNFFDV INTEGER FC09 REFS 14 
10 NNFFPF INTEGER ARRAY F015 REFS 15 44 71 DEFINED 44 71 
0 NNFFTF INTEGER ARRAY FCBi5 REFS is 35 63 DEFINED 35 63 
20 NNFFTR INTEGER ARRAY FCB15 REFS 15 39 66 DEFINED 39 66 
1 NTR INTEGER 0012 REFS 12 34 62 DEFINED 34 e2 
0 STAND INTEGER F.P. REFS 22 25 48 49 56 73 74 
DEFINED I 
O STS INTEGER ARRAY STATUS REFS 13 22 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
GREATR LOGICAL 1 21 37 38 45 64 65 77 
SETSTS 1 51 82 
STATFMENT LABELS 0EF LINE REFERENCES 
26 100 33 30 
45 200 ' 43 30 
53 205 47 40 75 
72 400 55 28 
112 500 61 58 
134 600 70 58 
136 605 72 67 
161 800 81 37 45 64 77 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - 3AS NAME(LENGII 









1 IFAU III 
FB9 37 0 NNFFOV (1) 
33 NFFIVN (4 
I NFFOVS (8) 9 NFFOV (24J 
FCat5 24 0 NNFFTF (8) 8 NNFFPF (8) 16 NNFFTR f82 
FCR16 28 0 NFFTFD fa) B NFFTFL (8) 16 NFFOV (4) 








HEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTHI 
20 NFFPFD (8) 
0 FBUCF (6) 





















to 10 CONTINUF 
RETURN 
END 
SUnROUTINE PACK COO 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i O4/08/76 17.5P.49. PAGE ? 





















































































































































PRINT 2002 9(DFANM(I ,PFROFA(I),TFRDFA(I),I=i,2)
 
2000 FORNAT(IHI,4THFLIGHT CRITICAL BUS PARTITION --- FAILURE RATES I#
 
I 27H NET PERMANENT 'FAILURE RATEFl5.2,iVH PER MILLION NRS/I
 
2 27H NET TRANSIENT FAILURE RATEFiS.2i7?H PER MILLION HRSI//I
 
a






























1000 FORMAT(5HIOVERAGE PARAMETERS --- FLIGHT CRITICAL BUS PARTITION 1
 
1001 FORMAT(/22N BUS TRANSIENT LEAKAGEFil.6
 
I //23H BUS PERMANENT COVERAGE,FIO.6)
 
1002 FORMAT(// 2X8BIIOTU NAPE,13XIBHTRANSIENT LEAKAGEIZX,
 
± IOHPERMANENT COVERAGE/i0/iX,AiO iOX,2FI0.6,IOX,2Fi0.6)I
 
1003 FORMAT(I/ liH ODUOEVICEiOX,20HTRANSIENT DETECTION,1OX,
 
2 17HTRANSIENT LEAKAGE,3Xi18HPERNANENT COVERAGE/
 







I iYNTRANSIENT LEAKAGE,13XtgHPERMANENT COVERAGE/
 




1 3X,6HDEVTCE,2X,tI9HTRANSTENT OETFCTIONi3XiTHTRANSIENT LEAKAGE,
 



















ENTRY POINTS OFF LINE REFERENCES
 
I PFCBCF 1 67
 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION
 
0 BTUCOV REAL ARRAY FOB5 REFS 8 240
 
24 BTUTFL REAL ARRAY FOBS REFS a 2*40
 
1 BUSCOV REAL FPB3 REFS 7 39
 
0 RUSNK INTEGER ARRAY FCRN4I REFS 14 19 19
 
0 BUSTFL REAL FOBI REFS 7 39
 
o DOUCOV REAL ARRAY FCIZ REFS 9 42
 
0 DOUNH INTEGER ARRAY FCBNK REFS 13 15 24 42
 
10 DBUTFO REAL ARRAY FCB2 REFS 9 2*42
 
4 DDUTFL REAL ARRAY FCBI2 REFS 9 42
 
6 OFACOV REAL ARRAY FCBI8 REFS 12 48
 
16 DFANH INTEGER ARRAY FOBNH REFS 13 15 30 48
 
0 OFATFO REAL ARRAY FCBI REFS 12 48
 
3 AFATFL RFAL ARRAY FCBL REFS 12 48
 
36 OFFCOV REAL ARRAY F(B14 REFS to 44
 
4 OFNM INTEGER ARRAY FC1NN REFS 13 15 26 44
 
0 DEFIED REAL ARRAY FC014 REFS 10 44
 
30 OFFTFL REAL ARRAY FC014 REFS 10 44
 
537 1 INTEGER REFS 3#19 3*21 3*24 3*26 3*28 3*30 5*40
 
5*42 4"44 7*46 4*48 DEFINED 19 21, 24
 
26 28 30 40 42 44 46 48
 
540 J INTEGER REFS 2'21 2'28 2'44 DEFINED 2'21 2*28 2*44
 
10 NHTUNM INTEGER ARRAY FCN t REFS 14 21 40
 
0 NFCV INTEGER ARRAY FLTMIS REFS 2
 
20 NFFCOV REAL ARRAY F0816 REFS 11 16 46
 
12 NFFNM INTEGER ARPAY FCBNN REFS 13 28 46
 
24 NFFPFD REAL ARRAY FC816 REFS it 16 46
 
0 NFFTFD REAL ARRAY FBl6 REFS 11 16 2*46
 
10 NFFTFL REAL ARRAY FB16 REFS it 16 2446
 
12 NSYSF INTEGER ARRAY FLTMIS REFS 2
 
10 PFRBTU REAL ARRAY FCBPF REFS 3 21
 
0 PFRBUS REAL ARRAY FCBPF REFS 3 19
 
34 PFROOU REAL ARRAY FCHPF REFS 3 24
 
56 PFRDFA REAL ARRAY FCBPF REFS 3 30
 
40 PFROFF REAL ARRAY FCBPF REFS 3 26
 
24 PFRIO REAL FLTMIS REFS 2 17
 
46 PFRNFF REAL ARRAY FCBPF REFS 3 28
 
10 TFRBTU REAL ARRAY FOBT REFS 5 21
 
0 TFRBUS REAL ARRAY FOBT REFS 5 19
 
34 TFRDDU REAL ARRAY FBTF REFS 5 24
 
56 TFROFA REAL ARRAY FOBTF REFS 5 30
 
40 TFRDFF REAL ARRAY FCBTF REFS 5 26
 
25 TFRIO REAL FLTMIS REFS 2 17
 
46 TFRNFF REAL ARRAY FOTE REFS 5 28
 
FILE NAMES MODE 
OUTPUT FNT WRITES 17 18 19 20 21 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 38 39 40 42 
44 46 48 
SUBROUTINE PFCBCF CD0 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/08/76 17.50.49. 
 PAGE 4 (7 
STATEMENT LABELS OFF LINE REFERENCES 
412 1000 FHT 49 38 
42t toot FHT 50 39 
431 1002 FMT 52 40 
444 1003 FMT 54 42 
462 1004 FHT 57 44 
500 1005 FHT 60 46 
521 1006 FlT 64 48 
350 2000 FMT 31 17 
400 2001 FT 35 18 20 23 25 27 29 
402 2002 FNT 36 19 24 26 30 
406 2003 FlT 37 21 pa 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
17 I 19 116 EXT REFS 
37 * I 21 249 EXT REFS NOT INNER 
42 * J 21 7B EXT REFS 
52 J 21 7D EXT REFS 
72 r 24 tin EXT REFS 
112 * I 26 118 EXT REFS 
132 I 28 22B EXT REFS NOT INNER 
135 * J 28 68 EXT REFS 
144 J 28 68 EXT REFS 
163 I 30 ±lB EXT REFS 
212 * I 40 158 EXT REFS 
233 * 1 42 150 EXT REFS 
254 * I 44 260 EXT REFS NOT INNER 
257 * J 44 78 EXT REFS 
271 4 J 44 7B EXT REFS 
306 I 46 218 EXT REFS 
333 I 48 130 EXT REFS 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - 3IAS NAMECLENGTHI 
FLTHIS 22 0 NFCV (10) 10 rSYSF (10) 20 PFRIO (11 





















0 PFRBUS (8) 
32 PFROFF (6)
1 TFRBUS (8) 
32 TFPDFF (6) 
0 BUSTFL (1) 
0 BTUCOV (201 
0 DoUcOV (4) 
0 nFFTFD (24) 
O*NFFTFD (8) 
20 NrFPFD (8) 
0 DFATFD (3) 
0 PoUNil (4) 
14 DFANN (3)
0 1USNH (8) 
8 PFRBTU 420) 
38 PFRNFF t8)
8 TFRBTU (20) 
38 TFRNFF (8) 
1 BUSCOV (1 
20 BTUTFL (20) 
4 DOUTFL (4) 
24 OFFTFL (6) 
8 NFFTFL (8) 
3 OFATFL (3) 
4 DFFNN (6) 
8 NBTUNH (10) 
28 PFRDOU (4) 
46 PFRDFA (2) 
28 TFRO0U (4) 
46 TFRDFA (2) 
8 DOUTFO (8) 
30 DFFCOV (181 
16 NFFCOV (41 
6 OFACOV (3) 
10 NFFNK (4) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 541B 353 





































































































ENTRY POINTS OFF LINE REFERENCES 
2 PFISO 1 42 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
175 IDEV INTEGER .REFS 31 32 33 QEFINED 30 
173 IGRP INTEGER REFS 7 9 DEFINED 5 
176 IP INTEGER ARRAY REFS 4 41 DEFINED 6 7 8 ii 
12 16 17 21 22 26 27 3 
32 33 37 38 
0 IPI INTEGER F.P. REFS 6 DEFINED 1 
0 LOG INTEGER F.P. REFS 41 DEFINEO I 
174 MOM INTEGER RErS 16 17 21 22 26 27 37 
38 DEFtNED 15 20 25 36 
0 PFO REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 5 
6 PFI REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 it 
16 PF2 REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 15 
30 PF2X, REAL ARRAY RFRFOB REFS 2 17 
100 PF3 REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 20 
102 PF3X REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 22 
112 PF4 REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 25 
116 PF4X REAL ARRAY RFRFC' REFS 2 27 
146 PF5 REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 30 
152 PFSX REAL ARRAY RPRFoa REFS 2 32 
172 PFSY REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 33 
202 PF6 REAL ARRAY RFRFO REFS 2 36 
206 PF6X REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 38 
FXTERNALS TYPE ARCS REFERENCES -
ISTEPO INTEGER 2 5 it 15 20 25 30 36 
MSTEPD INTEGER 4 17 2? 27 32 33 38 
PACK 2 41 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
24 1000 10 9 
30 2000 14 9 
37 3000 19 9 









72 9000 40 13 18 23 28 34 39 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH HENBEPS - BIAS NAHE(LENGTH)I 6)p ( 
RFRFCB 146 0 PFO (6) 6 PFi 62) L PF3 (80) 













134 PF6X (12) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 203B 131 





























































2 COG 6600 FrN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE
SUBROUTINE PIOCNF 

SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEV LINE REFERENCES 
I PIOCNF 1 25 
VARIAOLFS SN TYPE RELOCATION 
130 BIUSTS INTEGER ARPAY FrBt REFS 2 7 10 
0 BUSSTS INTEGER ARRAY FCBI REFS 2 7 
5 ODUDV INTFGER ARPAY FOD7 REFS 3 7 It 
15 DDUDVN INTEGER ARRAY FCB7 REFS 3 7 
1 OOU0VS INTEGER ARRAY FCB7 REFS 3 7 12 
4 OFADV INTEGER ARRAY FCBIO REFS 6 8 17 
20 OFADVN INTEGER ARRAY FCBiO REFS 6 8 
I DFAOVS INTEGER ARRAY FGO REFS 6 8 18 
7 IFFOV INTEGER ARRAY FCB8 REFS 4 7 13 
37 OFFDVN INTEGER ARRAY -FCB8 REFS 4B 
I OFFOVS INTEGER ARRAY FO8 REFS 4 8 14 
i0 FOB INTEGER ARRAY FCB REFS 2 7 9 
164 1 INTEGER REFS 9 11 13 15 17 
DEFINED 9 It 13 Is I7 
165 J INTEGER REFS 9 it 13 15 17 
,DEFINED 9 It 13 15 17 
166 K INTEGER REFS 15 DEFINED 1 
0 NDOUDV INTEGER FOB7 REFS 3 
0 NOFADV INTEGER FCBi0 REFS 6 
0 NDFFDV INTEGER FCB8 REFS 4 
11 NFFDV INTEGER ARRAY FC89 REFS 5 15 
41 NFFDVN INTEGER ARRAY F089 REFS 5 
I NFFDVS INTEGER ARRAY FCB9 REFS 5 16 




FMT WRITES 9 10 11 12 13 ±4 15 16 
17 18 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
t43 1000 FMT 19 10 12 14 16 18 
145 1001 FT 20 9 
±50 1002 FT 21 i. 
153 1003 FT 22 13 
161 1085 FHT 24 17 
156 2004 FT 23 15 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX PROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
5 I 9 jin EXT REFS NOT INNER 
6 j 9 68 EXT REFS 
?7 I 1t l18 EXT REFS NOT INNER 
30 * J 11 6 EXT REFS 
51 I 13 I1 EXT REFS NOT INNER 












NOT INNER a 
75 * J 15 10 EXT REFS 
123 I 17 118 EXT REFS NOT INNER 
124 





















INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
4 17 6 EXT REFS 
LENGTH MEMBERS - 9IAS NAME(LENGTH) 
98 0 BUSSTS (8) 8 FCB (803 88 BTUSTS 410) 
17 0 NDOUOV (it i ODUDVS (4) 5 DDUOV (8) 
13 ODUOVN (4) 
3? 0 NDrFOV ui) I DFFOVS 46) 7 OFFOV (24) 
3f OFFOVN 16) 
37 0 NNFFDV (1) 1 NFFOVS (8) 9 NFFOV (24) 
33 NFFBVN (4) 
19 0 NDFADV (1) 1 OFAOVS (3) 4 OFADV (12) 
























































PRINT i0O7,NNIII) NN211),NN3(t),FALFCB(2S) 






















158H1 FLIGHT CRITICAL BUS PARTITION --- MISSION STATISTICS 
1001 FORNATIV 



















PIOSTS CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPIM= 04/08175 110 5U.49. rAbt 
1002 FORMAT(37H NUMBFR OF FLIGHT CRITICAL FAILURES I71
 








322H BU DEVICE $T7f
 






722H FA-NnH DEVICE $17M
 
1005 FORIIAT(44X,23HUNCOVEREO UNCOVERED / 














1 26H NUMBER OF FAULTS/MISSION 1018//
 
2 26H NUMBER OF MISSIONS 11018//
 




3 SUBROUTINE PIOSTS CO 6600 FTN V3.D-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE RFFERENCES 
I PIOSTS 1 49 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 ODUNK INTEGER ARRAY FCBNN REFS It 13 31 
16 DFANH INTEGEP ARRAY FCBNK REFS It 13 46 
4 DFFNN INTEGER ARRAY FCBNM REFS I 13 35 
1 FALFB INTEGER ARRAY FCBONT REFS 3 10 6*24 26 28 29 31 
33 35 42 44 46 
0 FGRSF INTEGER FCBCNT REFS 3 10 23 
427 I INTEGER ,REFS 3 * 16 3*17 3018 26 5*31 5*35 2*39 
2*40 2*41 2*42 5*46 3*48 DEFINED 15 26 
30 34 38 45 3*48 
1 IFAO INTEGER C012 REFS 5 21 22 
24 NrTUPF INTEGER ARRAY F016 REFS 14 2'17 
0 NBTUTF INTEGER ARRAY F136 REFS 14 2416 
50 NBTUTR INTEGER ARRAY FrB6 PEFS 14 2V8 
I NBUSPF INTEGER FCB4 REFS 4 28 
0 NBUSTF INTEGER FB4 REFS 4 28 
2 NIUSTR INTEGER FC04 REFS 4 28 
4 NOOUPF INTEGER ARRAY F0l REFS 6 31 
0 NDDUTF INTEGER ARRAY FBII REFS 6 31 
t0 NDOUTR INTEGER ARRAY FCBIi REFS 6 31 
3 NDFAPF INTEGER ARRAY FGl? REFS 9 46 
0 NDFATF INTEGER ARRAY FB17 REFS 9 46 
6 NDFATR INTEGER ARRAY FOBI7 REFS 9 46 
6 'NDFFPF INTEGER ARRAY FD13 REFS 7 35 
0 NOFFTF INTEGER ARRAY FC13 REFS 7 35 
14 NDFFTR INTEGER ARRAY FBt3 REFS 7 35 
O NFCV INTEGER ARRAY FLTMIS REFS 2 40 
12 NFFNM INTEGER ARRAY FCNK REFS it 42 
10 NNFFPF INTEGER ARRAY F815 REFS 8 2*40 
0 NNFFTF INTEGER ARRAY FBI5 REFS 8 2*39 
20 NNFFTR INTEGER ARRAY FCB25 REFS 8 2*41 
435 NN1 INTFGER ARRAY REFS 12 29 33 44 DEFINED 16 
440 NN2 INTEGER ARRAY REFS 12 29 33 44 DEFINED 17 
443 NN3 INTEGER ARRAY REFS 12 29 33 44 DEFINED 18 
430 NPR INTEGER REFS 22 DEFINED 21 
12 NSYSF INTEGER ARRAY FLTHIS REFS 2 48 
0 NTR INTEGER 0012 REFS 5 21 22 
431 NDNSF INTEGER REFS 25 DEFINED 24 
432 Ni INTEGER REFS 42 DEFINED 39 
433 N2 INTEGER REFS 42 DEFINED 40 
434 N3 INTEGER REFS 42 DEFINED 41 
24 PFRIO REAL FLTMIS REFS 2 
25 TFRIO REAL FLTIS REFS 2 
FILE NAMES MODE 
OUTPUT FHT WRITES 20 22 23 25 26 27 28 29 
31 33 35 37 42 44 46 48 




STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE 

0 10 19 15 
0 20 32 30 
0 30 36 34 
0 40 43 38 
0 50 4F 45 
267 1000 FHT 50 20 
277 1001 FHT 52 22 
311 1002 FNT 56 23 
317 1003 FM? 57 25 
324 1004 FMT 58 26 
351 1005 FMT 66 27 
363 1006 FHT 68 28 
367 1o07 FMT 69 29 
405 1008 FHT 72 31 35 42 46 
373 1009 FMT 70 33 
400 1010 FHT 71 44 
411 1020 FMr 73 37 
413 1030 FlT 74 48 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
6 10 I 15 19 on INSTACK 
110 20 * I 30 32 208 EXT REFS 
144 30 *I 34 36 20B EXT REFS 
170 40 * 1 38 43 268 EXT REFS 
232 50 * I 45 47 200 EXT REFS 





MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 



































I FALFCB (503 
1 NBUSPF (1) 
1 IFU (1) 
4 NOOUPF (4) 
6 NOFFPF (6) 
8 NNFFPF (8) 
3 NDFAPF (3) 














14 DFANK (3) 
0 NBTUTF (20) 20 NBTUPF (20) 40 NBTUTR (201 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 4468 294 



















































































ENTRY POINTS OFF LINE REFERENCES
 
2 RDIOFR 1 50
 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATTO
 
130 BTUSTS INTEGER ARRAY IFCBI REFS 10 15 18 30
 
O BUSSTS INTEGER ARRAY IFOII REFS tO 15
 
5 DDUDV INTEGER ARRAY IFC7 REFS 6 15 20 32
 
I O0UOVS INTEGER ARRAY IFCB? REFS 6 15
 
4 DFAOV INTEGER ARRAY IFCBI REFS 9 15 26 38
 
I DFADVS INTEGER ARRAY IFC3iO REFS 9 15
 
7 DFFOV INTEGER ARRAY IFC1B REFS 7 15 22 34
 
DFFOVS INTEGER ARRAY IFCB8 REFS 7 i5
 
10 FCB INTEGER ARRAY IFCBl REFS 10 15
 
226 I INTEGER REFS 3V41 3'42 2*47 2q48 DEFINED 40 46
 
0 NDDUDv INTEGER IFGB7 REFS 6
 
0 NDFAOV INTEGER IFCBiO REFS 9
 
0 NOFFDV INTEGER IFCB8 REFS 7
 
11 NFFOV INTEGER ARRAY IFC09 REFS 8
 
I NFFDVS INTEGER ARRAY IFCB9 REFS 8 24 36
 
0 NNFFOV INTEGER IFC89 REFS B
 
10 PFRBTU REAL ARRAY FCBPF REFS 11 t
 
o PFRBUS REAL ARRAY FCBPF REFS 11 16
 
34 PFRODU REAL ARRAY FOBPF REFS it 20
 
56 PFRDFA REAL ARRAY FCBPF REFS 11 26
 
40 PFROFF REAL ARRAY FCBPF REFS it 22
 
0 PFRIO REAL F.P. REFS 2'47 DEFINED 1 44
 
46 PFRNFF REAL ARRAY FCBPF REFS it 24
 
0 PFO REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 2*42 44 47 DEFINED 17 19
 
21 23 25 27 42 47
 
6 PFi REAL ARRAY RFRFG REFS 2 16
 
16 PF2 REAL ARRAY RFRFCO REFS 2 18
 
30 PF2X REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 18
 
i00 PF3 REAL ARRAY RFRFG REFS 2 20
 
102 PF3X REAL ARRAY RFRFGB REFS 2 20
 
112 PF4 REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 22
 
116 PF4X REAL ARRAY RrRFC9 REFS 2 22
 
146 PF5 REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 24
 
152 PFSX REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 24
 
172 PFSY REAL ARRAY RFRFCB REFS 2 24
 
202 PF6 REAL ARRAY RFRFCA REFS 2 26
 
206 PF6X REAL ARRAY RFRFGB REFS 2 26
 
10 TFRBTU REAL ARRAY FCBTF REFS 13 30
 
o TFRBUS REAL ARRAY FOBTF REFS I 13 28
 
34 TFRODU REAL ARRAY FOBTF REFS 13 32
 
56 TFRDFA REAL ARRAY FCBTF REFS 13 38
 
40 TFROFF REAL ARRAY FCBTF REFS 13 34
 
0 TFRIO REAL R.P. RFFS 2*48 DEFINED 1 45 
46 TFRNFF REAL ARRAY FCBTF REFS 13 36 
0 TFO REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 4 241 45 48 DEFINED 29 31 
33 35 37 39 41 48 
6 TEl REAL ARRAY TFRFGB REFS 4 28 
16 TF2 - REAL ARRAY TFRFCO RFFS 4 30 
3 
I 
SUBROUTINE RDIOFR COo 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATIO4 
30 TFX REAL ARRAY TFRFVG REFS 4 30 
100 TF3 REAL ARRAY TFRFCO REFS 4 32 
102 TF3X REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 4 32 
112 TF REAL ARRAY TFRFCO REFS 4 34 
116 TF4X REAL ARPAY TFRFCB REFS 4 34 
146 TF5 REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 4 36 
152 TFSX REAL ARRAY TFRFCB PEFS 4 36 
172 TF5Y REAL ARRAY TFRFCO REFS 4 36 
202 TF6 REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 4 38 
206 TF6X REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 4 38 
225 TOT REAL REFS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 
39 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
GIORFI 3 16 28 
GIORFZ 5 18 30 
GIORF3 7 20 22 26 32 34 38 
GIORF4 6 24 36 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
0 10 43 40 
u 20 49 46 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
53 10 I .0 43 4a INSTACK 





MEMBERS - BIAS NAHE(LENGTHI 














































74 TF (43 
106 TFSX (16) 
134 TFSX (i2)
0 NODUOV (1) 
0 NDFFOV (1) 
0 MNFFOV (t) 
0 NOFAOV (1) 
0 OUSSTS (8) 
0 PFRBUS (6) 
r8 TF4X (24) 
122 TFSY to$ 
1 ODUOVS (41 
1 OFFDVS (6) 
I NFFOVS 48) 
1 OFADVS (3) 
8 FC ISO) 
8 PFRBTU (20) 
102 TF5 (4) 
130 TF6 (4) 
5 DOUDV (8) 
7 DFFOV (24) 
9 NFFOV (24) 
4 OFADV (12) 
88 BTUSTS 410) 
28 PFROU (4) 
FCOTF 48 
32 PFROFF (6) 
0 TFRBUS (8) 
32 TFROFF (6) 
38 PFRNFF (8) 
8 TFRBTU (203 
38 TFRNFF 481 
46 PFROFA (E 
28 TFRDDU (4) 
46 TFRDFA (2) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 2278 151 
COMMON LENGTH t039 579 
5 

































































THIS VERSION: MARCH 1976 
C ACFAUIiO,6)IS THE TABLE OF THE ACTIVE FAULTS. THEY ARE NO MORE THAN 10 
O ACFAU(Ii I OCCURRENCE TIME. 
5 C ACFkUII,2) 2 DISAPPEARANCE TIME, 
C ACFAU(I,3) I MODULE (=O TO INDICATE NO FAULTS). 
C ACFAU(T 4) I COMPUTFR. 
o ACFAU(T,5) I EXTENT. 
C ACFAU(I,6) I DETECTION TIME. 
to G DETEC DETFCTION TIME COMPUTED BY DETTIHE 
C EXTEN IS THE EXTENT OF THE FAULT 
C IDETECT POINTS IN ACFAU TO THE NEXT FAULT TO BE DETECTED 
C PTR POINTS TO THE NEXT FAULT TO OCCUR 
















0 SUPPRESSION OF THE FAULTS IN THE SWITCHED OFF COMPUTER 
00 10 J=t,II­
35 
IF(ACFAU(J,3).EQ.0.) GO TO 
T=ACFAUIJ,42 
15 










IF (IRA.GE.1) CALL GATHER 
45 C IF THERE IS A LURKING FAULT GO TO I 
IF (ACFAU(i,3).NE.O.) GO TO i 
4 CONTINUE 
C IF NO MORE'FAULT RETURN (NEXT=6) 
TIME=TABLE(PTR, ) 





55 CALL FIFAUIIN,NEXT,ISYNC) 
SUBROUTINE STATEI CD'6600 FYN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 2 
IF(NEXT.EO.5) RETURN 
IF(IN.EO.0) GOTO 4 
C 
O DETERMINE NEXT DETECTION TIME. 
60 1 CONTINUE 
DETftOOOOOOOOOOO. SPiSAPR4 
DO 20 I=1,IDIN 
C FIRST RECORD THATS NON-ACTIVE SAYS YOU VE LOOKED ENOUGH SPOSAPR4 
IF (ACFAU(t,31.EQ.0.) GO TO 21 





70 -21 CONTINUE 
C 
C TESTS ON MULTIPLE FAULT. 
C IF NO FAULT BEFORE nET; START RECOVERY. 
TIHE=AMINiITABLEIPTRi) ,DET) 
75 IF ITIHE.GE.ENDKIS) GO TO 22 
IF (TIE.NE.OET) GO TO 27 
NEXT=2 
C TEST ON MULTIPLE FAULT OL29APR4 
K = IDETEC 4 1 OL29APR4 
80 C IGO INrICATES A FAULT IN A COMPUTER IF i 
IF (K.GT.IDINI RETURN 




DO 23 I=KIDTM OL29APR4 
IF (ACFAU(I.3).EQ.0.1 GO TO 24 OLZ9APR4 
IF (ACFAU(I,6).GT.DET) GO TO 23 
IF EIGO(ACFAU(IA)).EO.±) GO TO 23 
90 HUL=NUL+1 
IGOIACFAUI,4)I=1 
23 CONTINUE OL29APR4 
24 CONTINUE OL29APR4 
IF ((HUL.GE.NWORK-1I.AND.f NWORK.GE.3)) NEXT=3 
95 RETURN OL29APR4 
C 
C 
C NEW FAULT OFFORE DETECTION 
27 CONTINUE 
100 CALL FIFAUETN.NEXT.ISYNC) 
IFINEXT.EO.5)RETURN 
IF(IN.EQO.) COTO 21 
COTO I 
ENO 
3 SUBROUTINE STATEI CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

SYNBOLIC REFERENCE NAP 
ENTRY POINTS 0EF LINE REFERENCES 
2 STATEI 1 53 56 A± 95 ±0l 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 ACFAU REAL ARRAY CO3, RFFS t8 34 35 39 46 64 65 
66 68 84 87 88 89 91 
DEFINED 37 
2265 DELAY REAL 00"t REFS 17 
206 BET REAL REFS 65 74 76 88 DEFINED 61 66 
74 FNOMIS REAL GO3 REFS t8 39 50 75 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER COt1 REFS 17 27 
0 FOCO REAL COma REFS 20 DEFINED 68 
204 I INTEGER REFS 36 64 65 66 67 83 87 
88 89 91 DEFINED 35 62 82 86 
22r, IDETEC INTEGER COiI REFS 17 68 79 84 DEFINED 67 
0 IfiM INTEGER , 0OI REFS 17 33 62 81 86 
211 IGO INTEGER ARRAY REFS 26 89 DEFINED 83 84 91 
205 IN INTEGER REFS 55 57 100 ±02 
0 iocu INTEGER ARRAY 0038 REFS 24 
202 IRA INTEGER REFS 38 39 44 DEFINED 31 38 
1 ISYNC INTEGER 0O3± REFS 23 55 IGO 
203 J INTEGER REFS 34 35 37 39 DEFINED 33 
207 K INTEGER REFS at 86 DEFINED 79 
75 MENSIZ . INTEGER Com3 REFS 18 
0 IISTAK INTEGER co1l REFS 21 40 DEFINED 40 
0 MISIKI INTEGER ARRAY G04Z REFS 25 41 DEFINED 41 
210 NUL INTEGER REFS 90 94 DEFINED 85 90 
0 NEXT INTEGER F.P. REFS 55 56 100 10± DEFINED 1 52 
77 94 
5 NONDED INTEGER r038 REFS 24 
0 NOON INTEGER ARRA'Y C015 REFS 22 36 
6 NWOIO INTEGER 0038 REFS 24 
5 NWORK INTEGER 0015 REFS ZZ 2*41 2*94 
2261 PIP INTEGER cot REFS 17 27 49 74 
0 RATINT REAL 0031 REFS 23 
0 REASON INTEGER CO7 RFFS 19 28 
2264 RECOV REAL COM REFS t7 
I TABLE REAL ARRAY CO1 REFS 17 49 74 
76 TC REAL CON3 REFS 18 
2266 TINE REAL CONL REFS 17 50 75 76 DEFINED 49 74 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
FIFAU 3 55 ill 
GATHER 0 44 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARCS 0EF LINE REFERENCES 
ANINI. REAL 0 INTRIN 74 
STATEMENT LABELS OFF LINE REFERENCFS 
62 1 60 46 103 
47 2 54 50 
40 4 47 57 
4 SUBROUTINE STATEI COG 6600 FYN V3.0-PS55 OPT=ti 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

STATEMENT LABELS BEF LINE REFERENCES
 
27 10 42 33 36 39 
31 15 43 34 
100 20 69, 62 65 
102 21 70 64 102 
44 22 5s 75 
147 23 92 86 88 89 
151 24 93 87 
0 26 83 82 
161 27 "99 76 
LOOPS LABEL INnFX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
12 10 * J 33 42 17 OPT EXITS 
71. 20 * I 62 69 118 OPT EXITS 
123 26 1 82 83 29 INSTACK 
135 23 * I 86 92 14n OPT EXITS 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 
C011 1207 0 IliH Ut) I TABLE (1200) 1201 PTR Ill 
1202 EXTEN (1), 1203 IDETEC (1) 1204 REGOV (1) 
1205 DELAY (1) 1206 TIME (1) 
COH3 63 0 ACFAU 4601 60 ENDMIS Il) 61 KEHSIZ CI) 
62 TO 1) 
cam? 1 0 REASON 11) 
com8 1 0 FOGO (1) 
Coil 1 0 HISTAK I1) 
C015 6 0 NOON (5) 5 NWORK (W,7' 
C031 2 0 RATINT Ill i ISYNG (i) 
C038 7 iocU (5) 5 NOHOED Ill 6 NUOIO (i) 
C042 3 0 HISTKI (3) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 216B 142 
COMMON LENGTH 2413B 1291 
cl 
C 
























C THIS VERSIONS MARCH 1976 


























































r IF THE FAULT IS NOT RECURRENT, GO TO Di
 








C IF THERE IS NO OTHER FAULT, GO TO 20
 






















IF IACFAU(I,3).EQ.0.D GO TO 2?
 
IF tACFAIJ(X,4).EQ.FOCO) GO TO 21
 













C IF NO OTHER FAULT, GO TO 23. ELSE DISCONNECT ONE COMPUTER.
 






















C IS THE REPAIRING COMPUTER GOOD.
 
00 15 J=IIxI I
 




















IF (ACF3.EQ.O.) GO TO 81
 
C IF THE FAULT IS NOT DETECTEO, GO TO 90
 
85 IF ((ACFAU(J,6).GT.TIHE-OELAY).OR,(ACFAU(J,4).NE.FOCOI GO TO 90
 
O IF THE FAULT LASTS TOO LONG, GO TO 101
 




IF (ACFAU(J,).NE.O.) GO TO 101
 




IF (ISYNC.EQ.i) GO TO lilt
 
C ASYNCHRONOUS CASE. 00 NOT COUNT A SUCCESSFUL RECOVERY IF ALL PSEUDO-

C FAULTS HAVE NOT YET BEEN ERASED.
 
95 	 00 110I=,JJ
 
IF (ACFAU(I,3).EQ.O.) GO TO 1110
 
IF II.EO.J) GO TO 1110
 














105 	 ACFAU(J3)=0. 





























































4SUBROUTINE STATE2 CDC 6600 FTN V3oO-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
2 STATE2 1 38 43 68 127 130 134 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
O ACFAU REAL ARRAY COM3 REFS 7 52 53 54 55 73 75 
62 V65 a? 89 96 2*98 I10 114 
Ila DEFINED Los 110 114 t19 
340 CF3 REAL REFS 83 DEFINED 82 
2265 DELAY REAL CON1 REFS 6 85 20114 
331 BET REAL REFS 54 63 DEFINED so 55 
341 BETEC REAL REFS 1tB 119 
74 ENDMIS REAL COM3 REFS 7 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER BONI REFS 6 21. 
0 FOCO REAL CO48 REFS 9 "29 36 53 61 as 125 
332 1 INTEGER REFS 52 53 54 55 56 96 97 
98 DEFINED 51 95 
0OICATAS INTEGER C04I REFS 16 t28 DEFINED 126 . 
330 IDE INTEGER REFS 60 DEFINED 49 56 
326 IOELET INTEGER RFFS 99 130 DEFINED 34 91 99 __ 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER COmt REFS 6 
0 101" INTEGER DoN1 REPS 6 5t 72 at >. 
337 IEFFA INTEGER REFS 122 DEFINED an 104 
331 IGOOD INTEGER REFS 90 DEFINED 70 Tsw t­
327 IN INTEGER REFS 42 1:,,. 
O IREP INTEGER Cola REFS 13 2*29 30 31. 75 
. DEFINED 27 so 31, 
1 ISYNG INTEGER 0031 REFS is 92 -
1 13 INTEGER C041 REFS 16 
334 J INTEGER REFS 73 74 75 82 2*85 87 89 w 
91 98 105 2*110 21tH4 lie 119 CD 














36 DEFINED 125 
75 NEMSIZ INTEGER CONl REFS 7 
5 MININT REAL PERM REFS 18 23 36 
0 MISTAK INTEGER coil REFS 10 132 DEFINED 13Z 
0 HISTKI INTEGER ARRAY C042 REFS 17 133 DEFINED 133 
0 NODSIH INTEGER C028 REFS 14 31 
O NEXT INTEGER FP. REFS 42 43 126 127 DEFINED 1 37 
64 ,67 123 
0 NOON INTEGER ARRAY COlgi REFS it 29 DEFINED 61 
I NQUA INTEGER 0617 REFS 12 65 DEFINED 65 
1 MSPB INTEGER 002R REFS 14 
3 NTNR1 INTEGER PHILM3 REFS 19 
0 NTRI INTEGER C0i7 REFS 12 66 DEFINED 66 












i9 100 106 131. DEFINED 10o 106 
131 
5 NWORK INTEGER Cots REFS It 27 62 69 66 67 20133 
DEFINED 62 
6 PSUC REAL PERM REFS Is 
SUBROUTINE STATE? COG 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 5
 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
2261 PTR INTEGER CON1 PEFS 6 2. 41 
0 RACPU REAL RAHEAO REFS 20 08 
0 RATINT REAL 0031 REFS 15 
0 REASON INTEGER co7 REFS 8 22 DEFINED 129 
2264 RECOV REAL roNi REFS 6 41 50 78 114 126 
I TABLE REAL ARRAY coml REFS 6 41 
76 TC REAL O03, REFS 7 ti0 2114 
2266 TIME REAL 0OHi REFS 6 36 41 50 78 85 87 
lilt 125 2*126 DEFINED 63 124 
336 TINS REAL REFS 118 124 DEFINED 78 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
DETTIM 3 118 
FTFAU 3 42 
GATHER 0 122 
IRAN INTEGER 2 21 
HISCYC 3 126 
RANF REAL 1 88 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
AlINT REAL i INTRIN it4 
AHAXI REAL 0 INTRIN 114 
TNT INTEGER I INTRIN 29 75 
STATEMENT LABELS OEF LINE REFERENCES 
33 10 39 36 44 
47 20 46 41 
67 21 57 51 53 54 
71 22 5a 52 
117 23 69 60 
23 30 33, 29 
t0 40 28 32 
217 50 109 90 
0 75 76 72 
135 76 77 73 
241 80 120 RI 10? 111 116 
244 81 121 63 
222 90 112 85 
234 101 117 87 88 89 
211 1110 102 95 96 97 98 
213 1111 103 92 101 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LFNGTH PROPERTIES 
57 21 0 I 51 57 12n OPT EXITS 
124 75 0 J 72 16 118 OPT EXITS 
141 50 * J 81 120 1030 EXT REFS EXITS NOT INNER 
177 1110 * I 95 102 148 OPT EXITS 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAHEILrNGTH) 












1205 DELAY (t) 1206 TIME (11 
CO3 63 0 ACFAU (69) 60 ENDNIS (1) 61 MENSIZ (1) 
62 TO (1) 
GO 6690 FT V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 6
SUBROUTINE STATE2 



































1 9 REASON (1) 
1 0 FOCO (1) 















0 IREP (1) 
0 HOOSIM (1) 
0 RATINT (1) 
















5 HINIIT (1) 





3 NTNRI I1) 
1 0 RACPU i) 
3428 226 
24278 1303 
sunPOUTipE STATF! 	 CDC 61.00 FIN V3.0-11355 O)PTUI 04/0A176 17.SO.1.9. PAGC 
SUOUTIif STAT ri iFT)rf
 
C T'I19 VERSIONT MARGPI 1976
 
C SzWJtAtTION OF A SYSTEM QrS;TAPT
 


































00 60 J.I.TOIM 
IF (ACFALJ(.3I.(0.0.) GO TO 61 
30 TF(fACFAiI(J.2I.LT.rIKEIl.OR. I4CAF4AfJ.ZI.LT.TIIF.eDUqRESI.AND. 
1 1ACFAU(J.5I AO.0.II icrautJ,3-a. 
IF IACFAU IJ.3 .?Cf.O, I GO TO 60 
IRtRA. I~s
 
NI Ti *lTQ36 1
 
35 69 	CAnfIN LK 
61 COttITIBIH 
If ITPA.Gr.1I CALL C.AIIFR
 













4.5 	 00 120 IL1tS 
COPLA S I1) .tI IW 
LAST(ITIME 
120 CON II Nuf 
CALL MISCVC(TIMf-OJRRFS. TIME .NEXI)
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SYNOLIC REFERENCF NAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE PEFERENDES 
2 STATE3 1 24 50 56 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 ACFAU REAL ARRAY 0O3 REFS 7 29 3*30 32 40 42 
DEFINED 30 
136 ACF3 REAL REFS 41 42 DEFINED 40 
0 COPLAS REAL ARRAY 0O9 REFS 9 DEFINED 46 
2265 DELAY REAL Gant REFS 6 
6 DURNC REAL -COM REFS 9 
0 DURRES REAL 0013 REFS It 22 30 38 49 
74 ENDMIS REAL 0OM3 REFS 7 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER ,COtm REFS 6 17 
137 I INTEGER REFS 46 47 DEFINED 45 
0 ICATAS INTEGER 0041 REFS 13 51 DEFINED 51 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER o1 REFS 6 C 
0 1N11 INTEGER G0nt REFS 6 28 39 
133 IN * INTEGER REFS 23 
134 IRA INTEGER REFS 33 3? 53 54 55 
DEFINED 27 33 
1 13 INTEGER 0041 REFS t3 
135 J INTEGER REFS 29 430 32 40 42 
DEFINED 28 39 
0 LAST REAL ARRAY PERM REFS 15 18 DEFINED 47 
75 HENSIZ INTEGER CO3 REFS 7 
5 mININT REAL PERM REFS 15 i8 
0 NISTAK INTEGER coil REFS t0 54 DEFINED 54 
0 MISTKI INTEGER ARRAY 0042 REFS 14 55 DEFINED 55 
0 NEXT INTEGER FP. REFS 23 24 49 50 DEFINED 1 44 
a NOON INTEGER ARRAY cot5 REFS 12 
3 NTNRI INTEGER PHILM3 REFS 16 
2 NTR1 INTEGER Ptirt3 REFS 16 
i NTRZ INTEGER PHIL3 REFS 16 
0 NTR3 INTEGER PHILM3 REFS 16 34 53 DEFINED 34 53 
5 NWORK INTEGER cots REFS 12 2*55 
6 PSUG REAL PERK REFS 15 
2261 PTR INTEGER co1 PEFS 6 i? 22 
0 REASON INTEGER 0O17 REFS 8 1? DEFINED 52 
2264 RECOV REAL Gan1 REFS 6 
5 RPC REAL CO9 REFS 9 
i TABLE REAL ARRAY c0nt REFS 6 22 
76 TO REAL CON3 REFS T 
2266 TIME REAL 00n1 REFS 6 22 2*30 38 42 46 47 
2*49 DEFINED 38 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
CETTIM 3 42 
FIFAU 2 23 
GATHER 0 37 
MISCYC 3 49 
SUBROUTINE STATE3 CDC 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 4 














































































HEMBERS - BIAS NAHEILFNGTHI 
0 IOIN (t) 
1202 EXTEN (I1 
1205 DELAY (i) 
0 ACFAU (60) 
62 TC (1) 
0 REASON (1) 
0 COPLAS (5) 
0 MISTAK (1) 
0 DURRES (1) 
0 NOON 15) 
0 ICATAS fI) 
0 HISTKI 13)
0 LAST (5) 
0 NTR3 (±) 
3 NTNRI fI) 
± TABLE (1200) 
1203 IDETEC 41 
1206 TIME (it 
60 ENDHIS (1) 
5 RHO Ii) 
5 NfORK II) 
1 13 It) 
5 4ININT (1) 
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SUBROUTINE STATFv. NEXTI 
O TIlTS VERSIONI MARCH 1q76 











15 INTEGER REASON 
C 
C SUPPRESSION OF THE FAULTS IN THE SWITCHED-OFF COMPUTER 
IRA=O 
20 DO 10 J=1,IDIH 
IF (ACFAU(J,3).EQ.0.) GO TO 20 
IF (NOONIACFAUJ9,41.EQ.i) GO TO 10 
C TEST IF A TRANSIENT IS MISTAKEN AS A PERMANENT 
ACFAU(J ,3)=O. 
25 IRA=IRA+I 




30 20 CONTINUE 
IF (IRA.GE.i) CALL GATHER 
C IF THERE IS A LURKING FAULT GO TO 30. 
IF (ACFAU(i,3).NE.O.) GO TO 30 
C IF THERE IS NO MORE FAULT, RETURN 
35 70 CONTINUE 
TIME=TALE(PTR,I) 







IFIIN.EO.02 GOTO 70 
45 C DETERMINE DETECTION TIME 
30 CONTINUE 
C THE FAMOUS ONE TRILLION APPROACH AGAIN, SPORTSFANS ... SP29APR4 
OET=OOOOOGOOU00. SP29APR4 
Do 90 i=iIDTH 
50 IF EACFAU(I,3).EQ.O.I GO TO 100 




55 100 CONTINUE 
2 CDC 	6600 FTN V3.0-PS55 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE
SUBROUTINE STATE4 





IF (TIME.GE.ENDHTS) GO TO 50
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SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS OEF LINF REFERENCES 
2 STATE4 1 40 43 fi 64 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 ACFAU REAL ARRAY GO3 RFFS 7 21 22 26 33 50 51 
52 DEFINED 24 
2265 DELAY REAL 0011 REFS 6 
140 BET REAL REFS 51 57 59 DEFINED 48 52 
74 ENDMIS REAL CO3 REFS 7 26 37 58 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER COM REFS 6 14 
141 I INTEGER REFS 50 51 52 53 DEFINED 49 
2263 TOETEC INTEGER CON! REFS 6 DEFINED 53 
0 TOIN INTEGER 0011 REFS 6 20 49 
137 IN INTEGER REFS 42 44 63 65 
a IOCU INTEGER ARRAY Cr38 REFS 12 
135 IRA INTEGER REFS 25 26 31 DEFINED 19 25 
I ISYNC INTFGER 0031 REFS 11 42 63 
136 J INTEGER REFS 21 22 24 26 DEFINED 20 
75 HEMSIZ INTEGER 00H3 REFS 7 
0 HISTAK INTEGER coil REFS 9 27 DEFINED 27 
0 HISTKI INTEGER ARRAY C042 REFS 13 28 DEFINED 28 
0 NEXT INTEGER F.P. REFS 42 43 63 64 DEFINED ± 39 
60 
5 NONDED INTEGER 0038 REFS 12 
0 NOON INTEGER ARRAY 00±5 REFS to 22 
6 WHOIO INTEGER C038 REFS 12 
5 NHORK INTEGER 0015 REFS 10 
2261 PTR INTEGER 0Oi REFS 6 14 36 57 
0 RATINT REAL 0031 REFS 11 
0 REASON INTEGER CO? REFS 8 15 
2264 RECOV REAL CO1 REFS 6 
1 TABLE REAL ARRAY 0OI REFS 6 36 57 
76 TO REAL 0013 REFS 7 
2266 TIME REAL CH REFS 6 3? 58 59 DEFINED 36 57 
EXTFRNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
FIFAU 3 42 63 
GATHER 0 31 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
AMINI REAL 0 INTRIN 57 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
27 10 29 20 22 26 
31 20 30 21 
62 30 46 33 66 
47 40. 4t 37 
44 50 38 58 
40 70 35 44 
77 qO 54 49 51 
101 100 55 50 65 
114 110 62 59 
4 COO 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE
SUBROUTINE STATE4 

LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
12 10 0 J 20 29 178 OPT EXITS 
71 90 * 49 54 1013 OPT EXITS 
COMMON BLOCKS LFNGTH MEMOERS - BIAS NAHE(LFNGTT B201 PTR (I) 




1 TABLE (1200) 









(i) 61 HEHSIZ (ii 
62 TO (I) 
COH7 1 0 PEASON (1) 







0 NOON I5) 
0 RATINT (1) 
0 TOGO (5) 
5 NHORK (1) 
1 ISYNC III 
5 NONDED Ii) 6 N OIO (1) 
0042 3 0 MISTKT (3) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 1426 96 














SUBROUTINF STATE7 COG 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 
SUBROUTINE STATEINEXTI 
O THIS VERSIONt MARCH 1976 
0 THIS IS A MEMORY COPY. THE COMPUTFR IN CHARGE OF THE REPAIR IS IREP. 
o IF A NEW FAULT HIT THE SYSTEM BEFORE THE END OF THE MEMORY COPY, THE 























C IF THE FAULT IS NOT RECURRENT, GO TO 10. 
IF tTIHE-COPLAS(FOCOI.GT.RHC) GO TO 10 
HMC=NHC-i 
NOON(FOCO)=O 













C IF THERE IS NO OTHER FAULT, GO TO 20 









00 21 I=i,IOIM 
COG 6600 FYN V3.O-P35S OPT= 04/08/76 1.50.49. PAGE 2
SUBROUTINE STATE7 

IF IACFAU(I1,3)EQ.O.) GO TO 22
 
IF LACFAU(I,4).EQ.FOCOI GO TO 21
 


















































IF 4ACFAU(J,3).EG.O.) GO TO 61
 
C ERASED FAULTS I MEMORY-FAULT DYING BEFORE BEGINNING OF THE CORRECTION
 



















IF fRANFIO.).GT.PSHC) GO TO 61
 








IF (ACFAU(I,3).EQ.O.) GO TO 1t10
 
100 	 IF (I.EO.J) GO TO 1110
 






60 TO 1111 
105 10 CONTINUE 
111t CONTINUE 
IEFFA=i 
ACFAU(J,31 = O. OLZ9APR4 
NTR3 = NTI3 + j OL29APR4 
itO 60 CONTINUF 




IF (IFFFA.EO.1I CALL GATHER
 




it5 	 00 100 J=,IDT 
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SUnROUTINE STATE7 







40 43 48 71 12to t27 131 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 ACFAU REAL ARRAY COM3 REFS 9 56 57 58 59 75 77 
83 3*86 2*90 91 99 2*i01 116 117 
































46 54 86 114 














U1 33 57 64 121 122 
335 1 INTEGER REFS 56 57 58 59 60 75 76 
2*77 99 too lt DEFINED 55 74 96 

























































16 1?19 9 
20 
83 3V86 2*90 i too lot 108 
•116 it? 118 DEFINED 82 its 
337 JJ INTEGER REFS 96 DEFINED 76 
0 LAST REAL ARRAY PERM REFS 23 26 DEFINED 122 
75 HENSIZ INTEGER COMs REFS 9 
5 MININT REAL PERM REFS 23 26 
0 - NISTAK INTEGER coil REFS 13 1Z9 DEFINED 129 










go 91 95 DEFINED 73 77. 
0 NEXT INTEGER F.P. REFS 47 48 123 t24 DEFINED 1 36 
39 42 67 70 120 


















DEFINED 37 68 












Is 38 69 DEFINED 38 69 












24 13 tog 128 DEFINED 103 109 
5 MWORK INTEGER Cots 
128 
REFS 14 35 37- 38 39 65 68 
69 70 2*130 DEFINED 35 65 
0 PSMC REAL C045 REFS 22 94 
SUBROUTINE STATE7 COO 6600 FTN V3.O-P355 OPT=I OWO8/76 17.50.49. PAGE 5 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
6 PSU0 REAL PERM REES 23 
2261 PTR INTEGER COnM REFS 8 25 46 
0 RATINT REAL C031 REFS 19 
0 REASON INTEGER CON? REFS to 25 DEFINED 126 
2264 RECOV REAL COHI REFS 8 123 
5 RHO REAL COM9 REFS 12 31 
± TABLE REAL ARRAY CON1 REFS 8 46 
76 TC REAL OOm3 RFFS 9 
2266 TIME REAL COm1 PEFS 8 31 46 54 2086 114 117 
121 i22 2*123 DEFINED 66 114 
FYTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
DETTIM 3 117 
FIFAU 3 4? 
GATHER 0 112 
1ISCYC 3 123 
RANF REAL 1 94 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS OEF LINE REFERENCES 
INT INTEGER I INTRIN 77 
STATEMENT LABELS OEF LINE REFERENCES 
41 10 44 3t 49 
55 20 50 46 
71 21 61 55 5? 58 
77 22 62 56 
125 23 72 63 
36 24 41 34 
0 40 78 71f 
144 50 79 75 
230 60 110 82 8 92 
233 61 Il1 83 94 
171 70 93 86 
t1a 9o .89 95 
0 100 119 L15 
256 110 120 116 
222 1110 10 98 99 100 101 
224 1111 106 97 104 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
65 21. * 55 61 120 OPT EXITS 
133 40 I 74 78 l18 OPT EXITS 
146 60 * J 82 110 650 EXT REFS EXITS NOT INNER 
210 1110 I 98 105 14' OPT FXITS 
243 100 * J 115 149 130 EXT REFS EXITS 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH HEHBEPS - BIAS NAMEILENGTH 





1203 IDETEC (±) 
1206' TIME It) 
1204 RECOV (I) 






COMB 1 0 FOCO (I) 
t 
SUBROUTINE STATE7 CnC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=J 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 6 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 
COMB 7 0 COPLAS (5) 5 RHO (I 6 OURHO (1) 
c011 1 0 HISTAK (if 









i NQUA (1) 
C028 2 0 MODSTH tip I NSPB (is 
C029 I 0 NHc "i) 
C031 2 0 RATINT (i) J ISYND tI) 
C041 2 0 ICATAS IW) 1 13 I11 
C042 3 0 MISTKI (3) 









5 HININT (1) 





3 NTNRI (tD 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 343f 227 










C THIS VERSIONS MARCH 1976
 




C IREPFT INDICATES A SUCCESSFUL ROLLBACK IF 0 * 	 OL29APR4 
o WHEN ROLLBACK IS SUCCESSFUL HE HAVE TO DETERMINE WHICH CONPUTEROL29APR4
 
















































IF(tAXRLB.GT.03 COTO 10 C­







0 SEE IF NEXT FAULT OCCURANCF IS AFTER THE TIME IT HILL BE AFTER SPIZAPR
 







































(ACF3.EQ.O.3 GO TO 81 
(ACFAU(J,6).GTT tE) GOTO 90 
C SEE IF THERE IS AN ACTIVE FAULT THAT DISAPPEARS AFTER THE SPOqAPR4 
O DETECTION OF THIS FAULT (THAT HAS BEEN DETECTED) SPO9APR4 
65 IF (AOFAU(J,2).GT.TIME) GO TO 100 
C SEE IF THERE IS AN EXTENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE FAULT (MEANS SPO9APR4 
C THE ROLLBACK WON T HFLP FIX IT) SPO9APR4 
IF (ACFAU(J,5).NE.,l. GO'TO 100 
IF(RANF(.O).GE.RACPU) GOTO 100 
70 IF (ISYNC.EQ,1 GO TO 11ii 
IfELET=t 
DO 1110 I=lJJ 
IF (ACFU(IISEO.O. GO TO 1110 
IF (I.EQ.J) GO TO 11±0 
75 IF (ACFAU(T,2).NE.ACFAUfJ,2)) GO TO 1110 
IDELET=IOELET-1 
NTR=NTRZ-1 
GO TO 11l 
1110 CONTINUE 
80 1111 CONTINUE 
IEFFA=I 
ACFAU(J31=0. 
HTR2 = NTP2 4 1 OL29APR4 
GO TO 80 
85 C 
90 CONTINUF 
C A ROLLBACK MAY DELAY THE DETECTION OF A LURKING FAULT 
ACFAU(J,6)=ACFAU(J,6)+DURRB






95 St CONTINUF 
TIME=TIMEIDURRB 
IF (IEFFA.EQ.1) CALL GATHER 
C 
C 
t00 0 HOT DAMN -- WE RE STILL IN BUSINESS, THE ROLLBACK HAS SPO9APR4 
C SUCCESSFUL SPO9APR4 





(TREPET.EQ.1) GO TO 160 
(NEXT.NE.5)RETURN 




110 C SEE IF HE TRY THEROLLBACK AGAIN SPO9APR4 
SUBROUTINF STATEB COG 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/086/76 17.50.49. 3 
IF(NEXT.EQ.5) GO TO 161 
IF (LRB.LT.HAXRLB) GO TO 10 
C 
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SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
2 STATE8 1 36 , 47 105 115 122 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATTON 
0 ACFAU REAL ARRAY C0H3 REFS 10 * 26 27 28 29 54 60 
62 65 68 73 2*75 88 
DEFINED 82 88 
242 ACE3 REAL REFS 61 DEFINED 60 
2265 DELAY REAL COi REFS 9 o 
I DURRA REAL Coto REFS 12 30 31 
232 DURRB REAL REFS 43 88 96 DEFINED 30 31 
0 END REAL 0025 REFS 14 120 DEFINED 26 
74 ENDMIS REAL ON3 REFS 1 120 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER COi1 REFS 9 21 
243 I INTEGER REFS 73 74 75 DEFINED 72 
0 IBAD INTEGER 0032 REFS 16 DEFINED 28 
231 IDELET INTEGER REFS 76 119 DEFINED 25 71 76 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER 0O1 REFS 9 26 27 28 29 
0 IDIl INTEGER 0811 REFS 9 53 59 


























51 93 i 
I ISyNC INTEGER 0031 REFS 15 31 52 70 
0 ITLKP INTEGER COVER REFS 18 120 DEFINED 120 
237 J INTEGER REFS 54 55 60 62 65 68 74 
75 82 2'88 DEFINED 53 59 
240 JJ INTEGER REPS 72 DEFINED 55 
234 LRD INTEGER REFS 38 112 DEFINED 33 38 
0 MAXRLB INTEGER Cola REFS 12 34 112 
75 MEHSIZ INTEGER CO3 REFS 10 
0 NOIAG INTEGER C016 REFS 13 117 DEFINED 117 
0 NEXT INTEGER F.P. REFS 46 47 103 105 lit 
DEFINED 1 35 102 114 
3 NTNR1 INTEGER PHILN3 REFS 19 
2 NTRI INTEGER PHILN3 REFS 19 
1 NTR2 INTEGER PHILM3 REFS 19 77 83 119 DEFINED 77 83 
119 
0 NTR3 INTEGER PHIL3 REFS 19 
1 NUNDI INTEGER C016 REFS 13 118 DEFINED 118 
2261 PTR INTEGER CO1 REFS 9 21 43 
0 RATINT REAL 0031 REFS 15 
0 RnCPU REAL RIACK REFS 20 69 
0 REASON INTFGER CO7 REFS 11 21 DEFINED 121 
2264 .RECOV REAL CS1i REFS 9 
i TABLE REAL ARRAY CDi REFS 9 43 
76 TO REAL CO3 REFS t0 
2266 TIME REAL CO1 REFS 9 32 43 62 65 96 103 
DEFINED 29 96 
233 TIMI REAL REFS 103 DEFINED 32 
SUBROUTINE STATE8 CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-p355 0PT1 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 5 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARCS RFFERENCFS 
FIFAU 3 46 
GATHER a 97 
MISCYC 3 103 
RANF REAL 1 31 69 
STATEMENT LABELS OFF LTNF REFERENCES 
30 10 37 34 112 
46 20 49 43 
0 30 56 53 
62 32 5 52 54 
32 40 39 48 
141 80 94 59 84 89 
144 81 95 61 
135 90 86 52 
140 100 91 65 68 69 
166 160 108 104 
176 161 116 106 111 
127 ±110 79 72 73 74 75 
131 1111 80 70 78 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
56 30 * J 53 56 40 INSTACK EXITS 
64 80 * J 59 94 60B EXT REFS EXITS NOT INNER 
115 1110 * T 72 79 14B OPT EXITS 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAHE(LENGTH) 
COI 1207 0 101H (1$ ± TABLE (12001 120± PTR (1) 
1202 EXTEN 1i 1203 IDETEC (1) 1204 RECOV (ID 
1205 DELAY (1$ 1206 TIME (12 
COM3 63 0 ACFA (60) 60 EN0TS (1) 61 HEHSIZ () 
6? TO (1) 
007 1 0 REASON (It 
C00 2 0 MAXRLB (1) ± OURRA 11) 
C016 2 0 NOIAG III I NUNOI (1) 
C025 I 0 END (t; 









COVER 2 0 TTLKP I11 I TFRE (1) 
PHILN3 4 0 NTR3 (1) 1 NTR2 (1) 2 NTRI (1) 
3 NTNR1 (1) 
RBACK I0 BPCP (1) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 2448 164 
COMMON LENGTH 24078 1287 
I 
SUBROUTINE STATE9 	 CO 6600 FIN V3.o-P35 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE I 
SUBROUTINE STATE9(NEXT) SPO9APR4
 
C THIS VERSIONI MARCH 1976
 
o THIS IS THE FAMOUS DIAGONI4STIC AND RECOVERY STATE.
 
C THE ONLY HAY TO ARRIVE AT THIS STATE IS TO HAVE HAD THE DUPLEX
 
5 	 C MODE RECOVERY TECHNIQUE (NAMELY ROLLBACK) NOT SUCCESSFUL ENOUGH
 










































30 IF (U.LT.PDET) GO TO 169
 
IF IEND.LTTIME) GO TO 11O
 




































50 100 CONTINUE SPOOAPR4
 








55 GO TO 200
 






60 201 CONTINUE 
IF(TABLEIPTRi).GE.TIME) GO TO 210 
CALL FIFAU(INNEXTt) 
TFtNEXT.EO.5) RFTURN 
ZF(TN.EO.1? GOTO 10t 
65 GOTO 201 
2±0 CONTINUE 
G 
C WELL, YOU RE NOT A WHOLE LOT BETTER OFF, BUT AT LEAST A SIMPLEXSPO8APR4 
o COMPUTER SYSTEM MIGHT KEEP THE PLANE IN THE AIR. SPOBAPR4 




GO TO 171 
75 END SPOaAPR4 
SUBROUTINE STATF9 
 DC 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 0PT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 3
 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE HAP 
ENTRY POINTS OF LINE REFERENCES 
2 STATE9 1 44 63 71 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
o ACFAU REAL ARRAY Cfn3 REFS 10 

















0 END REAL C025 REFS 14 31 43 
74 ENDtIS REAL COM3 REFS 1 43 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER GOt REFS 9 22 
0 FOG02 REAL FAILUR REFS 21 DEFINED 54 
0 IOAn INTEGER C032 REFS 16 53 58 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER COI REFS 9 
a loIn INTEGER CORI REFS 9 





























7q MENSIZ INTEGER 0013 REFS to 
0 NOIAG INTEGER 0016 REFS 13 
0 NEXT 
1 
INTEGER F.P. REFS 
70 
35 37 62 63 DEFINED 39 





























2'33 DEFINED 27 28 
2 PDN REAL DETE REFS 20 27 
2261 PTR INTEGER COM REFS 9 22 61 
0 REASON INTEGER CO7 REFS it 23 DEFINED 40 
2264 RECOV REAL CORI REFS 9 
1 TABLE REAL ARRAY COI REFS 9 * 61 
76 TC REAL COH3 REFS tO 

















33 35 36 
DEFINED 29 33 47 73 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARCS REFERENCES 
FIFAU 3 62 
HISGYG 3 35 
RANF REAL 1 29 46 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFEPENCES 




101 50 38 
37 
32 46 64 
54 110 45 31 
74 150 96 52 53 
4 CO 6600 FTN V3.D-P355 OPT=l U4fU6/Tb 17.5U.49. PAbL
SUBROUTINE STATE9 

STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCFS 
123 169 72 30 
27 171 34 48 74 
76 200 57 55 
101 201 60 65 
120 210 66 61 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LFNGTH PRbPERTIES 
66 150 * J 52 56 too OPT EXITS 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAHEtLENGiH) 




















60 ENOMIS 1) 61 HEHSIZ (1) 
GOH7 1 0 PEASON Ill 
C0t5 6 0 NOON (5) 5 NHORK Il) 
C016 2 0 NOIAG (I1 1 "UNDI (1) 
C025 L 0 END -(1) 
C026 1 0 TH2 (1) 





















I nETHAX (11 2 POK U1) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH ±5oB 104 
















C THIS VERSION: MARCH 1976
 
C THIS IS THE PRECARIOUSLY POSTURED SIMPLEX COMPUTER SYSTEM STATESPOBAPR4
 
C IN THIS STATE YOU VE REALLY GOT YOURSELF OUT ON A LIMB BECAUSE SPOBAPR4
 
C THERE S ABSOLUTELY NO REDUNDANCY - YOU RE ZINGING IN THERE ON SPOBAPR4
 
C ONE AND ONLY ONE COMPUTER SPO8APR4
 




























IF (ACFAU(J,3J.EO.0.oGO TO 20
 












IF (IRA.GE.If CALL GATHER
 
C IF THERE IS A LURKING FAULT GO TO 30
 
IF (ACFAU(i.3)oNE.U.IGO TO 30
 


















0 IN STATED, WHEN ACFAU(J,6? IS -t, IT IS DETERMINED IF THE FAULT IS
 
o DETECTED OR NOT. IF HE FOLLOWED EXACTLY THE STATE DIAGRAM, IT SHOULD
 




























SUBROUTINE STATEA GOO 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/08/76 1?.50.49. PAGE 3 
SYMSOLI' REFERENCE MAP 
ENTRY POINTS BEE LINE REFERENCES 
2 STATEA 1 37 40 48 58 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 ACFAU REAL ARRAY 0OM3 REFS to 22 23 26 3± 50 52 
53 DEFINED 24 45 
2265 DELAY REAL CD1 REFS 9 
74 ENDOIS REAL C'0N3 QEFS t0 26 35 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER c014 REFS 9 16 
o FOC02 REAL FAILD2 REFS 15 23 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER om1 PEFS 9 
0 IniN INTEGER COI REFS 9 e1 51 
I IFHE INTEGER COVER REFS 14 
115 IN INTEGER PEFS 39 41 
113 IRA INTEGER REFS 25 26 29 DEFINED 20 25 
1 ISYNG INTEGER 0031 PEFS 12 
0 ITLKP INTEGER COVER REFS 14 26 DEFINED 26 
114 J INTEGER REFS 22 23 24 26 52 53 
DEFINED 21 51 
0 LSTFLT INTEGER C060 REFS 13 45 
75 HEMSIZ INTEGER CO3 REFS tO 
0 NEXT INTEGER F.P. REFS 39 40 DEFINED ± 36 47 57 
2261 PTR INTEGER Co0i REFS 9 16 34 46 DEFINED 46 
0 RATINT REAL 0031 REFS 12 
0 REASON INTEGER CON? REFS it 16 
2264 RECOV REAL . 0014 REFS 9 
1 TABLE REAL ARPAY CO1 REFS 9 34 
76 TC REAL CO3 REFS 10 
2266 TIME REAL C11 REFS 9 35 56 DEFINED 34 56 
116 TIMI REAL REFS 53 56 DEFINED 50 53 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
FIFAU 3 3q 
GATHER 0 29 
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARCS BEE LINE REFERENCES 
ANAXI REAL 0 INTRIN 56 
AMINI REAL 0 INTRIN 53 
STATEMENT LABELS DEE LINE PEFEPENCES 
0 1 54 5t 
100 2 55 52 
25 10 27 ?1 23 
27 20 28 22 
64 30 49 31 
q4 40 38 35 
36 70 33 41 C0 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES O] 
12 10 * J 21 27 15B OPT EXITS 
72 1 * J 51 54 63 INSTACK EXITS LJ 








MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTHI 
0 lot" I1) 
1Z02 FXTEN (1) 
1205 DELAY (1) 
0 ACFAU (601 
62 TO I1) 
1 TABLE (1200) 
1203 IOETEC (11 
1206 TIME (1) 







CON7 1 0 REASON (1) 
C031 2 0 RATINT (I1) I ISYNC III 









I IFHE (1) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 1179 79 
COMMON LENGTH 23750 12?? 
SUBROUTINE STATF COG 6600 FTN V3.-P355 OPT=t 04/08/76 17.5a.49. PAGE 
SUBROUTINE STATEBINEXT) 
C THIS VERSIONS MARCH 1976 










COMMON/FA ILD2/F OC02 
COMHON/PHILN3/NTR3,NTR2,NTRINTNRI 




20 IF (ISYNG.EQ.0I GO TO i 
OURRB=TIME-AINT(TIME/TC




25 40 CONTINUE 








DO 80 J=1,IOIM 
35 ACF3=ACFAU(J.31 
IF tACF3.EQ.D.) GO TO 6t 
IF (ACFAU(J,6).EQ.O°)GO TO 820 TEST ON THE DETECTION OF THIS FAULT 0 
U=RANF(0.) 
40 IF(((ACF3.EQ.3.).AND.(U.LT.PDH)I.OR. 
1 ((ACF3.EQ.io,.AND,(U.LT.POET)) GO TO 83 







IF (ACFAU(J,2).GT.TIHE) GO TO 10 




GO TO Be 
55 100 CONTINUE 

















IF (NEXT.EQ.5) GO TO 10
 


















SUBROUTINE STATED CD 6600 FIN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 3
 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP-
ENTRY POINTS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
2 STATED ± 28 45 66 69 72 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
0 ACFAU REAL ARRAY 0D3 PEFS 7 35 37 42 49 50 69 
70 DEFINED 29 47 53 
210 ACF3 REAL REFS 36 2*40 DEFINED 35 
2265 DELAY REAL 00N1 REFS 6 
1 IETNAX REAL OETE REFS 12 
1 OURRA REAL Co1 REFS 9 24 
203 DURRB REAL REFS 26 59 DEFINED 21 24 
74 ENDMIS REAL COfI REFS 7 42 70 
2262 EXTFN INTEGER cODI REFS 6 15 
0 FOC02 REAL FAILD2 REFS t3 
212 I INTEGER REFS 69 70 DEFINED 68 
2263 IDETEC INTEGER COIN REFS 6 
0 IDIM INTEGER CDOX REFS 6 34 68 
206 IEFFA INTEGER REFS so DEFINED 33 52 
204 IN INTEGER REFS 27 29 
205 IREPET INTEGER REFS 64 DEFINED 32 56 
t ISYNc INTEGER 0031 REFS 10 20 
207 J INTEGER REFS 35 37 42 47 49 50 53 
DEFINED 34 
0 LSTFLT INTEGER 0060 REFS i1 29 
a H INTEGER 0olo REFS 9 
75 HEMSIZ INTEGER ¢003 REFS 7 
0 NEXT INTEGER F.P. REFS 27 28 62 63 DEFINED 1 43 
65 
3 NTNR± INTEGER PN113 REFS 14 42 70 DEFINED 42 70 
2 NTRI INTEGER PItIL3 REFS 14 51 DEFINED 51 
1 NTR2 INTEGER PNILM3 REFS l4 
0 NTR3 INTEGER PNILH3 REFS 14 
0 PDET REAL DETE REFS 12 40 
2 PO REAL BETE REFS 12 40 
2261 PTR INTEGER 0O1 REFS 6 15 26 
0 RATINT REAL 0O3i REFS to 
O REASON INTEGER DOM? REFS a 16 DEFINED 44 61 
2264 RECOV REAL 0M0 REFS 6 
1 TABLE REAL ARRAY 0OM REFS 6 26 
76 TO REAL CO3 REFS 7 2*21 
2266 TIME REAL CODt REFS 6 19 2'21 26 49 59 62 
DEFINED 59 
202 TIHI REAL REFS 62 DEFINED 19 
211 U REAL REFS 2*40 DEFINED 39 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
FIFAU 3 27 
GATHER 0 60 
MISCYC 3 62 
RANF REAL 1 24 39 
4 SUBROUTINE STATEB COC 6600 FIN V3.0-p355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

TNLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS 0EF LINE REFERENCES 
AINT REAL I INTRIN 21 
STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES 
24 1 ?3 20 
145 10 67 63 
5t 20 31 26 
30 40 25 22 30 64 
0 50 71 68 
120 80 5? 34 5 
123 A1 58 36 
±05 82 48 37 
103 83 t6 40 
t17 100 55 49 50 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES 
54 80 J 34 57 478 EXT REFS EXITS 
152 50 1 68 71 10B OPT EXITS 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAMECLENGTHS 
COM 1207 0 10N U1) I TABLE 11200) 120± PTR (1) 
1202 EXTEN (1 1203 IXETEC (i1 1204 RECOV (1) 
1205 OELAY (1) 1206 TIME (11 
CO3 63 0 ACFAU (60) 60 ENDMIS il) 61 HEKSIZ (1) 
62 TC (1) 
CO7 1 0 REASON (1) 
C00 2 0 M (1) 1 DURRA (1) 
C031 2 0 RATINT (1) I ISYNC (1) 
C060 1 0 LSTFLT Qii 
DETE 3 0 POET (1) t DETMAX (1) 2 PDH (1f 
FAILD2 1 0 FOC02 t1) 
PHILM3 4 0 NTR$ (it I NTR2 (1) 2 NTRI (1) 
3 NTNRI 1) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 2158 141 






SUBROUTINE STATEC COG 6600 Fm ,V3.0-P355 OPT=1 
 04/08/76 11.50.49. PAGE
 
SUBROUTINF STATEC(NEXT) 
C 7THIS VERSIONI MARCH 1976 





















(ISPARE(I).EQOO GO TO I 
II=ISPARE I) 
25 NOONIII)=i 
GO TO 2 
I CONTINUE Ow 






GO TO 20 
IFINEXT.EQ.5) RETURN 
35 Goa 10 
20 CONTINUE 
C A FAULT IN ANOTHER COMPUTER INTERRUPTS TIlE SWITCHING OF THE SPAREIDE=O c 
DET=TIME4CONoTT 
00 21 J=IIflIm 
(0 
IF IACFAUIJ,3).EQ.0.) lo TO 22 
IUN=ACFAUJ,4) 
IFI(IUN.EQ.I).OR.INOONIIUN).EQO.I GOTO 21 










IF fNHORK.EQo.2) NFXT=4 
55 RETURN 




































G DETERMINE IF THE SPARE IS GOOD
 
IF(RANF(O.).LT.FXP(-RHU'(TIME-ENDNIS-RNISTNI/3600000.I) G0 TO 51
 
o THE SPARE IS BAD. ARE WE AWARE OF IT 
IF IRANFIO.) .GT.DETHAXIGO TO 52 












































C A FAULT IN IREP GIVES A FAULT IN TIlE SPARE 


















3 SUBROUTINE STATEC 
 COD 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 

SYMBOLIC REFERENCE NAP 
ENTRY POINTS BEF LINE REFERENCES 
2 STATEC 1 34 55 79 82 104 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 













32 39 73 86 95 96 
253 OET REAL REFS 44 52 DEFINED 39 45 
i OETHAX PEAL BETE REFS 10 68 
74 ENDHIS REAL 0DN3 REFS 7 66 87 
2262 EXTEN INTEGER CO1 REFS 6 18 
247 I INTEGER REFS 23 24 43 50 62 70 72 












2263 IDETEC INTEGER 0OM1 REFS 6 
0 IDIM INTEGER 001t REFS 6 40 58 
250 II INTEGER REFS 25 30 DEFINED 24 
251 IN * INTEGER REFS 33 





















254 J INTEGER REFS 4i 42 44 45 46 59 60 
DEFINED 40 58 
75 HEMSIZ INTEGER 0013 REFS 7 
















1 53 54 76 








25 50 72 
i NSPB JNTEGER C08 REFS it 71 74 DEFINED 71 
5 NWORK INTEGER 0015 REFS 9 51 54 75 7? 78 101 
102 DEFINED Si 75 
0 POET REAL DETE REFS I 







95 96 97 98 
0 REASON INTEGER 0O7 REFS 8 18 
2264 RECOV REAL C0m1 REFS 6 
0 RM1STH REAL 0036 REFS t5 66 
















32 DEFINED 86 87 88 89 





96 97 98 
2266 TIME REAL 001 REFS 6 32 39 66 73 86 95 
96 DEFINED 52 73 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES 
EXP REAL I LIBRARY 66 
FIFAU 3 33 
RAMF REAL 1 66 68 a9 
4 CC 6600 FTN V3.0-13355 OPT=I 04108/76 17.50.49. PAGE
SUBROUTINE STATEC 

STATEMENT LABELS DEE LINE REFERENCES
 
15 1 27 22 23 
17 2 29 26 
21 10 31 35 
35 20 36 3 
61 21 47 40 43 44 
63 22 48 41 
100 23 56 49 
120 40 63 58 61 
122 50 64 59 
204 51 91 66 
164 52 84 68 
161 53 80 74 
216 54 99 93 
LOOPS LABEL INDEX FROM-TO LENGTH PROPCRTIES 





















MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LENGTH) 
0 IOIM 41) 
1202 EXTEN It) 
1205 DELAY (1 
0 ACFAU (60) 
1 TABLE (12001 
1203 IDETEC (1) 
1206 TIME (i) 







62 TO 411 
COM7 1 0 REASON (1) 
C015 6 0 NOON (9I 5 NUORK (1) 
COB 1 0 IREP (1) 
C020 2 0 MODSIK (1) 1 NSPB (1I 
0033 5 0 RHUP 15) 
C034 5 0 ISPARE (5) 
C035 1 0 CONDIT (1) 
C036 ± 0 RHISTH (1 
037 1 0 RMU I1I 
DETE 2 0 PDET (1) ± DETHAX (1) 
STATISTICS 
PROGRAM LENGTH 2578 115 































































































ENTRY POINTS BEE LINE REFERENCES
 
Z TFISO 1 42
 
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
175 IEV INTEGER R FS 31 32 33 DEFINED 30 
173 IGRP INTEGER REFS 6 9 DEFINED 5 
176 IP INTEGER ARRAY REFS 4 41 DEFINED 6 7 8 ii 
t2 16 17 21 22 26 27 31
 
32 33 37 38
 
0 INP INTEGER F.P. REFS I DEFINED I
 
0 LOG INTEGER F.P. REFS 41 DEFINED I
 
174 MDH INTEGER REFS 16 17 21 22 26 27 37
 
30 DEFINED IS 20 25 36
 
0 TFO REAL ARRAY TFRFC REFS 2 5
 
6 TFI REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 2 11
 
16 TF2 REAL ARRAY TFRFCOB REFS 2 15
 
30 TF2X REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 2 17
 
10 TF3 REAL ARRAY TFRFGB REFS 2 20
 
102 TF3X REAL ARRAY TFRFCD REFS 2 22
 
112 TF4 REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 2 25
 
11 TF4X REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 2 27
 
146 TFS REAL ARRAY TFRFC REFS 2 30
 
152 TF5X REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 2 32
 
172 TFSY REAL ARRAY TFRFCO REFS 2 33
 
202 TF6 REAL ARRAY TFRFCO PEFS 2 36
 
206 T~fiX REAL ARRAY TFRFCB REFS 2 38
 
EXTERNALS TYPE ARGS REFERENCES
 
ISTEPO INTEGER 2 5 it 15 20 25 30 36
 




STATEMENT LABELS DEF LINE REFERENCES
 
24 1000 10 9
 
30 2000 t4 9
 
37 3000 19 9
 
45 4000 24 9
 
53 5000 29 9
 
64 6000 35 9
 
72 9000 40 13 18 23 28 34 39
 
COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH MEMBERS - BIAS NAME(LFNGTH)
 
TFRFCB 146 0 rFO (6) 6 TFI 181 14 TF2 (10)
 
Z4 TFZX (40) 64 TF3 (2) 66 TF3X (8I
 
14 TF4 145 78 TF4X (24) 102 TF5 (4)
 






PROGRAM LENGTH 2038 131
 
COMMON LENGTH 222B 146
 
SUBROOTINE TSTRNF 

















































2 SUBROUTINE TSTRNF Cot 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 OPT=I 04/08/76 17.50.49. PAGE 
















































































































FMT RRITES 20 21 
STATEMENT LABELS 
52 ±0 



































PROGRAM LENGTH 3668 246 W 
0 
AdO 
SUBROUTINE UNIF COC 6600 FFN V3.0-P355 OPT=1 04/00/76 17.50.49. PAG
 
SUBROUTINE UNIF(FAU,N,RMTNTRMAXT 
C THIS VERSIONr 25 FEBRUARY 1974 
C IT GENERATES N UNIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED DURATIONS 
C FAU ARRAY OF DURATIONS 
5 0 N DIMENSION OF FAU 
C RMINT MINIUMH DURATION 
C RMAXT MAXIMUM DURATION 
to DIMENSION FAU(N) 
C 






SUBROUTINE UNIF COD 6600 FTN V3.0-P355 DPT=I 04/08/76 17,50.49. PAGE 2 















































































PROGRAM LENGTH, 44B 36 
5 




















SUBROUTINE UNPACK COG 66G0 FTH V3.0-P355 OPT=i 04/08/76 17.50.49. PACE 2 



































































PROGRAM LENGTH 338 27 
